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PREFACE
On behalf of the IEA team, I am pleased to publish this Synthesis that concludes the first round of  
evaluations of CGIAR research since the implementation of CGIAR reform. This report brings together 
the results of evaluations of all 15 CRPs that form the first portfolio of the new CGIAR.  These evaluations 
were conducted over a short period of just over two years by evaluation teams composed of experienced 
evaluators and eminent experts in the fields covered by the research program in question.

 The Synthesis consolidates the wealth of evidence and analysis to draw conclusions and lessons 
aiming to help the next round of research programs to deliver effectively on their stated developments 
goals.

 In this context, it is important to note that the CRPs are complex partnerships that were evaluated 
at an early stage of their implementation. Even during the early days, the design, funding and research 
justification of the nascent CRPs were subject to considerable changes. These changes presented the 
evaluations with several challenges that the IEA addressed by working closely with the teams to design 
and implement a harmonized approach and methodology across evaluations, emphasizing consultation 
with all stakeholders throughout the evaluation process. 

 While this report puts forward a number of specific conclusions and lessons, the evidence, 
analysis and recommendations of the individual evaluations have already been used in various ways; by 
the Centers in preparing the second generation of CRPs and by the ISPC in appraising proposals received. 
In addition to CRP specific insights, the report identifies patterns of CRP implementation and performance 
that have implications at CGIAR System level, and the analysis contained in the report will continue to be 
valuable in guiding the implementation process as well as decision-making in the future.

 More widely, the insights and lessons on agricultural research for development that the report 
provides also serve a broader audience, including CGIAR partners. It is expected that the individual 
evaluations and the Synthesis will have a life beyond the review of the CRP portfolio and preparation for 
the next phase. At CRP level, some of the recommendations will take time to implement and changes 
are likely to take place at varying speeds. We also expect that CGIAR partners and others will use the 
evaluations addressing joint work and generic agricultural research and development challenges. This 
contribution to more widespread learning adds further value to the work presented in this volume.

 The development and deployment of the CRPs was certainly a most ambitious and far-reaching 
reform in the history of CGIAR.  Has that been successful? I reckon that the evaluations and the Synthesis 
provide a positive answer. Notwithstanding the multiple hurdles inherent to institutional changes of that 
scale and an international context that added significant challenges and risks, the CRPs, according to the 
Synthesis, have progressed on many fronts, including: sustained production of international public goods 
reflecting excellence in science in many parts of CGIAR; better articulation of research-to-development 
theories of change and associated partnership strategies; and, above all, the willingness to collaborate 
throughout the programs, from CRP and center management to research scientists working together. 
There are already signs that collective action is a significant driver for the programs contributing towards 
achieving development outcomes.
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PREFACE

As CGIAR prepares for its next phase, it is my hope that this report and the evaluati ons on which it is 
based are found useful and contribute to eff ecti ve and effi  cient research planning, decision-making and 
management across CGIAR in support of the System’s development goals. 

 Rachel Sauvinet Bedouin
 Head, IEA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BACKGROUND

CGIAR is a global partnership that comprises 15 international Research Centers engaged in development- 
oriented research on agriculture and natural resources. Created in 1971, CGIAR became increasingly 
complex as it evolved over time, leading to many challenges such as the lack of a clear mission-oriented 
research focus, the proliferation of uncoordinated CGIAR entities and programs, and the growing depen-
dence on bilateral funding, often with a strong focus on development at the expense of science. Starting 
in 2008, CGIAR underwent a major reform that aimed to address these challenges. A central element of 
the reform was the creation starting in 2011 of 15 CGIAR Research   Programs (CRPs). Each of them is 
jointly managed by several CGIAR Centers, often with external partners as well. The CRPs were designed 
to integrate virtually the entire research portfolio of all Centers around one strategic framework that 
articulated CGIAR’s overarching goals (also referred to as System- Level Outcomes): reduced rural poverty, 
improved food security, improved nutrition and health, and sustainably managed natural resources. The 
creation of CRPs was probably the most far-reaching and ambitious reform effort undertaken since the 
establishment of CGIAR. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE SYNTHESIS 

In November 2013, the Fund Council of CGIAR decided that all current CRPs should undergo an evaluation 
prior to the preparation of full proposals for a second CRP funding period that will start in 2017. The 
Independent Evaluation Arrangement (IEA) of CGIAR carried out ten CRP evaluations between 2013  
and early 2016. In addition, IEA provided technical support and internal and external quality assurance 
to evaluations of the five remaining CRPs that were commissioned by the programs themselves. At the 
end of 2015, IEA decided to conduct a “Synthesis and Lessons Learned from 15 CRP Evaluations” – the 
subject of this report. The primary objective of this Review is to identify major patterns and emer-
ging lessons from evaluation findings, focusing on selected topics, namely relevance and priority setting, 
quality of science, outcomes and impact, gender, partnerships and capacity development, governance 
and management, and the value added of the CRPs. The Review is not meant to be a detailed and com-
prehensive meta-analysis of the 15 CRP evaluations. The purpose is rather to identify lessons for the 
next phase of the CRPs. 

 The Review is based on the evaluation reports of the 15 CRPs. In some cases the Synthesis team 
also consulted primary data collected for the evaluations, such as researcher surveys and bibliometric 
data. In addition, CGIAR documents such as earlier reviews and strategic documents, provided contextual 
information. However, it was beyond the scope of the Review to analyse other CRP documents, or to 
collect other primary information to cover aspects that had not been addressed in the CRP evaluations.

RELEVANCE AND PRIORITY SETTING 

The CRPs were developed within the Strategic Results Framework (SRF) of 2011. The SRF 2011 recognized 
the need to provide more specific guidance of overall System priorities as the basis for developing the 
CRP portfolio, but time and resources did not allow this. The SRF 2011 recommended a more in-depth 
analysis of priorities for the next round of CRPs and this is still in progress. The SRF 2016 lays out eight 
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areas of research as “prioriti es” (SRF 2016, p. 4), but they are so generic that they provided litt le guidance 
either to choice of a CRP portf olio or the relati ve importance among CRPs within a portf olio. Nonethe-
less, all evaluati ons concluded that the CRPs align well with CGIAR SLOs. This alignment is being opera-
ti onalized through a set of Intermediate Development Outcomes (IDOs) that have been developed to 
correspond to each System Level Outcome (SLO). The CRPs needed to develop their program-specifi c 
IDOs derived from their “Theories of Change” (ToCs).

 At the CRP level, the evaluati ons found that some CRPs had developed more analyti cal approaches  
to priority setti  ng, although there was litt le evidence that they infl uenced resource allocati on. Demand- 
side approaches to assessing prioriti es were also evident in most CRPs, someti mes with considerable 
success according to the evaluati ons. Overall, legacy research and bilateral funding played a large role in 
CRP resource allocati on. Several evaluati ons noted that such bilateral funding oft en drives CRPs toward 
development acti viti es in which they do not have comparati ve advantage.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EMERGING LESSONS ON RELEVANCE AND PRIORITY SETTING

• Use of ToCs and IDOs has the potenti al to increase the relevance of CGIAR research by strategically 
focusing on outcomes and impact. However, identi fying IDOs based on ToCs does not replace 
priority setti  ng; it can only provide a starti ng point. This approach sti ll needs to be combined 
with methods of priority setti  ng to identi fy how funding is best allocated across and within 
the CRPs, taking into account aspects such as the comparati ve advantage of CGIAR and the 
role of research vis-à-vis other factors in reaching a parti cular IDO. CGIAR can draw on a rich 
experience in using quanti tati ve and qualitati ve methods for priority setti  ng, and new methods 
of bott om-up priority setti  ng have been tested during the evaluati on period, especially in 
the Systems CRPs. Sti ll, the evaluati ons indicate that substanti ally more emphasis on priority 
setti  ng is required, both at the System and the CRP level, if the CGIAR wants to realize its own 
goal to be at the forefront on how the internati onal community should allocate resources for 
internati onal agricultural research.

• At the System level (for future SRFs), the emerging lesson is that, even considering the long 
history and rich experience of CGIAR in using a wide variety of prioriti zati on methods, the 
ti me and the resources required to develop a robust approach for setti  ng prioriti es for IDOs 
should not be underesti mated. The default to not setti  ng prioriti es at the System level is the 
status quo in allocati ng funds across CRPs that represents an implicit set of prioriti es of the 
System. 

• The need for eff orts to defi ne prioriti es within CRPs remains strong and eff orts to respond to 
this need have sti ll been evolving during the evaluati on period, with variati ons across CRPs. 
The majority of evaluati ons recommended more rigorous and transparent priority setti  ng 
mechanisms at the CRP level for allocati ng W1/W2 funding and tapping W3 and bilateral 
funds. New approaches to use bott om-up demand-side approaches have been applied, and 
the identi fi cati on of IDOs has been an important step to ensure relevance. However, more 
analysis is required for priority setti  ng within the CRPs to fi nd the best strategies on how to 
meet the IDOs, especially with a view to important strategic questi ons and addressing 
research needs of poverty hot-spots. 
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QUALITY OF SCIENCE

Following a framework developed by IEA, quality of science was evaluated based on assessments of 
the quality of research inputs (staff, infrastructure), the appropriateness of research management 
processes, and the quality of research outputs (publicati ons and other types of outputs). 
 

RESEARCH INPUTS

The evaluati ons show that overall, the CRPs have been able to engage research leaders of adequate 
qualifi cati on and scienti fi c standing to lead the wide range of CRP research acti viti es at a globally 
competi ti ve level. The CRPs are also home to highly producti ve world-class researchers in several fi elds 
of research. However, there is considerable variati on in staff  quality across CRPs, which partly refl ects 
the traditi onal strengths and weaknesses of the parti cipati ng Centers that had been documented in 
earlier reviews of the Centers. The evaluati ons also indicate that improving the disciplinary mix of their 
researchers remains a challenge, even though that was one of the expected benefi ts of creati ng CRPs. 
Likewise, there is sti ll much to do to build suffi  cient research staff  capacity in “non-traditi onal” research 
areas that the CRP portf olio aimed to strengthen within CGIAR, such as farming systems research and 
parti cipatory research. The researcher surveys indicates that many CRPs could do bett er in terms of 
creati ng individual incenti ves for performance, in encouraging creati ve thinking, and in allowing for risk 
taking and learning from failure.

 The quality of research infrastructure, another major input of research quality, is strongly infl u-
enced by previous investments by the Centers. Researchers in regions that were traditionally dis-
advantaged, especially in Sub-Saharan African, did not seem to benefi t much from parti cipati on in the 
CRPs in terms of bett er research infrastructure. There are also serious concerns regarding the lack of 
long-term investment in research infrastructure even in areas where CGIAR had been strong in the past, 
given the funding structure (see below).

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT

Research management processes, especially those that aim to ensure quality of science, remained in 
the domain of the Centers rather than being managed at CRP level. Considerable diff erences conti nue 
to exist between Centers in this respect. The implicati ons for the CRPs are not straightf orward, since 
establishing additi onal processes for ensuring quality of science at the CRP level would lead to dupli- 
cati on of eff orts. This is a typical challenge of matrix management that requires further considerati on 
as the CRPs evolve. Harmonizati on of processes to ensure quality of science would be a promising 
approach. Further, the opportuniti es that the CRPs off er for generati ng globally relevant data sets and 
making them publicly available remains underexploited and several evaluati ons noted that data sharing 
across Centers remains a signifi cant challenge. 

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Overall, the evaluati ons concluded that the CRPs have been able to produce outputs of a quality that 
is consistent with what can be expected from international agricultural research organizations. 
However, there is considerable variability in this respect. Many CRPs have been able to produce out-
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standing publicati ons in specifi c areas, but these achievements were oft en due to a relati vely small share 
of excepti onal researchers (as is the case in many research organizati ons). The publicati on analysis also 
indicates that collaborati on with Advanced Agricultural Research Insti tuti ons (ARIs) seems essenti al for 
the CRPs to be able to stay at the research fronti er in an increasingly competi ti ve environment. Similarly 
to the analysis of staff  qualifi cati ons, the publicati on analysis also indicates that (pre-existi ng) diff erences 
across CGIAR Centers regarding their visibility and impact in the internati onal scienti fi c literature have 
not been signifi cantly reduced through the CRP approach of bringing diff erent Centers together. There is 
no evidence yet of joint publicati ons across Centers within a CRP in high-ranking journals, although it is 
probably too soon to see this eff ect. A matt er of concern for several CRPs are the relati vely high shares 
of arti cles in journals without impact factors or with low impact factors, as peer review remains one of 
the most important instruments in research to ensure quality of science.
 
 Apart from publicati ons, the CRPs produced other important outputs, especially technological 
innovati ons and insti tuti onal innovati ons. The CRP evaluati ons diff ered in the level of detail in which 
they assessed the quality of the non-published outputs, but the evidence suggests that their quality was 
overall also consistent with what can be expected from internati onal agricultural research organizati ons.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EMERGING LESSONS ON QUALITY OF SCIENCE

• The evaluati ons show that the CRPs are research programs where world-class agricultural 
research is being conducted with a focus on CGIAR’s overarching goals. Nevertheless, the 
variati on in quality of science within and across CRPs indicates that to date CRPs have only 
been partly successful in using the potenti al of the new matrix management structure for 
combining the strengths of the parti cipati ng Centers to boost the overall quality of science. 
CRPs may gain from harmonizing processes of quality control and performance management 
of research staff , which remains the authority of the Centers. Encouraging co-authorship 
across Centers and stronger individual incenti ves for performance could also be useful. 
Moreover, several CRPs would benefi t from a bett er integrati on of social science research. All 
the CRPs would benefi t from integrati ng a wider range of social sciences beyond economics 
in their disciplinary portf olio.

• CRPs also created the opportunity to share data across Centers and make comprehensive 
data sets publicly available - an important internati onal public good, and a disti nct compa-
rati ve advantage of CGIAR. The evaluati ons indicate that more eff orts are required to uti lize 
this opportunity. Innovati ve approaches in some CRPs may serve as examples, but a stronger 
culture of data sharing across Centers is also needed.

• CRPs with comparati vely high shares of publicati ons in journals without an impact factor could 
derive insights from other CRPs on how to best address this challenge. Strategies may include 
setti  ng clear goals for staff  on diff erent types of outputs; mentoring of junior scienti sts; and 
encouraging co-authorship of junior and senior scienti sts as well as collaborati on with ARIs. 
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OUTCOMES AND IMPACT

The evaluati ons assessed the tools that the CRPs use to promote impact (formulati ng impact pathways 
and ToCs) as well as the evidence on impact.

IMPACT PATHWAYS AND TOCS

The evaluati ons and the researcher surveys clearly indicate that requesti ng each CRP to develop a ToC 
has forced CRPs to consider more carefully the processes for achieving impacts and resulted in a 
stronger impact orientati on. However, the evaluati ons indicate that the direct translati on of ToC - a tool 
developed for development projects - to the CRPs needs much more thought. While development pro-
jects are typically implemented in a specifi c region, CRPs are highly complex global research programs 
that include a wide range of diff erent types of acti viti es (from laboratory research and theoreti cal 
modelling to acti viti es in farmers’ fi elds). They target a large number of very diverse benefi ciaries and 
typically they have rather diverse impact pathways (e.g., achieving impact directly through working with 
farmers and extension agents as well as indirectly through eff ects on food prices, advising policy-makers, 
infl uencing global debates and donors and changing development paradigms). The evaluati ons indicate 
that CRP ToCs also need to be more cognizant of the relevant literature. ToCs are essenti ally based on 
assumpti ons regarding the diff erent causal links in an impact chain, and in order to meet the standards 
of a global research programs, these assumpti ons should be supported by the respecti ve literature (e.g., 
the literature on technology adopti on and agricultural innovati on systems or the emerging fi eld of 
implementati on sciences).  

 Several evaluati ons also expressed serious concerns regarding current eff orts of CGIAR to use 
the ToC/IDO approach as the basis for a results-based management (RBM) system. The complexity of the 
CRPs as global research programs (see above) and the inevitably uncertain nature of research limit the 
applicability of the RBM approaches. Concerns include unrealisti c assumpti ons about the att ributability 
of development outcome indicators to CRP research; underesti mati on of the resources required to 
adequately monitor the development outcome indicators across the enti re portf olio; and heavy reporti ng 
requirements that may undermine staff  morale.

IMPACT

Past impact assessments (IA) concentrated on the impact of geneti c improvement of crop varieti es and 
fi sh strains. These impact esti mates have been, and sti ll are, used by CGIAR as a major rati onale to justi fy 
investment in the System as well as for learning. The evaluati ons indicate that in the Commodity CRPs, 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• CRPs that rely on expensive research infrastructure to be able to conduct research of high 
quality have largely benefi tt ed from past investments of the Centers and from collaborati on 
with ARIs. The evaluati ons indicate an urgent need to identi fy how suffi  cient investment in 
research infrastructure to ensure future quality of science can be ensured under the CRP 
funding system that does not adequately fund these types of investments.
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where this type of impact is most relevant, IA has lost momentum, as they reported only few major 
IA studies and no global assessment. A regional assessment of Sub-Saharan Africa found modest ad-
opti on of modern crop varieti es since 1998, but a large share of those varieti es could be att ributed to 
the CGIAR. Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are increasingly being used to establish early outcomes 
and provide a basis for learning and scaling up, e.g., in the cases of fl ood-tolerant rice and orange-fl eshed 
sweet potato. Among the non-Commodity CRPs, IA eff orts have been limited in most CRPs. Partly, this 
refl ects diffi  culti es of att ributi ng outcomes and impact to the type of research products produced by the 
non-Commodity CRPs.

 The evaluati ons generally rated the quality of IA favourably although oft en noti ng consider-
able variability. Methodological rigor has the potenti al to improve with the increasing availability of 
panel data sets and novel techniques such as RCTs to measure risk eff ects of technology use and DNA 
fi ngerprinti ng to verify varieti es grown by farmers. Nonetheless, a recurring theme in the evaluati ons’ 
recommendati ons is the need for CRPs to adopt a systemati c and adequately funded approach to IA 
that would replace the present ad hoc processes that provide only very parti al and sporadic coverage of 
CRP acti viti es. The heavy investment in baseline data was also noted in several evaluati ons as not being 
sustainable.

EMERGING LESSONS ON OUTCOMES AND IMPACT

• The introducti on of the ToC concept has led to a stronger results orientation of CGIAR. 
However, more eff orts are required to adapt the ToC concept, which was originally designed 
for development projects, to the specifi c requirements of a highly complex internati onal re-
search program. The CRPs could make bett er use of their own research experti se to develop 
bett er ToCs, but this will require that CRP staff  embraces the concept as part of their research 
endeavour, rather than considering it as just another requirement to be fulfi lled to access 
funding.

• These lessons also apply to current eff orts to develop a RBM System based on the ToC/IDO 
concept. The evolving RBM System for CRPs needs to be based on more realisti c assumpti ons, 
in line with the evaluati on literature, regarding att ributability of outcomes to research eff ort, 
and regarding the number and type of indicators that can be credibly be monitored in large- 
scale complex research projects, and with reasonable resources. The focus could be placed 
on indicators that are most relevant for IA.

• The evaluati ons indicate that the development of a systemati c approach to IA is sti ll a work 
in progress. IA should be an ongoing acti vity that provides broad coverage of the major CRP 
research products and their impact on SLOs through IDOs at regular intervals of 5-10 years, 
supported by the allocati on of a certain percentage of funds to IA.  

• Non-commodity CRPs face major methodological challenges in IA as, given the state of the 
art, assessing impacts through IDOs on SLOs will be limited by att ributi on and measurement 
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GENDER

The evaluati ons assessed the focus on gender in the CRPs by evaluati ng gender strategies, eff orts to create 
an enabling environment for gender research, progress towards gender mainstreaming in research, and 
att enti on to gender in the workplace. The CGIAR Consorti um-level Gender Strategy published in 2011 
served as reference for the evaluati ons.

GENDER STRATEGIES

Overall, the evaluati ons found that requesti ng the CRPs to develop Gender Strategies has been an im-
portant step in mainstreaming gender throughout CGIAR. The evaluati ons suggest that CRP Gender 
Strategies could be more explicit about the approach (gender-responsive or gender-transformati ve) to 
be applied in the respecti ve CRP. Moreover, more strategic thought could be given to the questi on of 
whether the respecti ve CRP should have a dedicated gender component. 

CREATING AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR GENDER RESEARCH

The evaluati ons suggest a mixed picture in creati ng an enabling environment for gender research. Available 
evidence suggests that not all CRPs reached the target set by the Consorti um to allocate 10% of the 
funds to gender research. A variety of organizati onal structures have been created within the CRPs to 
support gender research, but it was too early to assess their eff ecti veness. The evaluati ons provide 
numerous examples of support to gender mainstreaming, especially regarding the development of tools 
and guidelines. It is clear from the evaluati ons that there are wide variati ons in eff orts across CRPs, but 
no clear trends among groups of CRPs could be observed. The researcher surveys do indicate a need to 
pay more att enti on on how to get the buy-in of staff  for gender mainstreaming, especially for male staff .

GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN RESEARCH

The evaluati ons note a trend towards increased collecti on of gender-disaggregated data, which has not 
yet been matched by investments in the rigorous analysis and use of these data or in more in-depth 
research on gender more generally. It also appears that qualitati ve research has played a less important 
role, which is not surprising considering the low representati on of social science disciplines that specialize
in qualitati ve research methods, such as sociologists and anthropologists. CGIAR has unique potenti al to 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

problems. In many cases, outcomes will necessarily be assessed by tracking infl uence on nati onal 
and local decision makers and a systemati c program of IA would allow synthesis of results at 
a regional or global level.

• At the System level, the Standing Panel on Impact Assessment (SPIA) has played a criti cal 
role in quality control for IA, providing matching funds, creati ng a community of practi ce and 
promoti ng regional and global coverage. Considering the important role that credible state-
of-the-art IA played in the past for justi fying funding to the CGIAR, it is important to conti nue 
these eff orts.
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bring gender into the mainstream literature on agricultural development - an important impact pathway 
for the CRPs. Using this pathway requires innovati ve high-quality publicati ons that demonstrate the import-
ance of addressing gender issues in diff erent fi elds of agricultural and natural resources research. To 
what extent CRPs are on the way to realizing this potenti al should be addressed in future gender-specifi c 
evaluati ons. 

GENDER IN THE WORKPLACE

The overall picture that emerges from the evaluati ons is that, with some excepti ons, the role of gender 
in the workplace - the second major pillar of the CGIAR Gender Strategy - has received less att enti on 
than the fi rst pillar (mainstreaming gender in CRP research). Since the Centers have largely retained the 
authority over human resource management, leadership of the Centers may have a larger role to play 
than CRP leadership in changing this situati on. 

PARTNERSHIPS AND CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT 

Partnerships and capacity development are closely linked since capacity development eff orts typically 
involve and target specifi c categories of partners. 

PARTNERSHIPS

CRPs were found to have a large number of partners, reaching up to 900 for a single CRP. Many evalua-
ti ons found that the choice of partners was oft en based on legacy research and on seizing opportuniti es, 
rather than on a systemati c and strategic selecti on process. Even in those cases where CRPs had developed 
an explicit strategy, the evaluati ons saw room for improvement, especially in terms of providing clear 
operati onal guidelines for the choice of partners within the overall ToC. 

EMERGING LESSONS ON GENDER

• During the evaluati on period, a range of eff orts has been adopted to promote gender main- 
streaming and improve the enabling environment for gender research throughout the CRPs. 
More att enti on could be paid to strategic questi ons, such as the adopti on of a gender-responsive 
or a gender-transformati ve approach, and the potenti al merits or demerits of having a dedicated 
CRP component on gender research, in additi on to mainstreaming gender throughout the CRP 
research portf olio.

• The evaluati ons also note progress in mainstreaming gender in actual research acti viti es. The 
evaluati ons noted that more emphasis should be placed not only on collecti ng gender-disag 
gregated data, but also on analysing and using them, and on complementi ng quanti tati ve with 
qualitati ve research approaches. This would allow CGIAR to bring gender into the mainstream 
of diff erent branches of literature on agricultural development.

• More emphasis is required to adequately address gender in the workplace, the second pillar 
of the CGIAR Gender Strategy.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Nati onal research organizati ons remain as the most important type of partners for almost all CRPs, and 
these partners were found to be strongly positi ve about working with the CRPs. However, limitati ons 
were found regarding the nature of that involvement especially their role in infl uencing the research 
agenda. New partnerships that have been established with development organizati ons, and private sector 
organizati ons, including multi -nati onal companies, play an increasing role as a partner of the CRPs especially 
in delivery.

 ARIs remain criti cal for CRPs to stay at the research fronti er. The evaluati ons highlighted the 
important role of these partnerships in accessing the most recent science and in enhancing the quality 
of science in CGIAR through collaborati ve research, co-authorship and joint supervision of graduate 
theses. Some of these partnerships are developing into important global networks. The evaluati ons note 
opportuniti es to deepen these partnerships in areas such as in genomics/phenomics and parti cipatory 
research. 

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT

CRPs engage in a wide range of capacity development acti viti es, mostly targeti ng the nati onal research 
and development partners. Several evaluati ons point out that these acti viti es have not been guided by 
an explicit capacity development strategy, and tended to be rather ad hoc and focused on training with 
litt le att enti on to broader insti tuti onal development. However, there is a trend towards a more strategic 
approach due to the eff orts of the CGIAR Capacity Development Community of Practi ce. One type of ca-
pacity development acti vity that was found to be widespread in several CRPs is training through extension 
acti viti es, oft en involving tens of thousands of farmers under bilaterally-funded projects. The evaluati ons 
questi oned the comparati ve advantage of CGIAR for such acti viti es

EMERGING LESSONS ON PARTNERSHIPS AND CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT

• CRPs will benefi t from developing explicit partnership strategies as well as capacity develop-
ment strategies, which should be linked to each other and to the ToCs and Impact Pathways. 
To be of practi cal value, these strategies need to provide operati onal guidelines and criteria 
for selecti ng partners, and for prioriti zing capacity development acti viti es within the overall 
insti tuti onal context.

• The quality of partnerships with research partners in the South could be improved by engaging 
them more fully in the enti re research process from research design to co-authored publica-
ti ons, and by addressing the power imbalances that may result from their role as subcontractors.

• Maintaining the long-standing and highly valuable partnerships with ARIs in core areas of CGI-
AR research is essenti al for CRPs, who can also benefi t from developing new partnerships with 
internati onally leading research groups for relati vely new areas in the CRP portf olio.

• In view of the rising importance of private sector organizati ons as partners of the CRPs, it 
seems essenti al to develop and publicize private sector engagement policies with the aim to 
develop new impact pathways while at the same ti me managing reputati onal risks.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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GOVERNANCE, MANAGEMENT AND FUNDING

The creati on of CRPs as a major element of the CGIAR reform, greatly expanded a matrix management 
structure in CGIAR and changed the funding, at least for W1/W2, from Centers to CRPs. As might be 
expected, the evaluati ons found that these reforms created considerable challenges for governance, 
management and funding.

GOVERNANCE

Most CRPs changed their governance structures during the evaluati on period, partly in response to 
Consorti um Offi  ce – Fund Council instructi on, itself based on a Review of CRP Governance and Manage-
ment (referred to as RPGM) that was conducted during the evaluati on period. RPGM recommended 
that all CRPs should have only one governance body with both advisory and oversight functi ons that 
includes Center representati ves as well as independent experts and non-CGIAR partners. CRP evalua-
ti ons show a mixed picture regarding the extent to which the recommended governance structure has 
been conducive to meeti ng the governance challenges inherent in the matrix management structure of 
the CRPs. A major challenge identi fi ed is the ability of the governing bodies to exercise a real oversight 
functi on instead of only an advisory functi on. Moreover, a trade-off  was found in limiti ng the size of the 
governing body to enhance its eff ecti veness and ensuring its inclusiveness in terms of representati on 
of parti cipati ng Centers, independent experts, diff erent types of partners, and representati ves of target 
regions. Center representati ves in governing bodies were found to face potenti al organizati onal confl icts 
of interest (balancing Center interests vis-à-vis CRP interests).

MANAGEMENT

Contrary to a RPGM recommendati on, the evaluati ons found that most CRPs have maintained a manage-
ment committ ee that has senior management representati ves of the Centers as members, and exercises 
substanti al governance functi ons in additi on to management functi ons. Overall, the evaluati ons found 
this arrangement to be useful. Since essenti al dimensions of management, such as management of 
research staff  and research processes, remain under the authority of the Centers, the parti cipati on of 
senior Center managers in the CRP Management Committ ees was found to facilitate the implementati on 
of management decisions. 

 With few excepti ons, the evaluati ons found that the authority of the CRP Director to be too 
limited, although a trend towards allocati ng more authority to the CRP Director was observed. The de-
legati on of management authority to flagship leaders was generally seen to be positive (“distributed 
leadership”), but it was noted that fl agship leaders generally have no management authority outside 
their home Centers. The evaluati ons indicated that the development of systems that provide appropriate 
management informati on to CRP managers remains a challenge for many CRPs. Even basic informati on, 
(e.g., on bilateral projects that are mapped into the CRPs), was oft en not available to CRP managers. The 
introducti on of “One Corporate System” (OCS) was identi fi ed as a positi ve step toward a soluti on. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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FUNDING AND ITS MANAGEMENT

The CGIAR reform introduced three funding windows for the CRPs1. W1/W2 funds are important to 
the success of the CGIAR reforms, since the Consorti um Offi  ce, upon approval of the Fund Council, can 
allocate W1 funds among CRPs to infl uence the overall directi on of the research portf olio, and CRP 
managers can potenti ally allocate W1/W2 funds across Centers according to prioriti es and performance, 
and to incenti vize collaborati on across Centers parti cipati ng in the CRP. During the evaluati on period, the 
share of W1/ W2 funds of total expenditure dropped to less than 30% in 20152 , and is projected to be 
23% of a total indicati ve budget of USD 900 million for 20173 . At the same ti me, the share of W3 share 
of total CGIAR funds received (W1/2/3 )4, increased from 17% in 2012 to 29% in 2014 and to around 47% 
in 2015.  These trends mean that W1/W2 funds will have limited potenti al to exert real infl uence on the 
directi on of the CRP portf olio.

 The evaluati ons indicate that there was considerable variati on in the approaches that CRP use 
to allocate W1/W2 funds. Only some CRPs funded cross-Center research acti viti es of strategic relevance 
to the whole CRP. Formula-based allocati on of funds based on legacy research was more common as 
it is the lower cost opti on and politi cally easier. Several evaluati ons recommended moving more funds 
to competi ti ve processes now that the CRPs have achieved a certain level of maturity. Almost all the 
evaluati ons highlighted the uncertainty of W1/W2 funds from year to year, and even within years when 
budget cuts were announced well into the fi scal year, aft er commitments were already made. This mode 
of managing W1/W2 funds, as well as their declining share, has seriously undermined their value for 
funding strategically oriented long-term research. As several evaluati ons noted, W3 and bilateral funds 
are now not only the bulk of the funds, but are also considered the more stable ‘core’ of the CRPs.

1 Window 1 funds that can be allocated across CRPs, Window 2 funds that are allocated to specifi c to 
CRPs, and WIndow 3  funds that are allocated to specifi c Center.   

2 Preliminary - CGIAR Financial Report 2015, issued 26 April 2016.

3 CGIAR Consorti um (2015 a): 2017-2022: CGIAR Research Program Portf olio (CRP2): Final Guidance 
for Full Proposals. 19 December 2015.    

4 This does not include bilateral funding.    
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EMERGING LESSONS ON GOVERNANCE, MANAGEMENT AND FUNDING

• The governance structures of CRPs were evolving during the evaluati on period. Since all CRPs 
have moved to a single governance body (steering committ ee) that is supposed to have over-
sight as well as advisory functi ons, there is a need to ensure that this functi on can be eff ecti vely 
executed. At the same ti me, CRPs must try to ensure the inclusiveness of the steering commit-
tees, especially in terms of representati ves from target regions. Since the “single body” gover-
nance structure is new for many CRPs, they must be monitored on whether bringing together 
the voices of independent experts, partners and parti cipati ng Centers in one single governing 
body will actually work and benefi t the CRPs more than previous arrangements. 

• The evaluati ons suggest that CRPs benefi t from having Management Committ ees in which 
senior managers of the Centers are included, and that have governance functi ons such as 
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VALUE ADDED
VALUE ADDED

The evaluati on reports and the researcher surveys broadly concluded that CRPs have added signifi cant 
value, even though there are variati on across CRPs. Among the Commodity-CRPs, it appears that added 
value was easier to realize for single commodity CRPs or for single commoditi es within multi -commodity 
programs. Interacti on, learning and sharing of knowledge, germplasm and tools between scienti sts in 
diff erent Centers has increased under many of the CRPs relati ve to the pre-reform situati on. Several 
CRPs have included non-CGIAR core partners - research insti tuti ons from high-income countries with an 
internati onal mandate - who play an important role in implementati on.  

 The evaluati ons indicate that the development of CRP has facilitated integrati on around a stra-
tegic framework in several of the CRPs, especially those that used W1/W2 funding strategically rather 
than basing funding allocati on on a formula. The evaluati ons all comment favourably on an emerging 
results culture in CRPs with much greater awareness and att enti on to getti  ng beyond research outputs 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

strategic planning in additi on to management functi ons. This fi nding raises, however, the 
questi on of whether senior Center managers should play a substanti al role in both the steering 
committ ees and the management committ ees (as is currently the case), or whether Centers 
should be represented diff erently, in the Steering Committ ees, such as by members of their 
Boards of Trustees (BoT).

• The evaluati ons indicate that in most cases, CRP management could be improved by allocati ng 
more authority to the CRP Directors. Priority areas highlighted in the evaluati ons include the 
parti cipati on of CRP Directors in the performance assessment of staff  members with manage- 
ment responsibiliti es in the CRP (such as fl agship leaders), and involvement of CRP Directors 
in decisions to map bilateral projects into a CRP. The evaluati ons indicate also that systems to 
provide adequate management informati on need to be improved in most CRPs. OCS is expec-
ted to play a positi ve role in this regard. 

• The review of the CRPs that were evaluated as successful as well as plausibility consider- 
ati ons suggest that a minimum share of W1/W2 funds in a CRP budget should be in the range 
of 30-35% if W1/W2 funds are to provide suffi  cient leverage to implement an integrati ve and 
collaborati ve research program across Centers. Hence, there is a need to revisit the compact 
between the donors and the Centers in order to rebuild commitment to the CGIAR reform 
agenda and ensure the success of the second phase of CRPs. On the one hand, the CRPs will 
have to arti culate a compelling case for their prioriti es and potenti al impacts on the IDOs and 
SLOs and move away from formula funding to transparent mechanisms to allocated funds to 
the highest prioriti es and the best science, while at the same ti me demonstrati ng a willing-
ness to close off  legacy research that does not meet these criteria. On the other side, the do-
nors have to reassert their commitment to providing funds in the most fl exible way possible 
to the CRPs to implement such a program.
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to outcomes and impacts. The evaluati ons also provide evidence of synergies generated by combining 
complementary assets from diff erent parti cipati ng Centers. Likewise, effi  ciencies are also being realized 
through common protocols and tools, such as common data recording protocols.

 The evaluati ons are uniformly in agreement that the potenti al value added of CRPs is much 
higher than what has been realized to date. A common fi nding is that two to four years is only suffi  cient 
to lay the basis for strong CRP partnerships across Centers, and that several more years are needed to 
conti nue to learn from experience and build trust in order to develop truly integrated programs. 

CONSTRAINTS TO VALUE ADDED

The evaluati ons also document a range of constraints to value added. All evaluati ons commented on 
the increased transacti ons costs for CRP managers to coordinate and comply with CRP requirements for 
reporti ng, and for scienti sts in terms of additi onal planning and reporti ng. Staff  surveys indicate wide- 
spread scepti cism regarding the CRP’s potenti al to streamline administrati ve procedures, and some 
evaluati ons note that relati ons between CRPs and the Consorti um Offi  ce have oft en been undermined 
by poor communicati on, frequently shift ing guidelines, and lack of trust. The uncertainty of W1/W2 
funding indicated above added to the perceived instability 

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In view of the fi ndings of this synthesis of the 15 evaluati ons, one may ask whether, overall, the creati on 
of the CRPs was a valuable reform approach for CGIAR. Taking into account the challenges inherent 
in introducing a system of matrix management across 15 legally independent centers, there are good 
reasons to consider the creati on of the CRPs to be a valuable additi on to the CGIAR System, especially 
if funding fl exibility can be regained. The evaluati ons provide evidence of a substanti al willingness to 
collaborate at all levels, from the leadership of the CRPs and the Centers to the scienti sts on the ground. 
However, the incenti ves to collaborate in a major reform eff ort of CGIAR were strongest at the beginning 
of the reform, where agriculture had just come back to the center stage of internati onal development 
aft er decades of neglect. To maintain the reform momentum, it is important to maintain strong incenti ves 
for collaborati on, including CRP funding, if the reform goal of the “CGIAR functi oning as one insti tuti on” 
is to be achieved.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EMERGING LESSONS ON VALUE ADDED

To fully realize the potenti al value added, system stability is essenti al. CRPs were meant to run 
for ten years, subject to a mid-term evaluati on. The CRPs that are making progress need to be 
assured of their conti nuity and the funds to implement their agreed research portf olio. Likewise, 
administrati ve procedures need to be harmonized and agreed on for the next several years.
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 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND

CGIAR is a global partnership that comprises 15 international research centers engaged in development- 
oriented agricultural research. As per its current SRF (2016-2030)5 , CGIAR aims to contribute to three 
overarching goals: reduced poverty; improved food and nutrition security for health; and improved natural 
resource systems and ecosystem services6. 

 CGIAR was founded in 1971 with a focus on food staples. The system evolved over time, 
addressing a wider set of goals with an expanding research agenda, and an increasing number of Centers, 
eventually reaching 15. In 2008, CGIAR initiated a major reform that aimed at improving the coordina- 
tion across the CGIAR Centers, making the research agenda more demand-driven, and strengthening 
the development impact of CGIAR research. The decision to reform the system was based on a compre-
hensive review of the CGIAR system published in 2008, which identified a number of shortcomings: lack 
of  a clear mission- oriented research focus, proliferation of CGIAR entities and programs, cumbersome 
governance and complexity of decision making, deterioration of trust between Centers and donors, and 
stagnating funding7. 

5 CGIAR Consortium (2016 a): CGIAR Strategy and Results Framework 2016-2030.   

6 As further explained below, these three goals are referred to as System-Level Outcomes (SLOs). The 
first SRF (2011) targeted four CGIAR system level outcomes (SLOs): reduced rural poverty, increased 
food security increase, improved nutrition and health, and sustainably managed of natural resources.  

7 CGIAR Independent Review Panel (2008): Bringing Together the Best of Science and the Best of 
Development. Independent Review of the CGIAR System. page 2.    
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The CGIAR reform, which aimed at addressing these shortcomings, had four major elements: (1) a 
reform of CGIAR governance structure leading to the creati on of three new insti tuti onal bodies at the 
system level: the CGIAR Fund, the CGIAR Consorti um and the IEA; (2) the development of an overarching 
and results-based SRF covering the research agenda of all 15 Centers and their partners; (3) the estab-
lishment of CRPs, which were conceived as large, long-term and results-oriented research programs to 
be jointly implemented by several CGIAR Centers in order to implement the SFR; and (4) the creati on 
of three funding windows that aimed at a greater harmonizati on of donor funding to CGIAR in line with 
the SRF. With implementati on of these reforms and in view of the food price crisis of 2008, the donors 
pledged to substanti ally increase their funding to the reformed CGIAR.

 The fi rst SRF published in 20118  established 15 CRPs. The fi rst CRPs started in 2011, and by 2013 
all 15 were operati onal. An overview of these CRPs is provided in Annex 1. A new CGIAR SRF covering the 
ti me period from 2016 to 2030 was approved by the Fund Council in 2015. In the same year, the Fund 
Council put forward a second call for CRP proposals with a restructured and re-prioriti zed CRP portf olio. 
The implementati on of the second-round CRPs is scheduled to begin in 2017. Concomitant to the reform, 
the donors increased the funding to CGIAR from 673 million USD in 2010 to more than one billion USD in 
2014 (this excludes Centers’ own income9). However, the indicati ve base budget for 2017 was esti mated 
to be down to 900 million USD10. 

 The SRF 2016-2030 has quanti fi ed the three overall goals, which are referred to as SLOs. By 
2030, the acti on of CGIAR and its partners is expected to result in 150 million fewer hungry people, 100 
million fewer poor people – at least 50% of whom are women, and 190 million ha less degraded land 
(CGIAR SRF 2016-2030, p.4). CRPs are requested to formulate IDOs that contribute to the SLOs. The IDOs 
should be derived from the Impact Pathways and associated ToC (see Chapter 3.2) that the CRPs need to 
develop. 

 The creati on of IEA refl ects an increased commitment of the reformed CGIAR to use evaluati ons 
as the basis for accountability, learning and conti nuous system improvement. Based at the Food and 
Agriculture Organizati on (FAO) in Rome, IEA is responsible for system-level external evaluati ons of CGIAR 
encompassing CGIAR insti tuti ons and CRPs, as well as perti nent themes and issues. In November 2013, 
the Fund Council agreed that all current CRPs should undergo some form of evaluati on before preparati on 
of full proposals in response to the call for proposals for the second round of CRP funding. In response 
to this decision, IEA commissioned and carried out ten CRP evaluati ons between 2013 and early 2016. 
In additi on, IEA supported the evaluati ons of the fi ve remaining CRPs that were commissioned by the 
programs themselves. At the end of 2015, IEA decided to conduct a “Synthesis of Lessons Learned of the 
15 CRP Evaluati ons.” This Synthesis is presented in this report.

 Table A 4 in the Annex 2 gives an overview of some key characteristi cs of the evaluati on, in-
cluding the number of evaluati on team members, the number of countries visited, the numbers of 
interviews conducted, the percentage of staff  answering the survey, and the methods applied to assess 

8 CGIAR Consorti um (2011 a): A Strategy and Results Framework for the CGIAR.

9 CGIAR Consorti um Offi  ce and CGIAR Fund Offi  ce (2015): CGIAR Financial Report for year 2014, page 3.

10 CGIAR Consorti um (2015 a): 2017-2022: CGIAR Research Program Portf olio (CRP2): Final Guidance 
for Full Proposals. 19 December 2015, page 4.
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quality of science. As can be seen from the table, while there was a clear eff ort to harmonize approach 
and methodologies11, there was some variati on in terms of the level of resources invested in the 
evaluati ons and the breadth of informati on collected. 

1.2 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SYNTHESIS 

As can be derived from the above ti me line, this Synthesis was undertaken at a ti me when the fi rst phase 
of CRPs was ending and the proposals for the second phase of CRPs (starti ng 2017) were being draft ed 
in response to the new CRP portf olio. To inform the next phase of CRPs, this Synthesis aims to highlight 
patt erns and to draw lessons across the 15 evaluati ons. The Synthesis is also expected to serve as a con-
solidated input for an anti cipated system-wide evaluati on in 2018. Against this background, the main 
objecti ves of this Synthesis of Lessons Learned are the following: 

• to identi fy main patt erns relati ng to the evaluati on fi ndings on selected topics focusing, on relevance 
and priority setti  ng, quality of science, outcomes and impact, gender, partnerships and capacity 
development, governance and management and on the value added of the CRPs;

• to draw lessons on selected topics that can be useful for the second phase of CRPs, focusing on what 
worked and what did not work and why, taking the objecti ves of the CGIAR reform into account;

• to draw lessons on System-wide issues that are aff ecti ng CRP performance; and

• to identi fy key evaluati on gaps, which should be fi lled before the System-wide evaluati on planned 
in 2018.

The Synthesis is addressed to a broad range of stakeholders in CGIAR and partners of CGIAR, including 
the CRP managements, the Center managements, the Consortium Office, the Fund Council, the 
Independent Science and Partnership Council (ISPC), and the Global Forum on Agricultural Research 
(GFAR).

This Synthesis is limited in scope in the following two important aspects:

1. First, this Synthesis is not meant to be a detailed and comprehensive meta-analysis of the 15 CRP 
evaluati ons. As stated above, the purpose is rather to identi fy main patt erns in the evaluati ons and 
to derive lessons learned that should be relevant for the next phase of the CRPs. Therefore, the 
choice of topics to be included in the Synthesis is necessarily selecti ve. This selecti on is based on an 
assessment of the evaluati on reports by the Review team and inputs from IEA, and consultati ons of 
the Draft  Report with Evaluati on Team Leaders, Center and CRP Managements, Independent Science 
and Partnership Council (ISPC) and other relevant stakeholders. 

2. Second, this Synthesis is based on the evaluati on reports of the 15 CRPs. In some cases the review 
team also reviewed primary data collected for the evaluati ons (such as survey and bibliometric 
data). However, it was beyond the scope of the Review to conduct a further analysis of CRP docu-
ments, or to collect other primary informati on to cover aspects that had not been addressed in the 

11 IEA Guidance Note G1 Guidance for the Independent External Evaluati on of CGIAR Research 
Programs (CRPs); and IEA Framework for Assessing Quality of Science. 
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CRP evaluati ons. The team did, however, review documents that are important for the context in 
which the CRPs operate (see details in the next secti on).

1.3 RECOMMENDATIONS AND MANAGEMENT RESPONSE

The 15 evaluati ons made a total of 181 recommendati ons. With the excepti on of the evaluati ons of 
CCAFS and Dryland Cereals, all evaluati ons had submitt ed their management responses by the ti me the 
Synthesis was being conducted. The areas which have been addressed most extensively by the recom-
mendati ons have been program strategy and management issues, quality of science, and Governance 
and Management which covers structural and insti tuti onal issues. A total of 11 recommendati ons were 
addressed to the CGIAR system (Fund Council and Consorti um Offi  ce), of which seven related to the 
future of the CRP, recommending in all cases a conti nuati on and further funding of the program. It is 
noteworthy that almost all evaluati ons had at least one recommendati on relati ng to gender issues and 
partnerships. 

 Out of the management responses received, the CRP managements fully accepted 126 recom-
mendati ons (83 percent), parti ally accepted 24 recommendati ons  12(16 percent) and rejected two 
recommendati ons (1 percent). Please see Table 1 and Figure 1 for a detailed overview. 

TABLE 1: OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND MANAGEMENT RESPONSES

*No management response received at ti me of the Synthesis 

 12  Parti ally accepted also includes recommendati ons which were accepted “in principle” only. 
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FIGURE 1: RECOMMENDATIONS FROM CRP EVALUATIONS AND MANAGEMENT RESPONSES BY AREA

  

Source: IEA.

Overall, CRP managements in their responses acknowledged and appreciated the evaluati ons and in 
several cases noted that learning was already taking place during the course of the evaluati on. Further-
more, some recommendati ons had already been addressed even before a formal management respon-
se was submitt ed. In those cases where the Consorti um Offi  ce also submitt ed a response13, it was in 
agreement with the recommendati ons, especially making reference to those recommendati ons either 
addressed to or being of relevance to the Consorti um Offi  ce.

 Another positi ve observati on is that the Full Proposals for the second phase of the CRPs, which 
were submitt ed for review in June 2016, make signifi cant references to CRP evaluati ons and to acti ons 
taken by CRP management to implement recommendati ons.

 Overall, it can be said that CRPs have been acti ng upon the evaluati ons and have been making 
progress since the evaluati ons have been completed. However, this Synthesis necessarily considers the 
state of play at the ti me a CRP evaluati on took place and does not take account of implementati on of 
evaluati on recommendati ons.  

1.4 APPROACH AND METHODS

The purposes and the scope of this Synthesis were specifi ed by IEA in the Terms of Reference (ToR) at the 
end of 2015. In January 2016, the team screened the evaluati ons and identi fi ed, in consultati on with IEA, 
the topics on which the Synthesis should focus. Subsequently, the evaluati on reports were thoroughly 
reviewed, and for each topic, the team extracted the relevant fi ndings from the evaluati on reports and 
compiled them in an excel data base. To make systemati c use of the researcher surveys conducted for 

13 Consorti um responses were not submitt ed for the CRP commissioned evaluati ons as well as the 
two evaluati ons (CCAFS and Dryland Cereals) which have not received a management response yet. 
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the CRP evaluati ons, IEA compiled the results of those questi ons that had been asked in a comparable 
form by several evaluati ons. IEA also provided additi onal informati on, which could not easily be derived 
from the evaluati on reports in a comparati ve form, e.g., informati on on funding. 

 The team also reviewed documents that are relevant for the context in which the CRPs operate. 
These include (i) strategic documents and guidelines produced at CGIAR level, such as the SRF, the CGIAR 
Consorti um Gender Strategy and the Capacity Development Framework as well as White Papers pro-
duced by the ISPC; (ii) earlier evaluati ons, such as the Review of CGIAR Research Programs Governance 
and Management14 and the Synthesis of the fi rst fi ve evaluati ons 15; and (iii) other relevant studies, such 
as the CGIAR study on Diff usion and Impact of Improved Varieti es in Africa (DIIVA).

 In February/March 2016, the draft  report was prepared on the basis of these informati on 
sources. The draft was then discussed with IEA and with Evaluation Team Leaders, Center and CRP 
Managements, ISPC and other relevant stakeholders. Based on the feedback from these consultati ons, 
the draft  was revised.

1.5 LIMITATIONS

As stated above, this Synthesis is based on the CRP evaluati on reports. The CRP evaluati ons were based on 
a common framework with a given set of evaluati on criteria, and they applied a similar set of evaluati on 
methods. However, they were conducted by diff erent teams and they were tailored to rather diff erent 
types of research programs. As a consequence, there is a considerable variati on regarding the depth and 
the coverage of the assessments that the evaluati on reports provide with regard to the diff erent evalua-
ti on criteria. It was beyond the scope of this Synthesis to conduct a quality assessment of the evaluati ons. 
Furthermore, evaluati ons were carried out at diff erent ti mes, with the fi rst CRP evaluati on being com-
pleted early 2014, and the last one being completed only in June 2016. Therefore, some CRPs have been 
evaluated earlier in their implementati on and did not have the chance to evolve and learn to the same 
extent. The diff erent ti melines of the evaluati on also relates to the comparison of the researcher surveys 
and this has to be taken into considerati on when looking at the quanti tati ve data. However, comments 
on the evidence base provided by the evaluati on reports – or lack thereof - have been included in this 
Synthesis where appropriate. The Review was conducted by a team of only two consultants with support 
by IEA that necessarily limited its scope. Due to their professional background and their own involvement 
in the CRP evaluati ons, it is unavoidable that the team members are more familiar with some CRP pro-
grams than with others. Nevertheless, the approach outlined in the previous secti on aimed to ensure 
that the fi ndings from all CRP evaluati on reports were systemati cally used for this Synthesis. 

1.6 OVERVIEW OF THE REPORT

This report is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the CRPs. More details are 
provided in Annex 1. Chapters 3-9 present the fi ndings of the review on each of topics that have been 
selected. Chapter 10 presents the conclusions and lessons learned.
 

14 Review of CGIAR Research Programs Governance and Management    

15 Roth, C. and Zimm, S. (2016): Synthesis and refl ecti ons from fi ve CRP evaluati ons - Report on a 
meta-analysis of fi ve CRP evaluati ons.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE CRPS
The CGIAR reform process led to the establishment of 16 CRPs. One CRP deals with “Managing and 
Sustaining Crop Collections (Gene Banks), which is not included in this Synthesis. The other 15 CRPs are 
listed in Table 2. The table displays the grouping of CRP programs that is commonly used in CGIAR and 
also applied in this report. As shown in Table 2, we refer to the seven CRPs that focus on improving the 
productivity of major crops, fish and livestock as the “Commodity CRPs”. The three CRPs that deal with 
agricultural systems are referred to as “Systems CRPs”. The three CRPs that deal with natural resource 
management (NRM) of water, lands and forests and with climate change are referred to as “NRM CRPs”. 
The CRPs on Policies, Institutions, and Markets (PIM) and Agriculture for Nutrition and Health (A4NH) 
form the remaining group. In some sections, this report only distinguishes between “Commodity CRPs” 
and “Non-commodity CRPs.” As shown in Table 2, the total funding that the CRPs had received (includes 
W1/2/3/ and bilateral) from their start up to 2015 ranged from USD 61 million to 458 USD million. Table 
A 1 in Annex 1 displays the Centers that are involved in each CRP. Their number ranges considerably from 
two to fifteen.

 Table A 2 in Annex 1 gives an overview of the objectives of each CRP and lists its main components, 
which are now uniformly referred to as “Flagship Projects” (FPs). When the original CRP proposals were 
developed, different terms were used, such as research themes and geographic hubs. All CRPs under-
went some type of restructuring during the evaluation period to end up with the Flagship Project 
structure that is reflected in Table A 2. In most cases, these Flagship Projects correspond to the different 
components that the CRPs had implemented during the first phase. Hence, Table A 2 serves as an 

© Ollivier Girard
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overview of the diff erent topics covered in the CRPs. In this report, we use the current term “Flagship 
Projects”, even though the CRPs might have referred to the respecti ve themati c or geographic areas 
using diff erent names at diff erent ti mes of implementi ng their research agenda.

TABLE 2: OVERVIEW OF THE CRPS

* Label used in this report for the respecti ve group of CRPs indicated in brackets.
** Total funding from start of CRPs (2011) unti l the end of 2015.
*** IEA: Evaluati on commissioned by IEA; CRP: Evaluati on commissioned by CRP.

Source: Based on htt p://www.cgiar.org/our-strategy/cgiar-research-programs/ (accessed March 10, 2016)  
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3. RELEVANCE AND PRIORITY SETTING
3.1 PRIORITY SETTING IN THE CONTEXT OF THE SRFS

Priority setting is essential for ensuring the relevance of agricultural research programs and for allocating 
funds in the most effective way. CGIAR has a long history of good intentions but limited success in developing 
appropriate approaches for priority setting. The then CGIAR Science Council led a major effort at the 
System-level in the early 2000s. Applying a process that combined nine different priority setting 
approaches, five overall System Priorities with 20 sub-priorities were identified16. Based on a compre-
hensive evaluation, the Independent Review of the CGIAR System17 concluded that the System Priority 
exercise did not result in strategic targets for outcomes and impacts that would deliver the CGIAR Mission. 
The development of a SRF in 2011 for the entire CGIAR was an important element of the reform that 
aimed to address this shortcoming. The SRF emphasized the importance of priority setting as follows (p. 
80):

“Priorities must be set in a clear and transparent manner, based on agreed criteria.[… ] Ideally, 
priorities will be driven not by individual donors’ interests but rather by scientific analysis and   
best judgments on the research activities most likely to contribute to the CGIAR’s vision and   
desired outcomes “

16 Science Council (2005): System Priorities for CGIAR Research 2005-2015.    

17 CGIAR Independent Review Panel (2008)    
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In the process of developing this fi rst SRF, a pilot exercise in priority setti  ng was carried out across the 
seven CRPs proposed at the ti me, based on the Analyti cal Hierarchy Process, a structured process widely 
used in making complex decisions18. However, funders and stakeholders did not accept the results of this 
approach. In the end, the number, type and funding of CRPs was the outcome of negoti ati ons among 
Centers and funders. Resources were allocated among CRPs based on budget requests mostly ti ed to 
legacy research, combined with approval of the CRPs at a ti me of rapidly rising CGIAR funding from both 
W1/W2 funds and W3/bilateral funds. Nonetheless, lack of transparency at the System level in allocati ng 
W1/W2 funds across CRPs has become a source of tension as the phase of rapid growth has peaked and 
CRPs fi nd themselves with very diff erent levels of W1/W2 funds (See Secti on 9.3). The WHEAT evalua-
ti on criti cized lack of transparency in these allocati ons. 

 The need to improve prioriti zati on, however, remained on the reform agenda. The ISPC developed 
a White Paper on “Strengthening the SRF through Prioriti zati on”19, which became a companion paper of 
the SRF of 2011. The White Paper reviewed methods and experiences with priority setti  ng at diff erent 
levels of CGIAR. It pointed out that past eff orts to set prioriti es at the system level have not been successful, 
partly due to the power structure of the system. The paper concluded that “an eff ort to deter-mined 
prioriti zed linkages from high level objecti ves to ground level acti viti es does not seem desirable.” (p. 34). 
Accordingly, priority setti  ng focused on the CRP level. Even so, the SRF 2011 (p.4) recommended putti  ng 
in place a more sophisti cated approach of priority-setti  ng for the next round of CRPs.

“Moreover, a new SRF will have to be developed in the foreseeable future …. The new document 
should devote more analysis, and certainly a much greater amount of ti me, than was possible in 
this revision of the SRF, to defi ne the best integrati on between the SLOs and the core competencies 
of the CGIAR. The SRF should be at the forefront on how the internati onal community should  
allocate resources for internati onal agricultural research.” 

The new SRF of 2016 is based on a results-based approach, which is expected to guide priority setti  ng 
(see also White Paper of the ISPC (2013) on his approach). The key element is the formulati on of IDOs 
and sub-IDOs, which are expected to contribute to the overarching SLOs. The SRF formulated system- 
level IDOs and Sub-IDOs, and the CRPs are expected to develop CRP-specifi c ones. These IDOs and Sub-
IDOs are to be derived from the development of impact pathways and associated ToC (see Chapter 5). In 
principle, the merit of this approach is its consistent results-orientati on. However, identi fying IDOs and 
sub-IDOs is not yet a priority setti  ng exercise. Another analyti cal step is required: One needs to decide 
what priority should be assigned to each of IDOs and Sub-IDOs. While possible methods and challenges 
for this step are discussed in detail in the ISPC White Paper on Prioriti zati on, this step was not included 
in the SRF of 2016. Hence, the above recommendati on was not implemented. 

 The SRF 2016 lays out eight areas of research as “prioriti es” (p. 4), but they are so generic that 
they provide litt le guidance either to choice of a CRP portf olio or the relati ve importance among CRPs 
within a portf olio. Recognizing this limitati on, the Fund Council endorsed the SRF subject to the conditi on 
that a priority setti  ng exercise would be conducted20 (p. 1). It was decided to use a qualitati ve prioriti zati on 

18 Von Braun et al. (2009)    

19 ISPC (2012 a): White Paper on Strengthening Strategy and Results Framework through Prioriti zati on. 

20 ISPC (2015):  Qualitati ve Prioriti zati on Exercise – Results Of A Pilot Stud.     
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approach, and ISPC undertook a pilot exercise to elicit donor and expert opinions21. According to its own 
assessment, the ISPC did not consider this process to be robust, since eliciti ng opinions without prior 
in-depth analysis, group discussion and agreement on criteria is methodologically problemati c22. ISPC (p. 
11) hence recommended a further elaborati on of the methods to be used to prioriti ze IDOs, which may 
involve a combinati on of qualitati ve and quanti tati ve methods (p. 21). PIM through its Global Futures 
project, has built considerable capacity for such in-depth analysis at the commodity level, and for some 
aspects of NRM such as water and climate change. The PIM proposal for the second round states as one 
of its objecti ves that its foresight models and tools should be used for decision making in CGIAR Centers 
and programs, without however specifying their role in priority setti  ng23.   

3.2 PRIORITY SETTING WITHIN CRPS 
RELATION TO SLOS AND IDOS 

All the evaluati ons conclude that the CRPs align well with the CGIAR SLOs. As indicated above, this alignment 
is being operati onalized through a set of IDOs that have been developed to correspond to each SLO. As 
expected, all of the commodity CRPs have developed IDOs relati ng to rural poverty reducti on (mainly
through increased producti vity and bett er access to markets), and food security (through improved ac-
cess to food and lower and more stable food prices). All but Dryland Cereals have IDOs on sustainable 
natural resources management, and all but WHEAT have IDOs on nutriti on (nutriti onal components of 
WHEAT and other CRPs, parti cularly bio-forti fi cati on were included in A4NH). In the case of L&F, the 
evaluati on did recommend a much stronger focus on the environmental SLO (Sustainable Management 
of Natural Resources). None of the commodity CRPs selected a policy-related IDO, possibly because 
most policy related research is now mapped to PIM.

21 See above

22 The pilot study consisted of a survey, in which 19 donor representati ves parti cipated, and an 
assessment conducted by 7 experts. Both groups ranked the IDOs and Sub-IDOs on a scale from 1-5. 
One limitati on of the donor survey, apart from the small number of respondents, was lack of clarity 
whether they should rank sub-IDOs in terms of their organizati on’s overarching prioriti es for all 
development funding or whether prioriti es were reported specifi cally for research funding or even 
funding for agricultural research (ISPC, 2015: 7).

23 See CGIAR Research Program on Policies, Insti tuti ons, and Markets (PIM) - Full proposal for Phase 2 
(2017-2022), March 31; Flagship-Level Narrati ves Document, p. 4.

EMERGING LESSON ON RELEVANCE AND PRIORITY SETTING ACROSS CRPS

The emerging lesson from this experience is that, even considering the long history and rich 
experience of CGIAR in using a wide variety of qualitati ve and quanti tati ve prioriti zati on methods, 
the ti me and the resources required to develop a robust approach for setti  ng prioriti es for IDOs 
should not be underesti mated in developing future SRFs. Further, the default to not setti  ng prioriti es  
at the System level is the status quo in allocati ng funds across CRPs that represents an implicit set 
of prioriti es of the System.
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF MAIN IDOS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO EXTENSION PROPOSALS 2015-2016 BY CRP

Notes: 2nd = Second ti er IDO (as opposed to primary IDOs), CC = cross cutti  ng (means that gender does not have a separate 
IDO but is integrated into the other IDOs), �+indicates more than one IDO for category, Other = IDOs which are not included 
in the list of common IDOs. Source: CRP Extension Proposals 2015-2016.

*Future opti ons refer to “Greater resilience of agricultural/forest/water-based/mixed-crop, livestock, aquati c systems for 
enhanced ecosystem services”

The CRPs for the major cereals, GRiSP, WHEAT, and MAIZE, all claim relevance to SLOs based on their 
criti cal role in global food security. Evaluati ons also endorsed the importance of other CRPs as essenti al 
for the SLOs, with RTB emphasizing the role of their staples for food security, Legumes for nutriti on and 
sustainable soil management, and Dryland Cereals for resilience in marginal environments. Aspirati onal 
targets were set for the IDOs in the 2015-2016 extension, and these were broadly endorsed as feasible 
by the evaluati ons (e.g., GRiSP and MAIZE). However, it is sti ll early days for the CRPs and the evaluati ons 
to assess progress toward the IDOs. Rather the focus of the evaluati ons was on the realism of the ToC 
discussed below in Chapter 5.

 The IDOs of the System CRPs broadly mapped into a similar set of IDOs as the commodity CRPs 
although only Dryland Systems has an IDO targeti ng food security. Again none has targeted a policy related 
IDO and only Humidtropics targets an environmental IDO. This set of CRPs has also explicitly selected a 
gender IDO, rather than making gender a cross cutti  ng issue 
The remaining fi ve CRPs on the right side of Table 3 have a more diverse set of IDOs as would be expec-
ted given their heterogeneity. The evaluati on of CCAFS concludes that the CRP address ‘highly relevant 
global goals’. Likewise FTA closely aligns with global targets on land use, deforestati on and climate change. 
Although three of these CRPs (WLE, CCAFS and FTA) focus on natural resources and the environment, 
they have not selected the common environment IDO directly but address other IDOs which contribute 
to the environment.24

24 CCAFS through its IDO on climate change (miti gati on), WLE through its IDO on resilience and FTA 
through its IDOs on biodiversity and ecosystem services as well as the IDO on policies for sustainable 
and equitable NRM.
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PRIORITY SETTING PROCESSES 

Commodity CRPs. As outlined above, CGIAR prior to the reforms had a long track record of analyti cal 
approaches to priority setti  ng within the commodity Centers25. With the excepti on of CIP, much of this 
work was de-emphasized as the role of bilateral funding increased and as the mandates of the Centers 
expanded to NRM where priority-setti  ng methods were less well developed. As outlined in Secti on 3.1, 
one of the goals of the CGIAR reform was the development of new approaches to priority setti  ng that 
were expected to be closely linked to the emerging results-based management approach.

 ISPC commentaries on the proposals in 2011-12 and again in the new round of 2015 have con-
sistently called for stronger eff orts to defi ne prioriti es within the CRPs. Only two of the CRPs did carry 
out detailed analyses for priority setti  ng. GRiSP conducted separate exercises for Asia and Africa but only 
the Africa results seemed to have been internalized in GRiSP through the AfricaRice Strategic Plan26. RTB 
also conducted a priority assessment for each of its fi ve crops drawing on CIP’s strong reputati on in this 
area. However, the evaluati on noted that the results have been minimally used to allocate resources.

 More targeted studies have also been carried out for specifi c CRP fl agships, such as the exten-
sive GRiSP studies on consumer preferences to orient selecti on of priority quality traits and design of 
post-harvest research. In other cases, especially L&F, the evaluati on strongly recommended priority 
setti  ng to focus on ‘game changing’ research acti viti es and weed out a host of acti viti es with limited 
impact potenti al.

 Several CRPs (GRiSP, L&F, MAIZE, WHEAT) noted a tension between focusing on poor producers 
versus poor consumers. While poor consumers were recognized as targets for the CRPs, most of the 
design acti viti es, and especially bilateral projects, emphasized poor producers. L&F went further to de-
fine the target as ‘by [poor producers] and for the poor [consumers]’. The evaluati on found this approach 
useful but indicated that more eff orts were required to adequately address potenti al tensions between 
targeti ng poor producers versus consumers in the ToC. This evaluati on produced an insightf ul graphic 
on the positi on of value chains in L&F to illustrate the trade-off s (Figure 2). The relati ve neglect of poor 
consumers who are increasingly urbanized has major implicati ons for the targeti ng of research invest- 
ments to favoured areas that produce the surplus versus marginal areas and the balance between a 
focus on market-oriented smallholders versus subsistence-oriented smallholders. 

25 Raitzer, D.A. and Norton, G.W. eds. (2009): Prioriti zing agricultural research for development: 
experiences and lessons.

26 AfricaRice (2011): Boosti ng Africa’s Rice Sector. A research for development strategy 2011-2010.
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FIGURE 2: MAPPING OF L&F VALUE CHAINS IN TERMS OF TYPE OF PRODUCERS AND CONSUMER

Source: L&F evaluati on. 

 Within these limitati ons, most CRPs have selected targeted geographies someti mes based on 
quite detailed geospati al databases combining agro-ecological and social and economic variables. However, 
to the extent that CRPs target poor producers, there is litt le evidence that they have prioriti zed poverty 
‘hotspots’ with the best chance of meeti ng the IDOs related to the fi rst SLO on poverty reducti on. In 
short, there is litt le analysis to date within the CRPs to fi nd the best ways of meeti ng the IDOs. 

SYSTEM CRPS
These CRPs were expected to focus on populati ons of high poverty incidence using more bott om-up 
approach to priority setti  ng. A fi rst step in priority setti  ng is the choice of research locati ons and target 
populati ons - only the Humidtropics evaluati on addressed this issue by reviewing the alignment of the 
program with nati onal strategies. In other cases, it seems that legacy research was a major factor in site 
selecti on and although these may have been ‘poverty hotspots’, this was not reviewed by the evaluati ons. 

 Two of the systems CRPs employed bott om-up parti cipatory processes to set prioriti es. Dryland 
Systems was the excepti on where the evaluati on implied that prioriti es tended to be top-down. Humidt-
ropics used a “dynamic community facilitati on approach” for local stakeholder engagement that empha-
sized empowerment especially of women and youth. The evaluati on endorsed the use of tools such 
as Rapid Appraisal of Agricultural Innovati on Systems in partnership with Wageningen UR to combine 
insights of communiti es and scienti sts in setti  ng the research agenda. AAS employed a Community Life-
long Competence Process that also emphasized community engagement. The evaluati on was somewhat 
criti cal of this approach that seemed to ignore a much wider community of practi ces on parti cipatory 
approaches. Nor was it clear that the approach provided a clear set of prioriti es for addressing prioriti es 
for the poor. As a result the evaluati on noted that the process did not result in a research program that 
was truly inter- disciplinary or systems-oriented. 
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OTHER CRPS
The other CRPs (A4NH, CCAFS, FTA, PIM and WLE) did not att empt formal priority setti  ng analyses. PIM 
that allocated most of its W1/W2 funds competi ti vely and did set up specifi c criteria for allocati ng those 
funds although the evaluati on found that the process sti ll lacked transparency. Also the objecti ve of 
PIM’s Flagship 1 was to “improve prioriti zati on of the global agricultural research eff ort for developing 
countries (including centers)”, but the evaluati on could not confi rm the outcome.  

 At least two of these evaluati ons included recommendati ons to improve priority setti  ng. The 
A4NH evaluati on noted that A4NH - “will need to develop a clear process and criteria for prioriti zati on” 
in order to transparently arrive at a core research program of a limited number of “centerpiece’ areas 
of research using both quanti tati ve and qualitati ve approaches. CCAFS urged stronger priority setti  ng 
in selecti ng countries with the best prospects of infl uence and to target most climati cally vulnerable 
groups. WLE provides a framework for Ecosystem Services and Resilience for overall prioriti es but the 
evaluati on found that this needed further work to mainstream in the CRP. Finally the FTA evaluati on 
provided team perspecti ves on how prioriti es should be shift ed in the future rather than on processes 
for generati ng prioriti es. 

ROLE OF FUNDING AND LEGACY RESEARCH

Most CRP managers were constrained in allocati ng CRP resources by legacy research and bilateral projects 
many of which started before the CRP (see also Chapter 5). Legacy research necessarily dominated the 
agenda in the early years, and researcher surveys consistently perceived that donors through bilateral 
projects were highly infl uenti al in setti  ng prioriti es. However, this may be less of a problem than it seems 
- the evaluati ons in reviewing these projects found few that did not map clearly to the IDOs (e.g., MAIZE 
and WHEAT). Nevertheless, the evaluati on of FTA and WLE found less congruency between bilateral 
projects and CRP strategic prioriti es. The main downside of bilateral projects has been the focus on 
country-specifi c acti viti es with limited IPGs and short-term payoff s favoured by donors (discussed below). 

 CRP managers’ main tool for infl uencing prioriti es is through the allocati on of W1/W2 funding 
since bilateral projects are nearly all under Center management. CCAFS with the highest share of W1/
W2 funds had most fl exibility to use these funds to infl uence the research agenda. Almost all evalua-
ti ons highlighted the criti cal role of W1/W2 funds in fi lling high priority gaps in the overall CRP program 
around bilateral projects. W1/W2 funds have also been criti cal in enabling CRPs to respond to new and 
urgent prioriti es such as Maize Leaf Necrosis in East Africa. As the share of W1/W2 funds as part of total 
funding (including bilateral funds) declined in 2015 and became more uncertain (see Chapter 8.3), many 
evaluati ons noted that W1/W2 funds were best used for criti cal gap fi lling as needed in the short term 
rather than providing long term stable support to strategic research prioriti es. The common approach 
of using a formula to allocate W1/W2 funds across Centers within a CRP also reduces the opportunity to 
use W1/W2 funds to shift  resources toward higher prioriti es. Allocati on of at least some W1/W2 funds 
competi ti vely (as in A4NH, GRiSP, PIM and WLE) provided the best opportunity to address strategic 
prioriti es but this was curtailed in 2015 by the decline and rising uncertainty of W1/W2 funds. 
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DEMAND SIDE

All CRPs have used demand-side approaches to allow users to express prioriti es. This is most evident in 
the Systems CRPs as discussed earlier. Stakeholder consultati ons have been widely used including for-
mal surveys of nati onal partners. Most evaluati ons found that nati onal partners broadly endorsed the 
CRP strategic frameworks although some advanced nati onal programs feel they should be more closely 
consulted in the design phase (GRiSP, WHEAT). The evaluati on of FTA surveyed partners and “over-
whelmingly found FTA relevant to partners”. On the other hand, PIM’s survey of partners found the need 
for more bott om-up approaches to improve demand side relevance.

 The CRPs also have a range of insti tuti onalized governance mechanisms to infl uence prioriti es. 
Many of these are highly infl uenti al, especially where the members contribute funding, such as the Lati n 
American Irrigated Rice fund. A wide variety of regional and nati onal bodies including regional crop net-
works and consorti a are also infl uencing the agenda. However, few of these are strong enough to exert 
independence from the CRP that is providing most of the funds, especially in Africa. Most evaluati ons 
also suggested that the governing body for the CRP should become more engaged in setti  ng strategic 
prioriti es for the CRPs (see Chapter 8.2).

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE

The comparati ve advantage of CGIAR needs to play an important role in the priority setti  ng of the CRPs, 
and several evaluati ons commented on this issue. CGIAR has long recognized several comparati ve ad-
vantages, including the world’s largest repository of geneti c resources, global data bases and knowledge 
hubs, spati ally dispersed research infrastructure, global and regional research networks, agreements 
with governments, and a reputati on as an honest broker (see also Roth and Zimm, 2016: 12ff ). With 
these assets it has the capacity to mount research programs on globally important programs such as 
pests and diseases, deforestati on, and trade policy and generate spillovers across many countries. The 
evaluati ons universally endorsed these comparati ve advantages and IPGs. The evaluati on of FTA made 
an explicit analysis of the internati onal public good (IPG) element of FTA research and concluded that it 
was strongly positi ve.

 The great majority of evaluati ons, however, noted that bilateral projects that emphasize short-
term impacts to meet donor targets have tended to push CGIAR into the territory of nati onal research 
systems and even extension without evident IPGs (AAS, CCFAS, GRiSP, FTA, L&F, MAIZE, PIM, RTB, WHEAT,) 
(see also Chapter 7.2). This is more so for research on policies and insti tuti ons, natural resources manage-
ment and value chains that is generally locati on specifi c. In order for this research to generate IPGs the 
evaluati ons noted the need to orient the work to testi ng new tools and methods with potenti ally wider 
applicability, or to be structured with an overall goal of synthesizing fi ndings across diverse locati ons into 
a global or regional knowledge base (FTA, L&F) or establishing global or regional benchmarks (GRiSP). 
However, the evaluati ons did note that weak capacity in Africa may require that CGIAR engage more at 
the nati onal level in order to build capacity and generate impacts. 

 At least two evaluati ons, MAIZE and Dryland Cereals, also highlighted the growing role of 
private Research and Development (R&D) in hybrid research or breeding for commercial purposes (e.g., 
brewing), and the need for the CGIAR to carefully monitor these developments in order to stage an orderly 
withdrawal from these markets (see also Chapter 7.1). To the extent that resources for these types of 
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research are fungible, a closer focus of the CRPs on IPGs would free resources for strategic research in 
which CGIAR seems to be underinvesti ng such as disease monitoring (GRiSP, WHEAT).  These fi ndings 
also suggest closer att enti on in long-term impact pathways in the ToC to development partners and 
capacity building.

 

EMERGING LESSON ON RELEVANCE AND PRIORITY SETTING AT CRP LEVEL

The lesson that emerges from the evaluati ons is that the CRPs is that the need for eff orts to 
defi ne prioriti es within CRPs remains strong and that the eff orts to respond to this need have 
sti ll been evolving during the evaluati on period, with variati ons across CRPs. New approaches to 
use bott om-up demand-side approaches to set prioriti es have been applied, and the identi fi ca-
ti on of IDOs has been an important step to ensure relevance. However, the evaluati ons indicate 
that more analysis is required within the CRPs to fi nd the best strategies on how to meet the 
IDOs, especially if important strategic questi ons – such as focusing on poor producers versus poor 
consumers, or identi fying poverty hot-spots – remain unresolved. 
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4. QUALITY OF SCIENCE
To synthesize the findings on Quality of Science, a framework developed by IEA is applied, which distin-
guishes between the quality of inputs, processes and outputs27. 

4.1 RESEARCH INPUTS
QUALITY OF RESEARCH LEADERS

Qualified and motivated researchers are the most important asset of any research program. Most 
evaluations concluded - based on qualitative information from their interaction with research staff and 
management - that the CRPs have highly motivated and competent staff. Moreover, many evaluations 
point out that the CRPs are home to exceptional and highly productive researchers, who are interna-
tional leaders in their respective fields. This finding is supported by the figures regarding the highest 
h-index of CRP research staff28. 

 Most evaluations paid special attention to the scientific standing of the leaders of program com-
ponents, such as Flagship leaders and regional leaders. Ten evaluations included some form of analysis 

27 This framework was also used in the synthesis of the first five evaluations (Roth and Zimm 2016).

28 The h-index measures the number N of publications of a person that has been cited at least N 
times. For example, a researcher with an h-index of 10 has published 10 articles that were each 
cited at least 10 times. The h-index does not take into account the number of other articles that the 
researcher may have published, but that were cited less frequently. Due to differences in publication 
practices, h-index values are not comparable across disciplines. They tend to be generally lower in the 
social sciences than in the natural sciences.    
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of the h-index to evaluate the quality of research leaders29. The number of researchers included in this 
analysis varied from 18 to 122. Only the GRiSP evaluati on conducted a systemati c benchmarking of 
h-index levels and concluded that GRiSP research leaders, in parti cular those in AfricaRice and CIAT, had 
an h-index below the average of research leaders in non-CGIAR insti tuti ons who work in comparable 
fi elds. The other evaluati on teams presented a breakdown of CRP research leaders by h-index ranges 
and interpreted the fi ndings based on their expectati ons in the respecti ve fi eld of research. On that 
basis, the MAIZE, WHEAT and WLE evaluati ons found the scienti fi c standing of the CRP research leaders 
to be acceptable or par with that of advanced agricultural research insti tuti ons. CCAFS, FTA and L&F 
noted lower h-index levels for some component or regional leaders. The PIM and RTB evaluati ons found 
that the h-index analysis indicated a considerable variati on in the scienti fi c standing of research leaders 
across Centers. The evaluati ons of Dryland Cereals and Dryland Systems found that the majority of re-
search leaders had relati vely low h-index levels. 

 H-index levels are not comparable across disciplines, but one may consider the percentage of 
research leaders that have no h-index as an indicator that is comparable. This percentage ranges from 
4% in GRiSP and FTA to 17% in RTB. There is sti ll the need to be careful in interpreti ng this fi gure, because 
the set of research leaders included in the h-index analysis diff ers across CRPs. Moreover, some types 
of program leaders (e.g. leaders of value chain research in L&F and regional program leaders in CCAFS) 
were found to have job profi les that require diff erent skills, such as managing stakeholder interacti on. 

SKILL MIX AND ALLOCATION OF RESEARCH STAFF

Science quality depends not only on the capacity of research leaders and individual researchers, but 
also on the allocati on of staff  resources and the compositi on of research teams. The following picture 
emerges from the evaluati ons:

LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE AND ALLOCATION OF STAFF

The rati o between senior and experienced to junior and less experienced staff  is important to ensure 
appropriate guidance, mentoring and supervision of research. Some evaluati ons noted a comparati vely 
large share of young researchers, or researchers with limited experience in the respecti ve CGIAR Center, 
which is most likely the consequence of the large increase in funding in the fi rst years of the reform. An 
example is MAIZE, which noted that 50% of staff  had less than two years’ experience at CIMMYT and 
identi fi ed the challenge to properly mentor the new recruits. This challenge was also identi fi ed in the 
WLE and AAS evaluati ons. In the case of AAS, the challenge was parti cularly pronounced because less 
than one third of the AAS researchers had PhD level training, and those were concentrated at Head- 
quarters. The evaluati on found that research staff  was spread too thinly over the many themati c areas 
and research sites. L&F noti ced a similar problem. 

29 None of the evaluati ons performed an analysis of h-index levels of all research staff . Some evalu-
ati ons refer to a study by Elsevier (commissioned by the Consorti um), which aimed to conduct an h-in-
dex analysis of all CRP researchers, not only the research leaders (Elsevier, 2014). However, as noted 
by several evaluati ons, the fi ndings were not considered to be representati ve of the respecti ve CRPs 
due to problems of adequately matching researchers and CRPs.    
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COMPOSITION AND SKILL MIX OF RESEARCH TEAMS

One goal of introducing CRPs was the intenti on to bett er combine researchers with diff erent skills in 
multi disciplinary teams to increase the impact of CGIAR research. The evaluati ons, including the staff  
surveys that they conducted, indicate that this goal has only partly been achieved. 

 One theme that emerges from the evaluati ons is variable success regarding the inclusion of 
social scienti sts into the research themes. The MAIZE evaluati on positi vely noted the investment in 
social scienti sts and commended the program for the ability of its socio-economists to publish multi - 
disciplinary research in high quality journals. The Humidtropics Evaluati on also found that there is a good 
involvement of the diff erent scienti fi c disciplines in this CRP, including social sciences, management 
biological sciences. In contrast, a considerable number of evaluati ons (WHEAT, Dryland Cereals, L&F, FTA 
and Dryland Systems) found that the capacity for social and economic sciences was not suffi  cient, which 
resulted in defi cits regarding targeti ng, program design and program implementati on. Most of the PIM 
researchers are social scienti sts, but the evaluati on criti cized that the research is dominated by economic 
perspecti ves, and that the parti cipati on of sociologists, anthropologists, and the politi cal scienti sts was 
very low. 

 Several evaluati ons noted the lack of specifi c skills in essenti al areas of the respecti ve CRP port-
folio. These include lack of experienced breeders for plantain in West Africa and potato in East Africa 
and lack of experti se on seed systems in RTB; defi cits in systems research capacity in AAS and Dryland 
Systems; limited capacity for parti cipatory acti on research in AAS; and a lack of social scienti sts with 
qualitati ve skills for conducti ng research on social equity in A4NH.

RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE

Eight evaluati ons commented on quality of research infrastructure. The assessments are mostly based 
on expert observati ons. An important insight that emerges from the assessments is that CRPs with good 
access to infrastructure (e.g., GRiSP, WLE, A4NH) largely benefi ted from the prior investments of the 
Lead Centers and from collaborati on with ARIs. Researchers based in locati ons that had weaker research 
infrastructure prior to the reform, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa, do not seem to have gained bett er 
access to infrastructure through the CRPs (see, e.g. Dryland Cereals, RTB and WHEAT,). Several evalua-
ti ons (A4NH, L&F and WLE) expressed concerns about the lack of conti nued long-term investment in 
research infrastructure by the CRPs (see also Secti on 8.3).

EMERGING LESSONS ON RESEARCH INPUTS

Several lessons emerge from the evaluati ons regarding the quality of research inputs. Overall, the 
CRPs have been able to engage research leaders of adequate qualifi cati on and scienti fi c standing 
to lead the wide range CRP research acti viti es at a globally competi ti ve level. The CRPs are home 
to highly producti ve world-class researchers in a range of agricultural research areas. However, 
there is considerable variati on in staff  quality across CRPs, which partly refl ects the traditi onal 
strengths and weaknesses of the parti cipati ng CGIAR Centers that had been documented in earlier 
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4.2 RESEARCH MANAGEMENT PROCESSES
PROCESSES FOR CONTROLLING QUALITY OF SCIENCE

With the excepti on of CCAFS, all evaluati ons that dealt with processes for controlling quality of science 
found that these processes were implemented at the Center level rather than the CRP level. Several 
evaluati ons commented positi vely on the instruments that the Centers used to control quality of science. 
These include Center-commissioned external reviews (GRiSP, RTB, WHEAT), the use of standard manuals 
and protocols for large-scale data collecti on processes (MAIZE), the development of a framework for 
scienti fi c quality by CIFOR, and the use of internal peer review by IFPRI. Several evaluati ons found that 
quality assurance processes diff ered considerably between the parti cipati ng Centers (e.g., A4NH, CCAFS, 
L&F, PIM), indicati ng that the potenti al of the CRPs for harmonizing research quality control and for ad-
dressing existi ng defi cits remains underuti lized. The CGIAR System could play an important role in setti  ng 
standards for science quality and research management, as recommended by A4NH.

 Applying internati onal standards of ethical review is an important aspect of controlling for quality 
of science. The 2009 Stripe Review of Social Sciences in CGIAR found major defi cits in this respect30. The 
A4NH evaluati on out that IFPRI has strong processes for this purpose, including an Insti tuti onal Review 
Board and structured ethics training of staff . Sti ll, the A4NH evaluati on noted some defi ciencies on 
ethical conduct of research projects in the fi eld. The other evaluati ons did not address this issue; hence is 
unclear whether the situati on has improved. Considering that CGIAR is expected to follow internati onal 
standards of ethical review of research, future evaluati ons of quality of science should address this 
questi on. Moreover, as recommended by A4NH, CGIAR could set standards at the system-level for ethical 
review and training of research staff .

STAFF PERCEPTIONS ON RESEARCH MANAGEMENT

Table 4 below displays the average values of the responses to the survey questi on as to how well the 
respecti ve aspect was managed. Two fi ndings emerge from the evaluati ons that call for att enti on. One is 

30 CGIAR Science Council (2009) Stripe Review of Social Sciences in the CGIAR.     

reviews of the CGIAR centers.  The evaluati ons suggest that, in additi on to defi cits in some very 
specifi c research areas, the CRPs have overall not yet been very successful in improving the disciplinary 
mix of their researchers, even though that was one of the expected benefi ts of creati ng CRPs. 
Likewise, the CRPs had, so far, limited success building substanti al research staff  capacity in those 
“non-traditi onal” research areas that the CRP portf olio aimed to strengthen within CGIAR, such as 
farming systems research and parti cipatory research. The quality of research infrastructure, an-
other major input of research quality, is strongly infl uenced by previous investment levels by the 
Centers. Access of researchers in regions that have been traditi onally disadvantaged did not seem 
to have benefi tt ed much from parti cipati on in the CRPs in terms of research infrastructure. There 
are also serious concerns regarding the lack of long-term investment in research infrastructure, a 
challenge that needs to be addressed by the CGIAR’s governing bodies.
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the management of personal incenti ves for high quality research: This aspect of research management 
received the lowest rati ngs across the CRPs in which this survey questi on had been asked. This fi nding is 
not enti rely consistent with the personal observati ons of the evaluati on teams that the researchers they 
interacted with appeared highly moti vated. This may either be due to an interviewer bias, or to the fact 
that the researchers are moti vated by other factors than incenti ves created by CRP management. The 
second fi nding relates to encouragement of innovati ve thinking and allowing for learning from failure. 
AAS scored best in this regard, but a considerable share of researchers in other CRPs felt that learning 
from failure was not encouraged in their CRP. Considering the role of these factors in ensuring science 
quality, this topic requires further att enti on. 

TABLE 4: STAFF PERCEPTIONS OF RESEARCH MANAGEMENT*

* Cells display average rati ng of responses on a scale from 6 (aspect is very well managed) to 1 (no att enti on); 
Best rati ng displayed in bold.

Source: IEA researcher surveys, compiled by Sophie Zimm

DATA MANAGEMENT

Data management is an important topic for CGIAR, in view of its comparati ve advantage to generate 
research-based data on a wide range of countries and agro-ecologies and make them publicly available. 
The CGIAR Consorti um approved a “CGIAR Open Access and Data Management Policy” in 201331. Few 
positi ve examples can be found in the evaluati ons that the CRPs have promoted progress in this area. 
One is the rice informati on system of GRiSP that combines geospati al data on agroclimati c and socio 
economic variables at a highly disaggregated level. The evaluati on indicates, however, that the tool is not 
fully used. The L&F also noted some success in making informati on widely available.

 All other evaluati ons discuss the reasons why the CRPs were not bett er able to use the oppor-
tunity of sharing data across Centers (Dryland Cereals, MAIZE, RTB, WHEAT, WLE). Problems include lack 

31 CGIAR Consorti um Board (2013): CGIAR Open Access and Data Management Policy.
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of awareness regarding the CGIAR policy on data management, lacking mechanisms to capture project 
data at program level, a culture of not sharing data across Centers, challenges to manage an increasing 
diversity of data and lacking processes to ensure data quality prior to entering them into a joint repository. 

4.3 RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Assessing the quality of research outputs was a central element in assessing quality of science in all 
evaluati ons, even though the approaches diff ered, as further specifi ed below. 

PUBLICATIONS
APPROACHES AND DATA BASES
The CRPs produce a wide range of published material for diff erent audiences, including policy briefs and 
extension material. It appears that there is no common classifi cati on system for diff erent types of publi-
cati ons across the CRPs. For the quality assessment, the evaluati on teams typically identi fi ed the journal 
publicati ons and assessed them on the basis of the quality of the journals in which they were published, 
taking into account journal impact factors and expert assessments of the reputati on of diff erent journals 
in their respecti ve fi elds. Most evaluati ons performed a qualitati ve assessment of the fi ndings from this 
analysis based on their experience, while only few att empted some type of quanti tati ve benchmarking. 
The same applies for the analysis of the citati on rates of arti cles. In additi on, eleven evaluati ons teams 
conducted their own review of a sample of publicati ons (see Table A 4 in Annex 2 for details).

EMERGING LESSONS ON RESEARCH MANAGEMENT

The overall picture that emerges from the evaluati ons is that research management processes, 
especially those that aim to ensure quality of science, have remained the domain of the Cen-
ters rather than being managed at CRP level. Considerable diff erences conti nue to exist between 
Centers in this respect. The implicati ons for the CRPs are not straightf orward, since establishing 
separate processes for ensuring quality of science at the CRP level, in additi on to maintaining 
processes at the Center level, would lead to duplicati on of eff orts. This is certainly a typical chal-
lenge of matrix management that requires further considerati on as the CRPs evolve. Harmonizati on of 
procedures may be one way to go. Staff  percepti ons on the management of research reveal some 
diff erences across CRPs, which, however, may be confounded with diff erences at CGIAR Center 
level. Nonetheless, the researcher survey indicates quite clearly that many CRPs could do bett er 
in terms of creati ng individual incenti ves for performance, in encouraging creati ve thinking, and 
in allowing for taking risks and learning from failure. Whether CGIAR has made progress in addressing 
defi cits in ethical review procedures remains unclear from the evaluati ons. The opportuniti es that 
the CRPs off er for generati ng globally relevant data sets and making them publicly available 
seem to have been left  underexploited. The evaluati ons note progress in some areas, but the CRPs 
do not seem to have a strong policy on data management. Hence, as noted by the evaluati ons, 
data sharing across Centers remains a major challenge.  
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QUALITY OF JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS
Almost all CRPs were found to target journals with a good reputati on and high visibility, and overall, the 
quality of their journal publicati ons was seen to be consistent with the level that can be expected from 
internati onal agricultural research insti tuti ons. The reviews of a sample of publicati ons by the evaluati on 
teams largely confi rmed the bibliometric analysis that focused on journal impact factors and citati on 
analysis. There was, however, considerable variati on across CRPs regarding the share of publicati ons that 
were not placed in high-quality journals and regarding the producti vity of the researchers in terms of 
publishing peer-reviewed journal arti cles. Both topics are further discussed below. In the case of Grain 
Legumes, the evaluati on found enormous variati on in the quality of across the diff erent product lines 
within the CRP. Some variati on across themes was also noted in other evaluati ons (e.g., AAS), but not 
all CRPs assessed diff erences in the quality of journal publicati ons between themati c areas within the 
same CRP.

 As a common patt ern, the evaluati ons found that the high-quality and frequently cited publi-
cati ons involved co-authorship with researchers from ARIs. The GRiSP evaluati on observed that few of 
the frequently cited publicati ons involved researchers from the core partners AfricaRice and CIAT. Many 
evaluati ons identi fi ed outstanding examples of very highly cited publicati ons, published in journals such 
as Science or Nature in the CRP’s publicati ons portf olio. However, some such arti cles are reviews that 
had long lists of authors and the specifi c contributi ons of the CRP researchers was not necessarily evident 
(e.g., L&F, WLE). With regard to research on natural resource management, some evaluati ons (e.g., WLE) 
noted a lack of publicati ons that presented aggregati on and synthesis.

 The Review compared the shares of arti cles that the diff erent CRPs published in journals without 
impact factor (IF) (also referred to non ISI journal publicati ons). Two groups of CRPs can be disti nguished: 
those that had below 20% such publicati ons (AAS, FTA, GRiSP, L&F, MAIZE, WHEAT) and those that had 
more than 30% (Dryland Systems, Grain Legumes, RTB). There was some variati on in the evaluati ons 
regarding the interpretati on of this indicator. Some evaluati ons (e.g., GRiSP, L&F, PIM, WHEAT,) generally 
discouraged any publicati ons in journals without IF, because they saw it as an indicati on of research that 
has not been suffi  ciently reviewed to be reliable, or as research that was of low quality. Some evalua-
ti ons (e.g., FTA, RTB, and WLE) pointed out some of the journals with low or no IF in which the CRPs 
published papers were venues intended to make research fi ndings available to non-academic audiences 
or to audiences with in target regions. However, the evaluati ons indicate that such considerati ons do not 
justi fy high levels of non-ISI publicati ons.

 In the future, it might be useful to develop a unifi ed classifi cati on system for CRP publicati ons 
where those journals and magazines that target non-academic audiences should be placed in a separate 
category, and counted together with other publicati ons that aim to reach non-academic audiences. To 
ensure reliability, it also appears justi fi ed to publish research fi ndings for non-academic audiences only 
aft er they have undergone suffi  cient quality control, which typically involves some form of peer-review. 

VOLUME OF PUBLICATIONS
Several evaluati ons assessed the producti vity of researchers. Some presented qualitati ve expert assess-
ments without calculati ng indicators. The WHEAT evaluati on, for example, concluded that the CRP’s 
publicati on volume was appropriate considering the size of the program. Some evaluati ons calculated 
the number of peer-reviewed journal publicati ons per full-ti me equivalent (FTE) researcher or per unit 
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of research investments. These evaluati ons (A4NH, AAS, Dryland Systems) found that the CRPs did not 
reach levels that are used in academia as benchmarks, but these benchmarks are also problemati c since 
they vary considerably across disciplines, and because the objecti ves of CGIAR and academic research 
are not identi cal.
Some evaluati ons expressed concerns regarding the variati on in the producti vity of the researchers 
within the same CRP. The PIM evaluati on was most explicit about this problem. It found that 18 % of all 
principal investi gators were responsible for 63% of all peer-reviewed publicati ons, whereas almost half 
of all PIM researchers did not publish a single peer-reviewed paper during the evaluati on period. AAS 
also found that only a relati vely small number of outstanding researchers in the CRP published most of 
the high-quality frequently cited papers. Partly, this problem may be linked to the fact that many CRPs 
had comparati ve large shares of junior scienti sts, as menti oned above. 

 It is not straightf orward to draw conclusions from these assessments regarding the overall pub-
licati on record across all CRPs, because the assessment approaches were not comparable. Considering 
that CGIAR has made eff orts to benchmark and monitor the producti vity of researchers prior to the 
reform32, it appears useful to discuss at the system-wide level what approaches might be appropriate for 
the CRPs in the future, and whether they may include any form of benchmarking. Future eff orts to assess 
the overall publicati on volume of the CRPs also need to take into account that, as some evaluati ons in-
dicate, there is probably a substanti al amount of double counti ng of the same publicati ons for diff erent 
CRPs. Moreover, the policy of acknowledging CRPs as funding source in published material does not 
seem to be strictly followed, which also makes it diffi  cult to clearly map publicati ons to CRPs33.

QUALITY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH IN THE COMMODITY, NRM AND SYSTEMS CRPS

Previous evaluati ons, such as the Stripe Review of Social Sciences in the CGIAR (CGIAR, 2009) had found 
that CGIAR faced major problems to integrate high quality social science in commodity or natural 
resource-focused programs. The CRPs should have off ered new opportuniti es to address this challenge 
by providing more room for such integrati on. The evaluati ons indicate that these opportuniti es have 
not fully been uti lized. The WHEAT and MAIZE evaluati ons were the only ones that presented positi ve 
fi ndings, noti ng the use of innovati ve research methods and the ability to publish this line of work on 
high-level interdisciplinary journals. The other evaluati ons mostly pointed to limitati ons regarding the 
social science research. The social science work in some Commodity CRPs was found to be too focused 
on descripti ve work and on the micro-level, which limited publicati ons in highly ranked journals (GRiSP, 
RTB). Other evaluati ons noted variati on in the quality of social science work between regions (Dryland 
Cereals) or between themes (L&F). Limited staff  capacity was seen to be a limitati on in some CRPs, as 
outlined above (FTA, Dryland Systems). Partnering with ARIs was seen as an essenti al element of success 
in WHEAT and MAIZE, and it was recommended for other CRPs to make bett er use of the opportuniti es 
that the CRPs off er for using advanced methods of social science research, such as randomized control-
led trials (see, e.g., GRiSP).

32  For example, under the CGIAR’s Performance Management System, the Centers had to report the 
number of peer-reviewed publicati ons per research FTE, and they also had to report on the share of 
peer-reviewed publicati ons that had co-authored based in research organizati ons in developing 
countries.    

33 For example, the Dryland Systems evaluati on found that it was rare to fi nd any paper in the data 
base provided for the review that acknowledged fi nancial support of the Dryland Systems CRP.
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QUALITY OF SYSTEMS RESEARCH

The creati on of the three Systems CRPs was a promising expansion of the CGIAR portf olio, which aimed 
to increase relevance and impact of CGIAR research. In additi on, the Commodity CRPs also had research 
components that dealt with the improvement of the farming systems in which their target crops are 
grown. It can be concluded from the evaluati ons that these eff orts have not yet led to the emergence 
of a strong and coherent body of farming systems research within CGIAR. Perhaps the evaluati ons were 
too early, but they sti ll provide useful informati on for the way ahead. One problem clearly identi fi ed 
was the lack of clarity about the farming systems concept within and across CRPs. The Dryland Systems 
evaluators, for example, asked CRP members what their understanding was of “agricultural systems” and 
“systems research”. The responses varied considerably, which made it clear that there was no shared 
understanding of what is meant by these terms. 

 Overall, the three Systems CRPs focused on the use of parti cipatory approaches and the use of 
innovati on platf orms, or other multi -stakeholder processes, to identi fy research prioriti es and imple-
ment research acti viti es. Apparently, this refl ected the major understanding of the teams implementi ng 
the research agenda, even though the original proposals had outlined a broader research agenda, which 
also included farming systems classifi cati on and analysis to be able to identi fy the larger “impact areas” 
for which place-based research in “acti on sites” would be relevant. 

 The Systems CRP evaluati ons reveal a mixed picture regarding the quality of the locati on-specifi c 
parti cipatory research approaches promoted by the three System CRPs. The Dryland Systems evaluati on 
found the actual research acti viti es pursued under the program were sti ll rather disciplinary. The AAS 
evaluati on found that many acti viti es focused on specifi c (conventi onal) interventi ons rather than on 
fi nding integrated approaches to improve overall systems producti vity. This evaluati on also noted that 
the CRP did not use the opportunity to learn from earlier parti cipatory research approaches within and 
outside CGIAR. The Humidtropics evaluati on was more positi ve and found the “place-based, people- 
centered approach to integrated systems research that has been tested by Humidtropics” were a model 
for all other CRPs to follow in their second phase. However, the evaluati on report presented rather limited 
evidence for this claim. 

 Interdisciplinary analyti cal work that aimed to a bett er understanding of farming systems and 
their biophysical and socio-economic constraints played a limited role in the three Systems CRPs, even 
though it was foreseen in the CRP proposals, as menti oned above. The MAIZE CRP illustrates the type 
of systems research that would be useful within CGIAR. As the evaluati on pointed out, systems research 
conducted within this CRP focused on the characterizati on and assessment of trade-off s in farming 
systems, the identi fi cati on of opti mizati on opti ons, and support for sustainable intensifi cati on trajectories. 
Methods included surveys, modeling, fi eld experimentati on and stati sti cal analysis. It would have been 
benefi cial to combine such work with the parti cipatory acti on research approaches promoted in the 
Systems CRPs, but the linkages between Commodity and Systems CRPs were apparently not well de-
veloped. The MAIZE evaluati on, for example, found that the CRP would have benefi tt ed from more 
collaborati on with Humidtropics. And the AAS evaluati on criti cized that the CRP was largely not able to 
leverage much needed experti se from other CRPs to conduct research on the agricultural component of 
aquati c agricultural systems.
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QUALITY OF NON-PUBLISHED OUTPUTS

A major goal of CGIAR research is to develop and promote technological and insti tuti onal innovati ons, 
which are important outputs, next to publicati ons (even though the publicati ons may refer to these 
innovati ons)34. The CRP evaluati ons diff ered considerably in the level of depth and detail in which they 
assessed the quality of the non-published outputs. Innovati ons related to geneti c improvement (improved 
breeding technologies and improved germplasm) were discussed in detail in the Commodity CRPs. They 
were generally favourable in the case of GRiSP, WHEAT and MAIZE, and more mixed with regard to the 
other Commodity CRPs.  As far as quality of science is concerned, the evaluati on paid less att enti on to 
types of technological and insti tuti onal innovati ons, e.g., improved agronomic practi ces that the CRPs 
may have developed. 

34  Since CGIAR aims to develop and promote science-based soluti ons, the science base should be 
proven before the soluti on is promoted or recommendati on made. Depending on the innovati on, the 
proof may be refl ected in peer-reviewed publicati ons, or in other scienti fi c evidence (e.g., fi eld trial 
results for new varieti es that are not necessarily always published in the peer-reviewed literature).

EMERGING LESSONS ON QUALITY RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Overall, the evaluati ons indicate that the Commodity CRPs that deal with the world’s major staple 
crops – rice, wheat and maize – have been able to maintain CGIAR’s role as a public sector insti tu-
ti on where world-class quality science is conducted with the aim to contribute to improving food 
security and addressing poverty. The publicati on analysis indicates that collaborati on with ARIs 
seems essenti al for the CRPs to be able to stay at the research fronti er in an increasingly compe-
ti ti ve environment. The publicati on analysis also indicates that (pre-existi ng) diff erences across 
CGIAR Centers regarding their visibility and impact in the internati onal scienti fi c literature have 
not been signifi cantly reduced through the CRP approach of bringing diff erent Centers together, 
since collaborati on in the same CRP does not necessarily lead to joint publicati ons in high-ranking 
journals. The evaluati ons also indicate that the quality of research on the wide range of other 
commoditi es covered by the Commodity CRPs is overall adequate and consistent with what can 
be expected from CGIAR. However, there is considerable variability in this respect. Among the 
Non-Commodity CRPs, the picture that emerges from the evaluati ons is similar. Overall, the CRPs 
are able to produce quality of science at a level that can be expected from internati onal agricul-
tural research organizati ons, but there is considerable variati on within and across CRPs. Out-
standing achievements in some areas are oft en due to a relati vely small share of excepti onal 
researchers. It can also be noted that the evaluati ons took place too early to assess the quality 
of science in the areas of systems research and parti cipatory research on the basis of published 
outputs in the internati onal literature. A matt er of concern for several CRPs were relati vely high 
levels of arti cles in journals without impact factors, and these CRPs may use strategies such as 
more emphasis on mentoring of junior scienti sts and co-authorship of senior with junior scienti sts. 
It also emerges from the evaluati ons that many CRPs had problems to accurately track the pub-
licati ons that can be associated with the CRP. For the future, it may be useful to develop a system - 
wide data base of CRP publicati ons, using a unifi ed classifi cati on system for diff erent types of 
publicati ons. This would make it easier to generate management-relevant informati on about publi- 
cati ons in a way that is comparable across CRPs. 
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5.OUTCOMES AND IMPACT
5.1 IMPACT PATHWAYS AND THEORIES OF CHANGE
EVOLUTION OF CONCEPTS

Given the strong emphasis on results orientation in the reform process, development of impact path- 
ways was an integral part of the request for 2010 proposals for the CRPs. In December 2012, the ISPC 
published a White Paper on “Theories of Change and Impact Pathways”35  (ISPC, 2012b), which promoted 
the use of the ToC concept in addition to the impact pathway concept. The definition of terms by the 
ISPC is displayed in Box 1. The main aim of introducing the ToC was to strengthen the strategic orienta-
tion of the CRPs towards the SLOs through the IDOs, which had been introduced in the White Paper on 
Prioritization in June 201236 (see Chapter 3). 

35  ISPC (2012 b): White Paper on Theories of Change and Impact Pathways.

36 ISPC (2012 a)

BOX 1. DEFINITIONS OF KEY TERMS USED IN THIS DOCUMENT

Logic models (logical frameworks) – Link inputs and activities to outputs, outcomes and impacts 
in a visual presentation. Logic models do not provide insights into causality. The detail tends to 
be in the activity and output levels. Assumptions and risks that are part of a logical framework 
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A review of the ToCs and Impact Pathways of the diff erent CRPs indicates that they apparently under-
stood these concepts in rather diff erent ways, so that there is no consistency across CRPs. Some CRPs 
also started to use other terms, such as “scaling pathway” (AAS) or “uptake pathway” (WLE). Even 
though the White Paper on ToCs and Impact Pathways was available in 2012, the evaluati ons indicate 
that publishing the paper may not have been suffi  cient to provide adequate guidance for the CRPs. The 
Dryland Systems Evaluati on illustrates this point: “Many CGIAR scienti sts fi nd it diffi  cult to apply this 
approach to planning research. This may be because CGIAR Centres and CRPs do not invest adequately 
in training scienti sts to use theories of change. Instead, research planning seems to conti nue to be rather 
traditi onal, with impact pathways prepared as an aft erthought to meet a bureaucrati c requirement”37 
(p. 54). The FTA evaluati on added the concern that the impact pathway exercise was mostly done with a 
view to ensure conti nued funding, which led to a bias towards stati ng highly aggregated outcomes and 
impacts far beyond the direct infl uence of the program.

 If taken seriously, the applicati on of ToC, a project management tool, to complex programs such 
as CRPs is a formidable task. The ToC should be part of program design that begins with impact domains, 
desired impacts for each domain (geography, type of benefi ciary etc), and then the interventi ons, products, 
and outcomes to achieve those impacts, along with assumpti ons and risks. These bott om-up ToCs then 
need to be aggregated to a ToC at the fl agship level and ulti mately integrated to a ToC for the whole 
CRP. Conceptually, the ToC is then also a tool for setti  ng prioriti es (by working backwards starti ng from 
the desired impacts to prioriti es) as well as a mechanism for designing an Monitoring, Evaluati on and 
Learning system with appropriate milestones and feedback loops from outcomes and impacts to adjust 
the ToC.

 In practi ce, and perhaps inevitably, the ToCs of the CRPs fall far short of this ideal. Most CRPs 
have developed their ToCs from the top down rather than the bott om up. Most have a ToC at the fl agship 
level, and some are developing ToCs for major hubs (e.g., AAS in the Southern Bangladesh Polder Zone, 
GRiSP in the Mekong Delta,). The gender teams have also developed their own ToCs (e.g., Grain Legumes). 

37 Merrey, D.J., R. McLeod, and J. Szonyi (2015): Evaluati on of the CGIAR Research Program on 
“Dryland Systems”

presentati on tend to be outside the control of the program. Logic models follow an agreed pre-
sentati onal form. 

Impact pathways – Build on logic models by giving more detail on the contributi on of each acti vity 
on its path to impact. Impact pathways unpack the links between outcome and impact. Impact 
pathways are commonly presented graphically.  

Theory of change (ToC) – Presents an explicit identi fi cati on of the ways by which change is expected 
to occur from output to outcome and impact. The ToC questi ons the assumpti ons about causality 
underlying the relati onships between outputs, outcomes and impact. In ToC the assumpti ons 
present the mechanisms of change. There is no single method or presentati onal form agreed for 
T0Cs

Source: ISPC (2012 b). 
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However, several evaluati ons commented on the need to integrate ToCs across fl agships and start to 
build more specifi c ToC for parti cular products and regions (e.g., Dryland Cereals). None have made 
much progress in linking the ToC and the Monitoring, Evaluati on and Learning system (see Chapter 8.3).

COMMODITY CRPS

ToCs for the Commodity CRPs have generally disti nguished between global research on geneti c impro-
vement and important diseases, and research on sustainable intensifi cati on and value chains at the 
local level. The former focuses on linking CRP research to nati onal breeding programs (mostly public) 
and seed systems. This link is well established and builds on traditi onal CGIAR strengths. The major new 
initi ati ve for most crop CRPs has been a specifi c fl agship on building seed systems (including planti ng 
materials) as an integral part of the impact pathway. However, in some cases, the CRPs lack suffi  cient 
relevant in-house experti se on seed systems (Grain Legumes, RTB), as pointed out in the respecti ve 
evaluati ons, and there is a lack of coordinati on across crop CRPs addressing the same seed systems, as 
observed by the authors of this report.

 ToCs are much less developed for research on sustainable intensifi cati on and value chains. In 
parti cular, ToCs lack specifi cs on secondary pathways for scaling out, and evaluati ons called for clearer 
strategy for getti  ng beyond immediate partners to wider scale impacts (Grain Legumes, GRiSP, MAIZE, 
WHEAT). Such a strategy requires an understanding of what works well where as the basis for designing 
capacity building to “enable the enablers” for scaling out (GRiSP, WHEAT). 

 CRPs that have maintained a separate fl agship for social science have developed separate ToCs 
for these components. The evaluati ons found that for the majority of these cases, these ToCs were 
poorly developed. Much social science research should feed into other fl agships and the evaluati ons 
raised questi ons about this integrati on (GRiSP, MAIZE). 

SYSTEMS CRPS

The ToCs of the three Systems CRPs generally focused on innovati ons in the respecti ve farming systems 
that were expected to improve producti vity and environmental sustainability as well as social changes. 
Only AAS also had a Scaling Pathway that focused on disseminati ng the Research-in-Development (RinD) 
approach developed by this CRP at nati onal, regional and global levels, e.g., through eff ecti ve communi-
cati on and partnerships. The level of detail of the ToCs varied considerably between the three CRPs, and 
the evaluati ons teams had diff erent views on the required level of detail. The Humidtropics evaluati on 
team “parti cularly liked the clarity and simplicity” of the ToC that this CRP had developed, and only noted 
the challenge to identi fy and measure appropriate indicators. The Dryland Systems evaluati on noted 
progress in producing a more plausible, though sti ll generic, impact pathway by involving the CRP’s ex-
perts on systems analysis and modeling. The evaluati on team noted, however, that there was sti ll room 
for improvement, e.g., by clarifying underlying assumpti ons and specifying stakeholder roles. The AAS 
evaluati on was rather criti cal of the simplicity of the hub-level ToCs that the program had developed, 
pointi ng out that a research program should consider the relevant literature on adopti on of innovati on 
and innovati on systems when formulati ng ToCs.
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NRM CRPS

Oversimplifi cati on was also a common concern in the NRM CRPs. The impact pathways towards more 
sustainable use of natural resources are oft en parti cularly complex, involving individual behavioural 
change, collecti ve acti on, insti tuti onal change as well as policy change at diff erent levels (from local to 
global, as in case of climate change). The picture that emerges from the evaluati ons is that the ToCs were 
not suffi  ciently refi ned to capture this complexity.  The WLE evaluati on, while noti ng progress for two 
fl agships, sti ll found the ToCs to be rather simplisti c as they assumed that change in a society revolves 
around or is triggered by WLE, rather than by a range of interrelated contextual factors, of which WLE is 
just one part. The ToCs also ignored dynamic aspects, such as windows of opportunity, and insights from 
behavioral sciences on how people actually make decisions. The FTA evaluati on was similarly criti cal of 
the Impact Pathways and ToCs that the CRP had developed. The team found that the impact pathways 
contain large “causal jumps” from scienti fi c outputs to behavioral change, and onwards to impacts on 
nati onal, regional and global scale, without explaining how this would be achieved in practi ce. In a similar 
vein, the CCAFS evaluati on found a need to strengthen the ToCs at regional and fl agship levels by bett er 
defi niti on of assumpti ons and risks. It also recommended transforming these into hypotheses for testi ng 
during Program implementati on, as is good theory of change practi ce outside of CGIAR.

PIM AND A4NH

Both PIM and A4NH had three overall impact pathways. Two were similar, one focused on infl uencing 
the programs of development agencies, and the other one on infl uencing policies. PIM’s third pathway 
dealt with strengthening the capacity of research capaciti es (PIM), while that of A4HN aimed at infl uen-
cing value chains. The PIM evaluati on did not discuss these impact pathways or the program’s ToCs in 
detail, apart from noti ng that they did not fi nd a strong associati on yet between the types of research 
being conducted in each fl agship, their stated impact pathways, and the partners identi fi ed in the 
projects’ progress reports. Both the PIM and the A4NH evaluati ons noted favourably that the Program 
Management Units (PMUs) had started to assist the researchers in the fl agships to develop more detailed 
theories of change. Unlike in the cases discussed above, A4NH made dedicated eff orts to rigorously 
examine the research evidence for the assumpti ons about how the research will lead to impact, as 
illustrated in Table 54 below. The evaluati on sti ll recommended more capacity building and resources 
for this work, and it also made the interesti ng suggesti on to combine ToCs with traditi onal risk analysis 
and to systemati cally use them for risk management in the CRP.
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TABLE 5: IMPACT PATHWAY EXAMPLE OF A4NH (PROVITAMIN A ORANGE MAIZE IN ZAMBIA)

 
Source: A4NH evaluati on38, p. 28.

38 Compton, Julia et al (2015): Independent CRP-Commissioned External Evaluati on of the CGIAR 
Research Program on Agriculture for Nutriti on and Health.

EMERGING LESSONS ON IMPACT PATHWAYS AND TOCS

There is litt le doubt that the request for each CRP to develop a ToC has forced CRPs to consider 
more carefully the processes for achieving impacts and led to a stronger results orientati on to 
the whole CGIAR, a fi nding that is supported by most evaluati ons and also the researcher survey. 
However, the evaluati ons suggest that the direct translati on of ToC, as a tool developed for specifi c 
development projects, to the CRPs needs much more thought. While development projects are 
typically implemented in a specifi c region, the CRPs are highly complex global research programs 
that include a wide range of diff erent types of acti viti es (from laboratory research and theoreti cal 
modelling to acti viti es on farmers’ fi eld). They target a large number of very diverse benefi ciaries 
and they typically have rather diverse impact pathways (e.g., achieving impact directly through 
working with farmers and extension agents as well as indirectly through advising policy-makers, 
infl uencing global debates and donors and changing development paradigms). The evaluati ons in-
dicate that CRP ToCs also need to be more cognizant of the relevant literature. ToCs are essenti ally 
based on assumpti ons regarding the diff erent causal links in an impact chain, and - to meet the 
standards of a global research programs--these assumpti ons should be supported by the respecti ve 
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literature, as demonstrated by A4NH. Depending on the CRP, the relevant literature may include 
research on technology adopti on and agricultural innovati on systems or the emerging fi eld of im-
plementati on sciences. 
The emerging lesson is that CGIAR needs to invest more eff orts in adapti ng the ToC concept, 
which was originally designed for development projects, to the specifi c of a highly complex internati -
onal research program. The CRPs could make bett er use of their own research experti se to develop 
bett er ToCs, but this will require that CRP staff  embraces the concept as part of their research 
endeavour, rather than considering as just another requirement to be fulfi lled to access funding.

5.2 IMPACT 

All evaluati ons were tasked with reviewing outcomes and impacts of the CRPs both from the perspecti ves 
of (i) learning and feedback to research design and (ii) accountability to funders that the CRPs impacts 
on the IDOs and ulti mately the SLOs were being achieved. Necessarily, given the short ti me of 2-4 years 
since the CRPs’ inception, the best that could be expected from the CRP investments would be out-
comes at the IDO level. Even most outcomes would be based on legacy research that had been completed 
prior to CRP incepti on although some of the development-type work (product adaptati on and delivery) 
may have taken place through CRP investments. Impacts were expected to be enti rely based on legacy 
research and development acti viti es that had taken place prior to the CRP. 
 
 This secti on reviews evaluati on fi ndings for both outcomes and impacts. In general, the evaluati ons 
reviewed outcomes and impacts through adopti on, infl uence and impact assessment studies (IAs) that 
had been completed under the CRP. Most evaluati ons also reviewed the processes in place for syste-
mati c impact assessment and the quality of the IAs that had been carried out. In additi on, this secti on 
includes informati on from other evaluati ons, especially those carried out under the auspices of SPIA. In 
parti cular, we included the fi ndings from SPIA’s special project DIIVA, because this is the only relati vely 
recent large-scale regional study on the impact of improved varieti es, and it provides informati on that is 
not fully captured in the CRP evaluati ons39.

 For this review, we divided the CRPs into commodity CRPs (C-CRPs) and the others or non-com-
modity CRPs (NC-CRPs). One of the main products of most C-CRPs is geneti c improvement delivered 
through new crop varieti es or livestock or fi sh strains. Such products are ‘embodied’ in seed or breed 
technologies’ that are conceptually straightf orward to att ribute to the research of CGIAR. CGIAR has a 
long history of IAs of such crop improvement research and the methods are fairly well developed although 
they conti nue to be refi ned. All C-CRPs were heavily based on legacy research and in the past the bulk of 
the measured impacts of  CGIAR were from these legacy programs, especially IRRI and CIMMYT40. Even 
so commodity CRPs also produce ‘disembodied’ knowledge products’ such as decision tools for bett er 

39 Much of the fi eld work for DIIVA was completed before the CRPs were established but analysis and 
reporti ng of results took place under the CRPs and these are the results that many CRP evaluati ons 
used. A new SPIA program, Strengthening Impact Assessment in the CGIAR was initi ated in 2013 but 
results were not available for the CRP evaluati ons.

40 Raitzer and Kelley (2008): Benefi t–cost meta-analysis of investment in the Internati onal Agricultural 
Research Centers of the CGIAR. Agricultural Systems, 96(1): 108-123.
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crop and resource management practi ces, insti tuti onal innovati ons and policy recommendati ons, where 
uptake is more diffi  cult to track and att ributi on to CGIAR investments is parti cularly challenging41. 

 The NC-CRPs largely produce knowledge products and impact assessment methods are much 
less developed42. Even outcomes are diffi  cult to att ribute given that there may be several diff erent sources 
of knowledge that infl uence decision makers. Some of these NC-CRPs also included relati vely litt le legacy 
research so impacts by 2015 were not expected.

 Finally, the CRPs are made up of several Centers that inherited their own impact cultures from 
the pre-reform CGIAR. Prior to the reforms, CGIAR annually assessed the impact cultures of the Centers 
as part of its Performance Management System. Crop Centers had higher scores than other Centers 
and in the 2007-2009 period occupied the 7 of the top 8 rankings (ISPC 2010)43. This hetero- geneity in 
impact culture was oft en refl ected in the new CRPs with considerable variati on across and even within 
CRPs in the att enti on to and rigor of IA.

COMMODITY CRPS (C-CRP)

The C-CRPs build on a long experience on geneti c improvement through crop varieti es, fi sh strains and 
to a much smaller extent, animal breeds. These products account for the great bulk of measured impacts 
of the CGIAR system and these esti mates have been consistently used by CGIAR to justi fy investment in 
the System. Indeed the SRF 2016-30 starts out by citi ng these esti mates, albeit using data that is of 1998 
vintage44. 

 The evaluati on of the C-CRPs indicate that IAs of crop geneti c improvement seem to have lost 
momentum. The evaluati ons reported few major IAs and no global assessments. GRiSP reported two 
IAs covering four countries (but not India and China) with large Net Present Value benefi ts esti mated in 
the tens of billions of dollars. The RTB Evaluati on reported fairly complete global coverage of adopti on 
and some impact esti mates for cassava and potatoes, and expanded adopti on and benefi ts of improved 
Tilapia conti nued to be documented in L&F. Notably, for two major food staples, only one major study 
was reported by WHEAT and IA was largely confi ned to Africa for MAIZE. Prior to the reforms, CIMMYT 
the lead center for these CRPs had a strong record of IA. 

 The only complete regional adopti on informati on was available for sub-Saharan Africa through 
the SPIA’s DIIVA project menti oned above. This project had supported an eff ort by nine Centers to docu-
ment adopti on of modern varieti es (MVs) for 20 crops in 29 countries. Results reported in Table 6 indicate 
modest progress in the uptake of MVs in most crops in aggregate. Sti ll only about one third of the area of 
food crops in Africa was covered by MVs compared to 25-30% for a previous esti mate in 1998. Importantly, 

41 Renkow, M. and Byerlee, D. (2010): The impacts of CGIAR research: A review of recent evidence. 
Food Policy, 35(5): 391-402.

42 All CRPs can also have profound impacts through contributi on to scienti fi c knowledge. 
This contributi on was already discussed in Secti on 4 on quality of science.    

43  Note that ILRI and World Fish, although commodity centers, scored in the lower half of rankings 
during this period.

44 Walker et al (2014): Measuring the Eff ecti veness of Crop Improvement Research in Sub-Saharan 
Africa from the Perspecti ves of Varietal Output, Adopti on, and Change: 20 Crops, 30 Countries, and 
1150 Culti vars in Farmers’ Fields.    
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CGIAR-related varieti es make up two-thirds of the MV area although benefi ts were reduced by a long lag 
from variety release to peak adopti on (average of 14 years)45. Adopti on of improved varieti es was also 
associated with successes in increasing output of food staples in Africa by an average of 15% through 
higher yields (Figure 3)46.
 
TABLE 6: ADOPTION OF MODERN CROP VARIETIES IN AFRICA AND THE CONTRIBUTION OF CGIAR, CIRCA 2010

 

a Includes pigeonpea, potatoes, barley, chickpeas, fababeans, lenti ls, sweet potatoes, and fi eld pea, all with less than 0.5 Mha 
of MV adopti on.
Source: Walker et al., 2015

45 Walker et al (2014): Measuring the Eff ecti veness of Crop Improvement Research in Sub-Saharan 
Africa from the Perspecti ves of Varietal Output, Adopti on, and Change: 20 Crops, 30 Countries, and 
1150 Culti vars in Farmers’ Fields.

46 Fuglie, K and Marder, J (2015): The Diff usion and Impact of Improved Crop Varieti es in Sub-Saharan 
Africa. In Crop Improvement, Adopti on and Impact of Improved Varieti es in Food Crops in Sub-Saharn 
Africa. Edited by Thomas S. Walker and Jeff rey Alwang.
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FIGURE 3: CHANGE IN MV ADOPTION AND RATE OF YIELD IMPROVEMENT IN AFRICA, 1980-2010.

 

Source: Fuglie and Mardar, 2015. Figure 17.1. Adopti on of improved varieti es and rate of yield 
improvement in sub-Saharan Africa between 1980 and 2010. Source: Crop yield change is the 
average crop yield in 2006-2010 relati ve to the average crop yield during 1976-1980 for the 
whole sub-Saharan Africa region, esti mated from FAOSTAT data. The crane in percentage area 
in improved varieti es esti mated by authors from DIIVA data and other sources.

The DIIVA study also provided some esti mates of impacts of CGIAR research on the SLOs at the country 
level. Large poverty impacts for improved maize varieti es in Ethiopia (MAIZE) and notable food security 
impacts were documented for improved bean varieti es in Rwanda (Legumes)47. GRiSP also reported 
one study of impacts on poverty and food security across three countries in Asia48. The most notable 
documented nutriti onal impact was from orange-fl eshed sweet potatoes in RTB through randomized 
roll out plans in Uganda and Mozambique49. Overall, however, only modest progress has been made in 
systemati cally assessing impacts of crop research on the IDOs most related to the SLOs.

 The Evaluati ons also reported signifi cant and potenti ally large outcomes of the CRPs for crop 
improvement research. Several of these had to do with early adopti on stages of stress tolerant varieti es 
in less favourable environments, including fl ood-tolerant rice in South Asia (GRiSP) and drought tolerant 
maize in Southern Africa (MAIZE). Randomized control trials are increasingly used to assess early out-
comes and provide the evidence base for scaling up (GRiSP and RTB). A parti cularly important result of 
evaluati on of the fl ood tolerant rice varieti es was that the poorest farmers who tend to be clustered in 
fl ood prone areas benefi ted most from these varieti es. 

47 Walker et al (2015)

48 Raitzer et al (2015): Is Rice Improvement Sti ll Making a Diff erence? Assessing the Economic, 
Poverty and Food Security Impacts of Rice Varieti es Released from 1989 to 2009 in Bangladesh,
 Indonesia and the Philippines.

49 For example in Hotz et al (2012): A large-scale interventi on to introduce orange sweet potato in 
rural Mozambique increases vitamin A intakes among children and women. Briti sh Journal of Nutriti on
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IA of other research products in C-CRPs has been limited although increasing. Both GRiSP and MAIZE 
report IAs of crop and natural resource management technologies at a specifi c site. RTB has conducted 
an innovati ve IA of insti tuti onal innovati ons in value chains to link smallholder potato producers to high 
value markets50. Given that a substanti al share of C-CRP budgets are allocated to crop and resource manage- 
ment and to upgrading value chains, progress in IA in these areas is a priority.

NON-COMMODITY CRPS

IA and assessment of outcomes in the NC-CRPs with the excepti on of PIM has been minimal. The evalua-
ti on of WLE does address impacts, noti ng parti cularly local impacts of watershed development, but 
lamenti ng the overall paucity of impact studies51. In some cases, especially the Systems CRPs, the CRP 
had litt le legacy research to draw on so lack of IA or even outcomes is understandable. Even so Dryland 
Systems, for example, built on considerable legacy research and the Evaluati on does report some impacts 
although it does not cite specifi c supporti ng IA studies. 

 Outcomes are discussed but oft en based on anecdotal evidence from fi eld visits and interviews 
by the evaluati on teams rather than rigorous assessment which may partly be due to the early stage of 
the evaluati on and the absence of impact assessment studies, especially for non-legacy research. For 
PIM the Womens’ Empowerment in Agriculture Index and the Program on Collecti ve Acti on and Property 
Rights (CAPRI) at IFPRI are strongly endorsed as having wide infl uence. In FTA, CIFOR is recognized as 
being ‘visible in REDD+’, an important internati onal eff ort to provide incenti ves to halt deforestati on. 
Stakeholders views on the infl uence of research of WLE on governance and management of the Mekong 
River basin was ‘overwhelmingly positi ve’. 

 The paucity of IA in the Evaluati ons partly refl ects the diffi  culti es discussed earlier of att ributi ng 
outcomes to the type of research products of NC-CRP. This was recognized for policy research products, 
and a PIM workshop in late 2014 laid out ways to bett er communicate and monitor the uti lizati on of out-
puts of policy research along the impact pathway to enable credible IAs in the future. Within PIM, IFPRI 
does have a track record of assessing outcomes through infl uence with some eight studies published 
during the evaluati on period. None, however, was able to track impacts further down the impact pathway 
to SLOs due to methodological limitati ons. Nonetheless, some investments had widely demonstrated 
infl uence, such as those in social protecti on (Nelson et al., 2015). The Evaluati ons of both PIM and L&F 
report economic impacts of improved smallholder dairy value chains in East Africa resulti ng from ILRI 
interventi ons. Very recently since the PIM evaluati on, IFPRI has published a detailed synthesis of its out-
comes and impacts over 40 years52.

IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROCESSES

The Evaluati ons generally rated the quality of IAs favourably although oft en noti ng considerable variability. 
Methodological rigor has the potenti al to improve with the increasing availability of panel data sets (i.e., 

50 Cavatassi et al (2011): Linking Smallholders to the New Agricultural Economy: The Case of the 
Plataformas de Concertación in Ecuador. The Journal of Development Studies.

51 WLE identi fi es a need for a systemati c eff ort on impact assessment of NRM research, in parti cular 
of the major, long-term programs inherited by WLE.

52 Hazell, P.B. and Slade, R. (2016): Taking stock: Impacts of 40 years of policy research at IFPRI.
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surveys of the same households at two or more points in ti me) and novel techniques such as RCTs to 
measure risk eff ects of technology use 53 and DNA fi ngerprinti ng to verify varieti es grown by farmers54. 
CRPs are also linking with outside partners to include technology adopti on as part of nati onal surveys. 
SPIA is providing valuable networking, coordinati ng and funding as demonstrated by the DIIVA project 
on adopti on and impacts of MVs in Africa.

 Sti ll a recurring theme in the evaluati ons’ recommendati ons is the need for CRPs to adopt a sys-
temati c and adequately funded approach to IA, which would replace the present ad hoc processes that 
provide only very parti al and sporadic coverage of CRP acti viti es. Much of the IA work is being promoted 
by donor requirements for IA of bilateral projects. This type of IA has previously been strongly criti cized 
by the ISPC review of social science as being focused on short-term local impacts and oft en of low quality 
55. Moreover, the requirement for detailed baseline surveys in many bilateral projects is drowning IA 
economists in data much of which are not analysed or used for IA (e.g., GRiSP, MAIZE). 

 One requirement that is closely linked to CGIAR’s eff orts to document progress along the Impact 
Pathways are the annual progress indicators required by CGIAR (see also Secti on 8.2). Several evaluati ons 
noted that many of the 34 indicators requested are diffi  cult to assess on an annual basis and CRPs used 
proxy measures such as the amount of seed distributed as a proxy for hectares planted or number of 
farmers reached. In some cases these esti mates appear to be far from reality (e.g., AAS). The evaluati ons 
indicate that many of the indicators are meaningless for aggregati ng across the highly diverse research 
products and impact pathways of the portf olio of CRPs. Output measures such as the number of tools 
or technologies/practi ces or policies analysed cannot be standardized across CRPs or even within a CRP. 
Proxy impact measures such as the number of farmers using improved practi ces require rigorous IA and 
in any event are only peripherally related to the SLOs. 

 Finally, one reason for the paucity of impact studies under the CRPs has been funding. Rigorous 
IA at scale depends largely on W1/W2 funding that has become increasingly scarce and volati le. Funding 
through SPIA has been important in sustaining IA, but that funding is highly constrained and can support 
only a fracti on of the IA envisaged for the CRPs.

53 Emerick et al (2016): Technological innovati ons, downside risk, and the modernizati on of agricul-
ture. American Economic Review.

54 Rabbi et al (2015): Tracking crop varieti es using genotyping-by-sequencing markers: a case study 
using cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz). BMC geneti cs.   

55  CGIAR Science Council (2009)

EMERGING LESSONS ON IMPACT

The development of a systemati c approach to IA that addresses CRP and System-level needs with 
respect to accountability for SLOs and learning is sti ll a work in progress. IA should be an ongoing 
acti vity that provides broad coverage of the major CRP research products and SLOs for specifi ed 
ti me periods of 5-10 years, supported by the allocati on of a certain percentage of funds to IA, 
and SPIA should conti nue to provide matching funds. The biggest challenge in IA is for the non- 
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commodity CRPs. Given the state of the art, assessing impacts on SLOs is unrealisti c in many cases, 
but assessing outcomes by rigorous and regular monitoring of infl uence of CRPs is feasible. In 
most cases, infl uence will necessarily be assessed in terms of nati onal and local decision makers, 
but a systemati c program of IA should allow synthesis of results from a regional or global level.

At the System level, SPIA has a criti cal role in quality control, providing a community of practi ce 
and promoti ng regional/global coverage, and this should be conti nued. The Consorti um Offi  ce or 
its successor needs to go back to the drawing boards to develop progress indicators that focus on 
monitoring implementati on of agreed research programs. Outcomes and impacts can be assessed 
periodically at intervals of 3-5 years based on applicati on of rigorous state-of-the-art methods.
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6. GENDER
6.1 CONTEXT

CGIAR Centers started to address gender in the 1980s, and CGIAR evaluations have also dealt with 
gender since that time56. At the system-level, CGIAR initiated its first Gender Program in 1991, and in 
the late 1990s this program was replaced by two programs, the Participatory Research and Gender 
Analysis Program, launched in 1997 to support research on gender, and the Gender and Diversity Program 
launched in 1999 to enhance the role of gender in the work place. A CGIAR Scoping study in 2011 con-
cluded that “in spite of some excellent examples of gender research, the level of commitment to gender 
analysis has varied considerably across the Centers”, and that “in spite of a number of strategic gender 
initiatives, a robust, properly resourced and supported effort to embed gender analysis across the CGIAR 
system has not yet been attempted”57 (p. 6-7). 

 The CGIAR reform in 2010 offered an opportunity to further integrate gender System-wide 
through the new CRP portfolio. On the basis of the Scoping Study, the two System-wide gender programs 
were closed in 2011, and the Consortium Board adopted a new “Consortium Level Gender Strategy” 
(more often referred to as the CGIAR Gender Strategy) with two components: (i) mainstreaming gender 
research in the CRPs; and (ii) promoting diversity and gender in the workplace. The Strategy also stipulates 
the establishment of a Network of Gender Experts (Consortium Board, 2011). 

56 See Jiggins (1986) and Anderson et al (1988)

57 Kauck et al (2010): CGIAR Gender Scoping Study
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Further each CRP proposal was required “to arti culate clearly its strategy regarding gender research 
issues (Fund Council, 2010, p.4). The Scoping Study in its 2011 review of the CRP proposals identi fi ed 
major shortcomings. The CRP draft ing teams did not have a clear understanding of what was expected 
regarding gender mainstreaming; the gender secti ons were strikingly brief and oft en lacked the basic 
elements of a concrete strategy; only fi ve CRP proposals integrated gender in an innovati ve and eff ecti ve 
way (RTB, L&F, AAS, FTA, PIM); and most CRPs did not have budgets allocated for gender analysis (Kauck 
et al., 2010: 10-12). In 2012 the Consorti um Offi  ce requested all CRPs to formulate a Gender Strategy 
within one year, and in 2013 requested CRPs to integrate gender in their annual work and budget plans 
and annual reports. However, as the PIM evaluati on observed, the Consorti um has “not yet provided 
suffi  cient guidance on methodologies to capture the level of att enti on given to gender issues” (PIM 
Evaluati on, p. 60).

 Given the slow start to providing a clear strategic directi on on how gender was to be incorpor- 
ated into the CRPs, the ti ming of the evaluati ons was too early to assess to what extent the CRPs have 
addressed the shortcomings identi fi ed in the 2011 Scoping Study. However, the evaluati ons provide 
valuable informati on on the progress made. All evaluati ons performed an assessment of the way in 
which the CRPs had addressed gender, although the depth of the assessment varied across evaluati ons. 
All Evaluati on Reports have a specifi c secti on on Gender (or case study for Humidtropics) and nearly all 
evaluati ons included at least one specifi c recommendati on on gender. 

6.2 GENDER STRATEGIES OF THE CRPS

Most evaluati ons only list or describe the main elements of the respecti ve CRP gender strategies without 
providing a criti cal assessment. Only the FTA and the A4NH evaluati ons conducted a more detailed 
analysis of the respecti ve CRP Gender Strategies. The FTA evaluati on is overall positi ve, noti ng that the 
FTA Gender Strategy has clear objecti ves and impact pathways, explains the corresponding approaches, 
identi fi es gender-relevant scienti fi c questi ons for each FTA component and defi nes initi al indicators for 
monitoring progress and success. The A4NH evaluati on provides a criti cal assessment in an excellent 
background paper (See volume on Background Papers for A4NH evaluati on) that found that the A4NH 
Gender Strategy contains a strong analysis of the issues around integrati ng gender into A4NH research, 
as well as useful proposals for acti on. The RTB evaluati on pointed out that the Strategy “has proven its 
worth as a basis for initi ati ng signifi cant pieces of work” (RTB evaluati on, p. 53), and the Dryland Systems 
evaluati on labelled the gender strategy to be “strong”. 

 Another strategic theme is the type of approach that the CRPs take regarding gender. Internati onal 
development organizati ons oft en disti nguish (i) gender-neutral, (ii) gender-sensiti ve or gender-responsive, 
and (iii) gender-transformati ve approaches58. Gender-responsive approaches consider att enti on to gender 
inequality as instrumental for reaching development objecti ves such as the eradicati on of hunger and 
poverty. This is the approach formulated in the CGIAR Gender Strategy, which emphasizes the role of 
increased access of women to resources as essenti al to increase producti vity and nutriti onal outcomes 

58 Christodoulou, and Zobnina, Anna (2009): Glossary of Gender-related Terms. Mediterranean Insti -
tute of Gender Studies. This disti ncti on is also made in the relevant research-based literature. See, for 
example,. Farnworth, C. R., & Colverson, K. E. (2015). Building a Gender-Transformati ve Extension and 
Advisory Facilitati on System in Sub-Saharan Africa.
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59. Gender-transformati ve approaches go beyond this “instrumental view” and emphasize the goal of 
empowerment by transforming unequal gender relati ons and addressing the underlying societal norms 
that result in gender inequality. 

 An important strategic questi on is whether or not a CRP should have a dedicated component 
focusing on gender research, or concentrate on mainstreaming gender throughout the portf olio 60. 
Several CRPs do have dedicated gender research components, typically as part of a cross-cutti  ng fl agship 
project (as in AAS, PIM and later A4NH). However, it is not clear that lack of a separate gender compo-
nent aff ected the importance placed on it or the way the researchers approach gender mainstreaming 
(e.g., as noted in the L&F evaluati on).

 Five evaluati ons commented on the gender-transformati ve approaches used by the CRP (A4NH, 
AAS, Humidtropics, L&F, WLE). AAS and Humidtropics were explicit in using a gender transformati ve 
approach. Indeed Humidtropics explicitly distanced itself from “traditi onal gender approaches within 
agriculture which have separated gender and development from system thinking” (Humidtropics 
Evaluati on, Annex 10.8, p.5). The A4NH evaluati on indicated, however, that most researchers seemed 
to take a gender-responsive approach (labelled “practi cal” by the evaluati on) rather than a transforma-
ti ve approach and recommended that future development of the gender strategy should more explicitly 
address the relati onship between these diff erent approaches. The L&F evaluati on concluded that many 
of the L&F research lines have the potenti al to be gender - or socially-transformati ve in some way such 
as the training work done in the Bangladesh value chain. On the other hand, the WLE evaluati on noted 
that the CRP’s Gender Unit had “litt le capacity to … move beyond gender responsive work towards 
gender transformati ve research” (WLE evaluati on, p.75). 

59 CGIAR Consorti um (2011 b): Consorti um Level Gender Strategy.

60 The Consorti um Level Gender Strategy specifi es that CRPs should clarify in the formulati on of their 
research objecti ves “whether gender is a separate component of the CRP’s agenda (it undertakes 
strategic research) or is a cross-cutti  ng themati c area in which analysis is used to inform and deepen 
the relevance of other research themes.” (CGIAR, 2011, p. 6).

EMERGING LESSON ON GENDER STRATEGIES

The overall impression from the evaluati ons is that requesti ng the CRPs to develop Gender 
Strategies has been an important step in mainstreaming gender throughout CGIAR. The evalua-
ti ons suggest that it would be helpful if the CRP Gender Strategies were more explicit about the 
approach (gender-responsive or gender-transformati ve) to be applied in the respecti ve CRP. Like-
wise, more strategic thought could be given to the questi on of whether the respecti ve CRP should 
have a dedicated gender component. 
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6.3 CREATING AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR GENDER RESEARCH
FUNDING FOR GENDER RESEARCH

The CRPs were requested to report funding on gender from 2013 onwards, but not all evaluati ons have 
reviewed how this provision was implemented. Evaluati ons that specify gender funding as a percentage 
of total budget found mixed results partly because no standard guidelines were used to count spending 
on gender. The Humidtropics evaluati on concluded that the CRPs own goal of reaching 30% was met, 
the highest of any CRP. The WLE evaluati on noted that WLE was one of the fi rst CRPs to insti tute the 
obligatory 10 % gender budgeti ng across the program but the researcher survey suggested that “that 
in order to meet the 10 % gender expenditure guidelines, some researchers have had to introduce 
gender components that they do not consider to be totally relevant to their work”. (WLE evaluati on 
draft , p.75;)61. Although the WHEAT evaluati on found the budgeted funding for gender increased to 16% 
in 2014, actual spending on gender in 2012 and 2013 was less than half of the budgeted amount. Grain 
Legumes reported a fi gure of only 4% to gender. An important fi nding from the evaluati ons of most CRPs 
is that most funding for gender was provided by W1/W2 funding (GRiSP, FTA, MAIZE, RTB, WHEAT). 

CREATING POSITIONS AND ORGANISATIONAL UNITS TO SUPPORT GENDER RESEARCH

The evaluati ons document that the CRPs used several approaches to create positi ons and organizati onal 
units to support gender research: 
• Gender Coordinators/Gender Units: Several evaluati ons found that dedicated gender units where 

established (at least Dryland Cereals, CCAFS, MAIZE, RTB, WHEAT and WLE). 

• Focal points: Three CRP evaluati ons (FTA, GRiSP, RTB) refer to the appointment of CRP Gender Focal 
Points by the CGIAR Centers parti cipati ng in the CRP, but other CRPs may also have used this 
approach. 

• Gender Teams: Some CRPs consti tuted gender teams comprising staff  with gender experti se who 
work in diff erent components and are “mapped” into the gender team. For example L&F and FTA 
have teams of about 5 gender specialists operati ng across parti cipati ng centers. 

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT OF STAFF 

The CGIAR Gender Strategy requested each CRP to review its capacity for gender analysis and gender 
research 62. According to the evaluati ons, the main capacity development acti viti es for gender included 
training workshops (e.g., Grain Legumes, MAIZE), coaching of research teams by gender specialists, the 
development of tools (handbooks, guidelines, etc.) for gender research (e.g., A4NH, AAS), and the 
integrati on of gender components into diff erent research tools used by the CRPs. 

 With regard to tools, PIM provided leadership in developing “Standards for Collecti ng Sex- 
Disaggregated Data for Gender Analysis,” which were endorsed by the Consorti um Offi  ce. PIM also 

61 It has to be noted that “Flagship leaders can decide with their teams whether all projects include 
a gender budget or whether 10% of the overall research budget should be allocated to gender. Based 
on interview data, early indicati ons are that gender work in fl agships that have chosen to allocate 
larger amounts of funding to a few projects is having a greater impact” WLE Evaluati on, p. 75.

62 CGIAR Consorti um (2011 b).
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developed several useful tools for analysing gender in value chains and that are available to other CRPs 
through the Value Chains Knowledge Clearinghouse. The RTB evaluati on found that the parti cipatory 
manner in which tools were developed contributed to buy-in and adopti on. A4NH developed a guidance 
document on integrati ng gender into research plans, and this CRP was also commended for hosti ng a 
monthly blog with in-depth technical advice on gender. The three Systems CRPs made similar eff orts to 
develop guidelines for integrati ng gender into bio-physical research 63 (e.g., AAS Science Handbook) and 
a toolkit on gender-responsive research and gendered systems research. 

PARTNERS FOR GENDER RESEARCH

A CGIAR Gender and Agriculture Research Network was established by the Consorti um Offi  ce in 2011 
to facilitate partnering among the CRPs but the Network does not feature strongly in the evaluati ons. 
Several evaluati ons point to the role of non-CGIAR partners with specifi c experti se in gender, which 
contributed to strengthening the capacity for gender research in the CRPs (KIT for MAIZE, WHEAT and 
L&F, the University of East Anglia and Johns Hopkins University for AAS and Wageningen University for 
WLE). The PIM evaluati on praised the collaborati on of PIM with FAO for its potenti al to infl uence nati o-
nal governments collecti on and use of sex-disaggregated data. Several evaluati ons (e.g., AAS, GRiSP) 
point out that the CRPs have partnered with local NGOs to bett er reach female farmers in parti cipatory 
research and extension-type acti viti es and in strengthening gender capacity in NARS. The RTB and L&F 
evaluati ons refer to the role that the CRPs played in strengthening the gender research capacity of their 
research partner organizati ons, specifi cally the NARS. 

STAFF PERCEPTIONS ON GENDER MAINSTREAMING

Staff  percepti on assessed through the researcher surveys are an important indicator of success in 
creati ng an enabling environment for gender research within the CRPs. Comparable fi ndings from eight 
CRPs indicate that the CRPs oft en faced challenges in getti  ng buy-in of staff  for their Gender Strategies. 
With the excepti ons of WHEAT and AAS, more than 30% of the respondents disagree at least to some 
extent with the statement that the CRP Gender Strategy has been well communicated to teams and 
researchers. Likewise, again with the excepti on of WHEAT and AAS, almost 40% disagree, at least to 
some extent, that the gender and equity strategy infl uences the way in which their team plans and 
conducts their work (Table 7). Of parti cular interest with regard to buy-in is that at least 20% or more of 
the respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “There is too much emphasis in gender, 
even in research where gender does not matt er” and even higher percentages for MAIZE, RTB and WLE. 
Also revealing is that the share of male respondents who strongly agreed with the statement on over-
emphasis of gender was higher than that of the female respondents except in L&F. 

63 See for example the AAS Science Handbook (Puskur R. (2014).    
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TABLE 7: STAFF PERCEPTIONS ON GENDER* 64

* Cells display average rati ng of responses on a scale from 6 (strongly agree) to 1 (strongly disagree).
The survey questi on was: “Please rate your agreement with the following statements that relate to mainstreaming of gender 
issues in your work and the CRP”

Source: IEA researcher surveys, compiled by Sophie Zimm

This fi nding requires more analysis to know to what extent these rati ngs are based on a well-justi fi ed 
concern that gender work is pushed in areas where it is indeed not relevant, and to what extent these 
statements refl ect resentment about the way in which gender issues are being promoted within the 
CRPs. Addressing the fi rst would require changes in priority setti  ng for gender research, while addressing 
the second reason would require changes in the approaches to mainstreaming gender in the CRPs. The 
“backlash” problem is well known in the literature on gender mainstreaming, and the fi ndings indicate 
that this might be an issue to be considered in the future gender work of the CRPs, and in future evalua-
ti ons.

64 Comparable questi ons were not provided in the PIM and A4H staff  surveys, two CRPs with a strong 
legacy of gender research.

EMERGING LESSON ON THE ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR GENDER RESEARCH

Overall, the available evidence suggests that not all evaluati ons reached the 10% target set by the 
Consorti um. A variety of organizati onal structures have been created within the CRPs to support 
gender research, but it was probably too early to assess their eff ecti veness. The evaluati ons cer-
tainly document a wide range of eff orts to create an enabling environment for gender research 
and they provide numerous examples, especially regarding the development of tools and guide-
lines. It is also clear from the evaluati ons that there are wide variati ons in eff orts across CRPs, but 
no clear trends among groups of CRPs could be observed. What the researcher surveys certainly 
show is a need to pay more att enti on on how to get the buy-in of staff  for gender mainstreaming, 
especially buy-in of male staff  members.
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6.4 EVIDENCE OF GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND
      OUTPUTS

The CGIAR Gender Strategy requested the CRPs to establish a monitoring and evaluati on (M&E) system 
to track progress towards gender-responsive objecti ves and to include gender in its impact assessments 
(p. 6). Some evaluati ons report on eff orts to include gender in M&E acti viti es (GRiSP, MAIZE, PIM, 
WHEAT) and the picture that emerges is that this is sti ll work in progress. Systemati c assessments in 
PIM and A4NH suggest that in the order of 30-35% of their CRP portf olio is explicitly addressing gender 
issues. However, the FTA evaluati on, noted that “only” 45% of the project proposals that were reviewed 
integrated gender aspects, with no visible trend for improvement over ti me. (FTA evaluati on, p. xv). 

 Almost every evaluati on presented some examples of interesti ng gender research that had been 
conducted under the CRP. The evaluati ons of Dryland Cereals, GRiSP and WHEAT also document a range 
of successful initi ati ves for involving women in fi eld research acti viti es, such as parti cipatory breeding 
and parti cipatory technology development. These accounts are anecdotal rather than analyti cal, but 
they illustrate a wide array of interesti ng gender work, ranging from involving ex-combatant women in 
Burundi in rice enterprises to mapping the land use percepti ons of male and female farmers in a trans-
disciplinary socio-hydrology project in Ethiopia.

The collecti on of gender-disaggregated data is one of the acti viti es foreseen in the CGIAR Gender Strategy, 
and several evaluati ons comment on progress made in this directi on. In most CRP researcher surveys, 
more than half of the staff  members believe that gender disaggregated data on results are collected, 
whenever appropriate. However, it is not clear how these data are being used since beyond descripti ve 
data few evaluati ons found publicati ons that report or analysed sex-disaggregated data (noted in the 
evaluati ons of GRiSP, L&F, WHEAT). 

 The quality of the gender research also requires specifi c att enti on since there is the “risk of 
mainstreaming a quick, low-cost ‘gender fi x’ versus an evidence-based research process that uses quality 
social science”, a problem that may be accentuated by a pressure to report rapid progress on main- 
streaming 65. Indeed, several evaluati ons (Dryland Cereals, GRiSP, L&F, WHEAT) commented on the low 
or mixed quality of gender research to understand social and cultural systemic barriers to women’s 
equitable access to opportuniti es and resources or the impacts of technology adopti on or policy inter-
venti ons on women. However, the A4NH evaluati on found that gender work in this CRP is consistently 
promoti ng high-quality research, both in its own strategic research program and throughout its main-
streaming work. 

EMERGING LESSON ON GENDER MAINSTREAMING

Overall, the evaluati ons point to a trend towards increased collecti on of gender-disaggregated data, 
which has not yet been matched by investments in the rigorous analysis and use of these data. It 
also appears that qualitati ve research has played a less important role, which is not surprising conside

65 quote from Ashby (2012) in A4NH evaluati on, Background Papers, p. 46
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ring the low representati on of social science disciplines that specialize in qualitati ve research me-
thods, such as sociologists and anthropologists (see Secti on 4.1.). Insights from the sociological 
literature, for example, draw att enti on to topics such as social constructi ons of masculinity in 
agriculture66, which may well be relevant for CRP research.

CGIAR has a unique potential for bringing gender topics into the mainstream literature on 
agricultural development - an important impact pathway for CRPs. Using this pathway requires 
innovati ve high-quality publicati ons that demonstrate the importance of addressing gender issues 
in diff erent fi elds of agricultural research, including crop, livestock and fi sh producti on as well as 
natural resources management, farming systems research, research on agricultural innovati on and 
policy research. IFPRI’s earlier work on intra-household analysis is a good example of achieving impact 
by “changing minds” and contributi ng to research as an internati onal public good 67. To what extent 
the CRPs are on the way to realizing this potenti al might be addressed in future gender-specifi c 
evaluati ons. 

6.5 GENDER IN THE WORKPLACE

Promoti ng gender equality in the workplace is the second element of the Consorti um Level Gender 
Strategy 68. According to the Consorti um Strategy, key areas of att enti on include recruitment, employment, 
retenti on, promoti on and training. This component of the Gender Strategy focuses on human resource 
management, and builds upon the CGIAR’s previous Gender and Diversity Program. However, most of 
the Evaluati ons Reports of the CRPs do not assess the role of gender in the work place, neither in the 
gender secti ons nor in the secti ons on governance and management.  

 The limited informati on that is provided by the evaluati ons suggests that there is sti ll a long way 
to go. The MAIZE evaluati on found that among scienti sts, team leaders and senior management, only 
18% were women. The Dryland Cereals evaluati on noted that it was not possible to get of numbers of 
men and women staff  who are working in this CRP, an indicati on of lacking ability to track relevant infor-
mati on on gender in the workplace. The Grain Legumes evaluati on noted a wide variati on in the share 
of female staff  across product lines from 10% to 30%. These evaluati ons emphasize the need for a more 
gender-conducive working environment. 

 The evaluati ons also observed positi ve achievements. The AAS evaluati on found that 44% of 
the internati onal personnel working on AAS are women, even though the picture was less balanced 
at country level, parti cularly in Bangladesh. The WLE evaluati on positi vely noted that WLE had made 
eff orts to ensure that women are present in all aspects of management. 

66 See for example Peter, Gregory, Mayerfi eld Michael and Jarnagin, Susan (2000): Coming Back 
Across the Fence: Masculinity and the Transiti on to Sustainable Agriculture. Rural Sociology 65(2).

67 Jackson, Cecile (2005): Strengthening food policy through gender and intrahousehold analysis - 
impact assessment of IFPRI multi country research.    

68 CGIAR Consorti um (2011 b).  
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EMERGING LESSON ON GENDER IN THE WORKPLACE

The overall picture that emerges from the evaluati ons is that, with some excepti ons, the role of 
gender in the workplace - the second major pillar of the CGIAR Gender Strategy - has received less 
att enti on than the fi rst pillar (mainstreaming gender in in CRP research). Since the Centers have 
largely retained the authority over human resource management, leadership of the Centers may 
have a larger role to play than CRP leadership in changing this situati on.  
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7.PARTNERSHIPS AND CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
7.1 PARTNERSHIPS

CRPs have a large number of partners, reaching up to 900 for a single CRP. They play an important role 
for achieving impact. CRPs use various ways to classify partnerships in their planning and reporting 
documents. A basic distinction is usually made between partnerships with research organizations located 
in the target countries (National agricultural research system -NARS, universities) and in developed 
countries (ARIs) on the one hand, and partnerships with organizations that are relevant for achieving 
impact (e.g., governments, NGOs, private sector) on the other hand. (They are hereafter referred to as 
“development partners”).

 Many evaluations found that the choice of partners was often based on legacy research and on 
seizing opportunities, rather than on a systematic and strategic selection process. Even in those cases 
where CRPs had developed a formal Partnership Strategy (e.g., A4NH, CCAFS, WLE), the evaluations saw 
room for improvement, especially in terms of providing clear operational guidelines for the choice of 
partners. As noted in some evaluations (e.g., PIM), the choice of partners should be guided by the ToC and 
the Impact Pathways, but in practice, this link seems to be still evolving. Figure 4 below displays the results 
of the available researcher surveys regarding the perceived importance of different types of partners.

© Neil Palmer / CIAT
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FIGURE 4: STAFF PERCEPTIONS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF PARTNERSHIPS*

* The survey questi on was: “Please indicate how important diff erent partners, as listed below, are for the work you do”. The 
length of the bar stacks display average rati ng of responses on a scale from 1 (not important) to 6 (very important). The values 
displayed in each bar stack are the average rati ngs.

Source: IEA researcher surveys, compiled by Sophie Zimm

PARTNERSHIPS WITH NATIONAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS

For the C - CRPs the public NARS conti nue to be key partners, building on decades of CGIAR partnership. 
For most of the NC - CRPs, including those not listed in Figure 4 above, nati onal research organizati ons 
were also identi fi ed as the most important partners. However, they include not only organizati ons that 
conduct research on agricultural producti on (as is typical for the NARS), but also a range of other research 
organizati ons, including, e.g., policy think tanks. 

 The feedback to the evaluati on teams from NARS through partner surveys, fi eld visits and inter-
views, was overwhelmingly positi ve. NARS highly appreciated the ready access to superior germplasm, 
management technologies, and the funding and training opportuniti es off ered by the partnerships. They 
also appreciated the opportunity to parti cipate in regional planning workshops and research networks.

 However, several CRPs noted limitati ons regarding the nature of the involvement of nati onal 
research organizati ons 69. They are mostly involved in research implementati on and outreach, but less 
in research prioriti zati on, project planning and design, and publishing research results, including co- 
authorship. As noted by the A4NH evaluati on, partners are typically subcontractors, which oft en creates 
an unequal balance of power in the relati onship. 
This problem is also evident in the feedback from advanced NARS, notably the NARS of India, China, 
Turkey, and Brazil, that have many of the characteristi cs of advanced research insti tutes discussed below. 

69 Based on staff  and partner survey results, the PIM evaluati on found that CGIAR staff  uniformly 
perceive their partners to be more involved in their research acti viti es than the partners themselves 
perceive this to be the case.
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While these advanced NARSs were important parti cipants in almost all CRPs, they felt they could con- 
tribute much more to the global research partnership through their strong research capaciti es (as noted 
in the evaluati ons of, e.g., GRiSP, WHEAT, Grain Legumes). Further these NARS, especially those from 
India, would like more up front involvement in the CRP design. 

 For the other NARS, there is an ongoing tension on the amount of funding and capacity develop- 
ment opportuniti es provided by the CRPs. Almost all these NARS and especially those in Africa are under- 
resourced from nati onal budgets and depend on external contributi ons. Funding from the CRPs is oft en 
criti cal in providing the operati ng budget to their corresponding nati onal commodity research programs. 
However, available funding form the CRPs is necessarily constrained given the number of NARS, and 
variable depending on the vagaries of W1/W2 funds and bilateral projects. As further discussed in the 
Secti ons on Governance and Management, limited opportuniti es for NARS to parti cipate in the CRP’s 
governance bodies and the absence of rules on partner funding contributes to these tensions about 
funding.

 Funding in these partnerships works, however, the other way as well. Some of the larger partner 
countries, especially countries that host CGIAR Centers, such as India, Philippines, Nigeria, Mexico and 
Colombia, are now funding CRP acti viti es in their countries mainly for technology transfer and training. 
The evaluati ons did not criti cally review this relati vely recent development but it did raise questi ons 
about both the capacity of these nati onal systems as well as the role and comparati ve advantage of CRPs 
to engage in such downstream acti viti es.

PARTNERSHIPS WITH ADVANCED RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

For the C-CRPs, the number and quality of partnerships with ARIs are generally rated as good. For the 
C-CRPs, the evaluati ons highlighted the important role of these partnerships in accessing the most recent 
science and in enhancing the quality of science in CGIAR through collaborati ve research, co-authorship 
and joint supervision of graduate theses. Some of these partnerships are developing into important 
global networks such as the Internati onal Rice Informati cs Consorti um, the Internati onal Wheat Yield 
Consorti um, the Global Cassava Partnership, and ProMusa. The surge in interest in genomics/phenomics 
of crops relevant to the CRPs in ARIs provides an opportunity to deepen these partnerships. 

 For the NC-CRPs, the picture was somewhat mixed. Some CRPs benefi tt ed from traditi onally 
strong relati onships with ARIs (e.g., A4NH, PIM, WLE), whereas for some others, the evaluati ons noted 
that new partnerships with leading ARIs or research networks would be benefi cial to support specifi c 
research areas (e.g., AAS, Dryland Systems). Such partnerships could also help to address defi cits in the 
skill mix, which have been noted in some evaluati ons (see Secti on 4.1 above).

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

Engagement with development partners is a criti cal link in the R4D paradigm. Most C-CRPs have good 
links with development projects as part of their scaling out strategies. However, the evaluati ons oft en 
questi oned the comparati ve advantage and impact pathway of engaging with large-scale extension-type 
acti viti es, as further discussed below. Within the three Systems CRPs, which have a strong emphasis 
on parti cipatory acti on research approaches, partnerships with development organizati ons were found 
to play a parti cularly important role. Acknowledging this role, AAS has involved two representati ves 
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for development organizati ons in the Program Leadership Team. In Humidtropics and Dryland Systems, 
a diverse range development organizati ons play a key role in the innovati on platf orms established by 
these CRPs. Some evaluati ons noted that CRPs could benefi t from the fact that parti cipati ng centers 
have diff erent types of partnerships. An example is PIM, which benefi ts from combining IFPRI’s strong  
partnerships with nati onal governments and the strong NGO partnerships of the other parti cipati ng 
Centers.

PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERS

Most C-CRP evaluati ons noted a growing engagement with the private sector, especially seed companies 
and ti ssue culture labs, or in some cases (e.g., Legumes) CBOs and NGOs with capacity in seeds. The CRPs 
now reach a large number of seed companies (MAIZE with 110 in Africa alone). Harmonizati on of seed 
laws and exchange within regions such as West and Central Africa and South Asia (rice only) is greatly 
facilitati ng this interacti on, but seed exchange and varietal release procedures remain a major constraint 
in other regions. CRPs are also engaged with companies in processing and other value adding acti viti es 
(e.g., RTB) and these partnerships are increasing as the value chain acti viti es of the CRPs expand. 

 Among NC-CRPs, on the WLE evaluati on noted a substanti al involvement of private sector 
partners, especially manufacturers of irrigati on technologies and beverage companies with an interest 
in water management. WLE was also found to be working with large-scale multi nati onal companies 
(such as Unilever and Nestle) who are interested in incorporati ng sustainability into their operati ons. 
The A4NH recommended that A4NH adopts and widely publicizes a private sector engagement policy, 
which was seen as important not only for practi ce but also for reputati on management as A4NH takes on 
new work in Food Systems that will engage more private sector partners. Considering the controversies 
surrounding multi -nati onal companies in the development debate, this advice may be relevant for other 
CRPs, as well.

7.2 CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT

CRPs engage in a wide range of capacity development acti viti es, mostly targeti ng the nati onal research 
and development partners discussed in the previous secti on. Several evaluati ons (e.g., AAS, CCAFS, PIM, 
WLE) point out that these acti viti es have not been guided by an explicit capacity development strategy, 
and criteria for priority setti  ng were oft en not clear. There is, however, a trend towards a more strategic 
approach, since the CGIAR Capacity Development Community of Practi ce prepared a Capacity Develop-
ment Framework for the 2nd Round of CGIAR Research Programs 70. Dryland Systems already developed 
a capacity strengthening strategy in 2014, which the evaluati on found to be well-planned and comprehen-
sive.

 The C-CRPs allocate the bulk of their capacity development acti viti es to public NARSs, including uni-
versiti es. Many NARSs depend heavily on the short term and graduate training opportuniti es off ered 
by the CRPs. Most of these training opportuniti es were from bilateral projects, but GRiSP and Dryland 
Cereals provided scholarship programs from W1/W2 funds while RTB and L&F that have access to state-
of-the-art laboratories in Africa were magnets for African postgraduate students. It is worth noti ng that  

70 CGIAR Consorti um (2015 b): Capacity Development Framework for the 2nd Round of CGIAR 
Research Programs.
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these laboratories, IITA’s Bioscience and ILRI’s BeCa 71, are the result of long-standing investments 
of the Centers, from which the CRPs could benefi t in their capacity development acti viti es. Staff  
surveys indicate that funding for capacity development was oft en perceived to be insuffi  cient (e.g., 
WHEAT, MAIZE). The reducti on in training opportuniti es including short-term training with the 
budget cuts in 2014 and 2015 was a serious blow to this highly valued dimension of the partners-
hip. 

 One type of capacity development acti vity that is widespread in C-CRPs, but also in others 
(e.g., AAS and A4NH), is the capacity development of farmers through training and extension 
acti viti es. As highlighted in the annual reports of those CRPs, tens of thousands of farmers are 
being trained, oft en under large-scale bilaterally funded projects. The evaluati ons, as noted above, 
oft en questi oned the comparati ve advantage of CGIAR for such large-scale extension acti viti es. 
This questi on has long been debated in CGIAR, but the evaluati on fi ndings indicate that the topic 
remains unresolved and requires further att enti on72.

EMERGING LESSONS ON PARTNERSHIPS AND CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT 

Overall, the evaluati ons were mostly positi ve on partnerships and capacity development, 
but called for more strategic approaches. Challenges and lessons for the future that can be 
derived from the evaluati ons include:

• developing of explicit partnership strategies as well as capacity development strategies; 
linking these strategies to each other and to the ToC and Impact Pathways; providing 
operati onal guidelines and criteria for selecti ng partners, and for prioriti zing capacity de-
velopment acti viti es; 

• understanding the capaciti es of diff erent types of NARSs and other types of research partners 
in the target countries, and ensuring appropriate funding to leverage maximum capacity 
development;

• engaging the research partners in the South along the enti re research process from research 
design to co-authored publicati ons, and addressing the power imbalances that may re-
sult from their role as subcontractors; 

71 BecA stands for “Biosciences eastern and central Africa”. The BecA-ILRI Hub is a shared 
agricultural research and biosciences platf orm located at and managed by ILRI in Nairobi. It 
was established as part of the African Union/ New Partnership for Africa’s Development (AU/
NEPAD) African Biosciences Initi ati ve. See htt p://hub.africabiosciences.org/aboutbeca .  
  

72 Considering that the large-scale extension acti viti es are typically funded through bilateral 
projects, this questi on needs to be addressed by the donors. As pointed out in the AAS evalua- 
ti on, large-scale extension acti viti es may not only be outside the comparati ve advantage of 
CGIAR; setti  ng up a large-scale donor-funded CGIAR extension machinery in parallel with the 
public sector extension system may also undermine the incenti ves of the respecti ve countries 
to strengthen their own innovati on systems.
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• maintaining the long-standing and highly valuable partnerships with ARIs in core areas of 
CGIAR research, and developing new partnerships with internati onally leading research 
groups for new areas in the CRP portf olio;

• developing and publicizing private sector engagement policies with a view developing new 
impact pathways while at the same ti me managing reputati onal risks.
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8. GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT  
8.1 CONTEXT

The creation of the CRPs, as a major element of the CGIAR reform, introduced a matrix structure into 
CGIAR. The evaluations reflect that, expectedly, this matrix structure created considerable challenges for 
governance and management. CGIAR had prior experience with programs that cut across Centers, such 
as the CGIAR Challenge Programs or the System-Wide Programs. A systematic analysis of the experience 
with the governance and management of such programs was apparently not conducted, and at the 
time when the proposals for the first phase of the CRPs were drafted, there was limited guidance on the 
design of the governance structures and management arrangements. The guidance document for the 
proposals of the first phase (Fund Council, 2010) included “appropriateness and efficiency of Program 
management” as a criterion for approval, but it was basically left to the CRP drafting teams to design 
a governance and management structure that they saw fit. As a consequence, a variety of governance 
and management structures emerged, which differ widely across CRPs. These arrangements were not 
necessarily in line with the provisions for CRP governance and management that were then formulated in 
the SRF of 2011 (p. 77). The SRF established that the Lead Center has fiduciary and operational respon-
sibilities vis-à-vis the Consortium Office and the Fund Council and that the Lead Center, in consultation 
with other participating Centers, will appoint a Director for the CRP. Moreover, SRF foresaw (i) the creation 
of a Planning and Management Committee comprising members of all participating Centers as well as 
non-CGIAR partners involved in CRP implementation, and (ii) the establishment of a committee that 
would advise, report, and be accountable to the Planning and Management Committee. 

©Lucy McHugh / CIFOR
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Starti ng in 2013, at the request of the Consorti um Offi  ce, IEA carried out a “Review of CRP Governance 
and Management” (referred to as RPGM), which was published in March 2014 73. All CRP evaluati ons use 
the terms governance and management in the same way as the RPGM 74. Accordingly, the term gover-
nance refers to the “governing bodies” at CRP, Center and CGIAR levels, which are in charge of strategic 
directi on, management oversight, stakeholder parti cipati on, risk and confl ict management as well as 
audit and evaluati on. Management refers to the acti viti es by program leaders/directors, management 
teams and management committ ees, which fulfi l the functi ons of program implementati on, regulatory 
compliance, reviewing and reporti ng, and ensuring administrati ve effi  ciency (p. 23-24). 

 As shown in Table A 3 in Annex 1, at the end of the evaluati on period, all CRPs had created three 
types of organizati onal structures for governance and management: (1) an advisory, steering or oversight 
committ ee as the main governance body; (2)  a management or leadership committ ee, which - depending 
on the compositi on - has governance as well as management functi ons; and (3) a management unit, 
which is typically rather small, comprising the CRP Director and staff  specifi cally hired to support the 
management and administrati on of the CRP. The fi ndings of the evaluati ons regarding the functi oning of 
these governance and management bodies are discussed in the following.

8.2 GOVERNANCE
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF CRP GOVERNANCE

One of the main fi ndings of the RPGM was that CRP governance could be simplifi ed to clarify roles and 
increase effi  ciency and eff ecti veness. RPGM aimed to provide principles that support good governance 
and eff ecti ve management rather than a rigid set of structures (Robinson et al., 2014: 14). As one of these 
principles, RPGM recommended the establishment of only one governance body for each CRP which 
should include a majority of independent expert members, and accommodate Lead Center and partner 
representati on. This governance body is expected to have both advisory and oversight functi ons. RPGM 
informed a Fund Council – Consorti um Offi  ce agreement on the future governance and management 
structure of CRPs, which was more rigid than recommendati ons 75.  

 Table A 3 in Annex 1 displays the names and compositi ons of the governance bodies that the 
CRPs had established at the end of the evaluati on period. Their size and compositi on varies, but in the 
case of all CRPs, at least half of the members (including the chair) are external. They include eminent 
scienti sts and to some extent also representati ves of stakeholder groups. The names of these governance 
bodies diff er. Some names focus on the steering functi on (e.g, WHEAT and MAIZE have an “Independent 
Steering Committ ee”), some on the oversight functi on (e.g., GRiSP has an “Oversight Committ ee” and 
AAS has a “Program Oversight Panel”), and others on the advisory functi on (e.g., PIM has a “Science and 

73 IEA (2014). Review of CGIAR Research Programs Governance and Management - Final Report 
htt p://iea.cgiar.org/sites/default/fi les/Final%20report%20CRP%20G%26M%201%20April%202014_0.
pdf   

74 In defi ning these terms, RPGM made reference to a Sourcebook on evaluati ng global partnerships 
published by the World Bank’s Independent Evaluati on Group (IEG, 2007). As pointed out in the 
Sourcebook (IEG, 2007: 71), governance refers to the “authorizing environment” of a program, where 
as management refers to the day-to-day acti viti es. The boundary between governance and manage-
ment is, however, not clear cut (IEG, 2007: 71), and this is also the case for the CRPs.   

75 htt p://iea.cgiar.org/sites/default/fi les/FC_CB_Agreement%20on%20CRP%20Governance%20Struc-
ture.pdf
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Policy Advisory Panel and A4NH has an “Independent Advisory Committ ee”). Governance bodies that, in 
line with RPGM recommendati ons, have both advisory and oversight functi ons include the DGs of par-
ti cipati ng Centers next to external members. In case of GRiSP, WHEAT, AAS, Dryland Systems and CCAFS, 
one or more members of the BoT of the Lead Center or parti cipati ng Centers are also members of that 
governance body. The CRP Director and the DG of the Lead Center are usually as ex offi  cio members. 
CRPs with governance bodies that only have advisory functi ons are either mostly or only comprised of 
external members (as in case of L&F and PIM) or they do not assign voti ng rights to Center and BoT 
members (as in case of CCAFS) 76.

CRP GOVERNANCE CHALLENGES AND THEIR MANAGEMENT

With a view to the questi on how governance and management in the next phase of the CRPs should 
be structured, it is interesti ng to note what the evaluati ons found regarding the recommendati on that 
each CRPs should have only one governance body with advisory and oversight functi ons, which includes 
Center representati ves as well as independent experts and non-CGIAR partners. As pointed out in the 
PIM evaluati on, this governance structure aims to fi t the “hybrid nature” of the CRPs. On the one hand, 
CRPs are comparable to grant-giving organizati ons, which allocate the W1/W2 funds that they receive 
from the Fund Council to the parti cipati ng CGIAR and non-CGIAR partners. On the other hand, they are 
collecti ve acti on insti tuti ons, in which the Centers pool their W3 and bilateral resources to implement 
a joint program. These CRPs need to manage important governance challenges that are inherent in the 
hybrid nature. 

 One challenge is the potenti al of “organizati onal capture”77 . The fact that the Lead Center has 
the ulti mate fi duciary and operati onal responsibility for the CRP vis-à-vis the funders may create a dis- 
incenti ve to fully share governance and management authority with other the Centers and external 
partners. 

  Another challenge is the classical problem of collecti ve acti on, which has several implicati ons 
for CRPs. One is that Center representati ves in governance bodies who decide on the allocati on of W1/
W2 funding have a potenti al confl ict of interest between allocati ng funds in the best interest of the CRP, 
and ensuring funding for their own Centers. The abolishment of core funding exaggerates this problem, 
as noted in the PIM evaluati on. Another implicati on of the collecti ve acti on problem is the confl ict of 
interest between investi ng in the branding of the CRPs (from which other parti cipati ng Centers benefi t) 
and investi ng in the branding of the Center. This confl ict of interest also applies to the Lead Center, 
which could otherwise been expected to invest in the branding of the CRP on behalf of all parti cipants. 
Managing such collecti ve acti on challenges is especially problemati c for CRPs that have many parti cipati ng 
Centers, because not all of them can be involved in a governing body that is supposed to have a majority 
of external members. The benefi ts that the Centers can derive from collaborati ng in the CRPs, e.g., by 

76 As can be derived from Table A 3 in Annex 1, the CRPs have followed the RPGM recommendati ons 
in so far as those CRPs that had both an advisory and an oversight committ ee (RTB, Dryland Cereals 
and Dryland Systems) have now replaced them by one single governance body with both types of 
functi ons. However, other RPGM have not been fully implemented: Not all CRPs have governance 
bodies with oversight functi ons, and several CRPs have management committ ees that include Center 
representati ves and may be seen as having governance functi ons (see Secti on on Management
below).

77 However, CRP management rejected the recommendati on relati ng to the Program Oversight Panel.
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using complementary assets and exploiti ng economies of scale (see Secti on 9 on Value Added), will 
provide incenti ves to overcome the collecti ve acti on problems of CRP management. However, since the 
Centers do not have core funding any longer, it is reasonable to expect that funding considerati ons play 
an important role in their decisions on issues such as CRP branding.  

 CRP evaluati ons show a mixed picture regarding the extent to which the recommended governance 
structure has been conducive to address the governance challenges outlined above. CCAFS, GRiSP, MAIZE, 
RTB and WHEAT had the recommended governance structure, and the evaluati ons found that, overall, 
governance was performing well. The RTB evaluati on pointed out that it was too early to assess the per-
formance of the new governance body. The Dryland Cereals evaluati on noted that the simplifi cati on of 
the governance structure had reduced transacti on costs.
 
 The other evaluati ons identi fi ed various problems with regard to the advisory/oversight bodies 
of the CRPs. The Grain Legumes evaluati on was the only one that criti cized the insti tuti onal set-up of 
having only one main governance body with advisory and oversight functi ons. It found that combining 
the Steering Committ ee with the Independent Advisory Committ ee made the new governance body 
unwieldy in number and annulled any sense of independence in advice off ered to the Grain Legumes 
management. The evaluati on strongly recommended a reassessment of this approach. 

 Other evaluati ons did not criti cize the insti tuti onal set-up, but rather noted problems regarding 
the processes required to make this structure work. The AAS evaluati on found that the Program Over-
sight Panel had not been able to eff ecti vely fulfi l the oversight functi on that was assigned to it 78. This 
was parti cularly problemati c because the WorldFish BoT had abolished its programmati c oversight 
functi on for AAS when the CRP’s Program Oversight Panel was established. The A4NH evaluati on identi -
fi ed a similar problem. The Lead Center’s BoT considers detailed technical oversight to be the responsi-
bility of A4NH’s Independent Advisory Committ ee. However, the ti me and the resources available to the 
Independent Advisory Committ ee do not allow its members to exercise a real oversight functi on 79. A 
similar problem was identi fi ed for PIM. The GRiSP evaluati on noted that the ability of the Oversight Com-
mitt ee to perform its oversight functi on would be enhanced by the capacity to enlist outside experti se 
on parti cular topics. The FTA evaluati on criti cized the lacking ability of the CRP’s Steering Committ ee to 
set strategic prioriti es and infl uence resource allocati on. It recommended strengthening and clarifying 
the mandate and the independent voice of the FTA Steering Committ ee. WLE was the only CRP for which 
the opposite problem was identi fi ed: The Steering Committ ee was considered to be too directi onal. 

 The evaluati ons imply that the problems of organizati onal capture and collecti ve acti on outlined 
above have been resolved to a various degree. On the positi ve side, the FTA evaluati on noted that the 
Lead Center’s (CIFOR’s) BoT and management have carefully avoided imposing themselves on other FTA 
Parti cipant Insti tuti ons, thus avoiding the problem of organizati onal capture. The fl ipside of this approach, 
as the evaluati on noted, was that the Lead Center representati ve has difficulties to freely express 
legiti mate Center interests. This may impose risks for the Lead Center, since it has operati onal and fi duciary 

78 See also IEG -World Bank (2007): Sourcebook for Evaluati ng Global and Regional Partnership Pro-
grams – Indicati ve Principles and Standards.

79 Both the AAS and the A4NH evaluati ons concluded that the external members of the CRPs’ inde-
pendent oversight bodies should allocate a larger number of days to the task, and that they should be 
paid to be able to eff ecti vely exercise an oversight functi on rather than merely provide advice.
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responsibility for the CRP. While the FTA evaluati on was most explicit in discussing this problem, it 
is a generic challenge inherent in the current structure of CRP governance. Problems of collaborati on 
between Centers were also observed, and they oft en manifested themselves in controversies about the 
allocati on of W1/W2 funds (see below). In the case of PIM, this problem seemed parti cularly pronounced 80, 
but lack of transparency of allocati ng W1/W2 funds was also identi fi ed in other CRPs. Another gover-
nance problem was observed for Grain Legumes and Dryland Cereals. ICRISAT had conti nued to operate 
a Dryland Cereals and a Grain Legumes program at Center level, which have their own management 
structures, but have the same names as the respecti ve CRPs. As the Dryland Cereals evaluati on noted, 
this led to confusion over the roles of the diff erent governance bodies. The underlying problem is the 
collecti ve acti on problem indicated above (limited incenti ves to invest in CRP vis-à-vis Center branding). 

 Adopti ng policies to manage confl ict of interest (as recommended by RPMG) would be import-
ant to address the challenges of organizati onal capture and collecti ve acti on in CRP governance. The PIM 
and A4NH evaluati ons note that existi ng policies on confl icts of interest focus on individual rather than 
insti tuti onal confl icts of interest. They recommend updati ng these policies to address the insti tuti onal 
challenges of confl ict of interest inherent in CRP governance. This recommendati on likely applies to the 
other CRPs, as well 

INCLUSIVENESS OF CRP GOVERNANCE 

The CGIAR reform created new opportuniti es to involve partners and stakeholders into governance bodies 
and to address issues of gender and diversity in the leadership of CGIAR research. The RPGM fi ndings 
indicate that this opportunity had not yet been realized, considering that less than 25% of the members 
of CRP governance bodies came from the target regions of CRP research, and less than 25% were women. 
The CRP evaluati ons did not assess inclusiveness of governance and management in a systemati c way. 
They provide some evidence of eff orts to increase female membership in governance bodies, e.g., in 
case of Grain Legumes, but inclusiveness in terms of members from target regions in CRP governance 
was hardly assessed. There is, however, no indicati on that inclusiveness of governance has substanti ally 
increased since RPGM was conducted 81. The Grain Legumes evaluati on, for example, criti cized the poor 
representati on of partners from the target regions, parti cularly NARS, in CRP governance. The shift  to 
creati ng only one single governance body for the CRPs that involves Center representati ves as well as 
external members leaves very few seats to such stakeholders, as the current compositi on of CRP gover-
nance bodies shows.82 Thus, they have limited possibiliti es to have a say in priority setti  ng and in the 
allocati on of funds to non-CGIAR partners. Unlike the earlier CGIAR Challenge programs, CRPs have no 

80 The evaluati on found that principle investi gators in the parti cipati ng Centers perceived allocati on of 
W1/W2 funds to have become increasingly biased in favor of the Lead Center. The share of W1/2
 resources allocated to IFPRI increased from 48% in the initi al 2012 research budget allocati on to 68% 
of the 2015 research budget, not including the budget for the PIM Management Unit or the co-fi -
nancing of IFPRI’s bilateral acti viti es (PIM Evaluati on p. 87). The Evaluati on did not perform its own 
assessment of whether the increase in budget was justi fi ed, e.g., according to performance criteria, 
but it noted that that the widespread percepti on of bias was a major problem.

81 See CRP websites that display the compositi on of CRP governance and management bodies. The 
leadership of CRPs may serve as an example. As of March 2016, 4 of the 15 CRP Directors were female 
(one of them acti ng), and 3 were from target regions. (See CGIAR website, accessed March 30, 2016. 
The count takes into account the appointment of a female Acti ng CRP Director for WLE and the 
apointment of a Director for MAIZE, which were not yet refl ected in the website).

82 See CRP websites that display the compositi on of CRP governing bodies.
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rules on the allocati on of funding shares to non-CGIAR partners in the target regions, such as NARS 83. 
This challenge seems to have been neglected. Since inclusiveness is essenti al for the legiti macy of CRP 
governance, this problem requires att enti on.

EMERGING LESSONS ON GOVERNANCE

The governance structures of CRPs were evolving during the evaluati on period. Since all CRPs have 
moved to a single governance body (steering committ ee) that is supposed to have oversight as well 
as advisory functi ons, there is a need to ensure that this functi on can be eff ecti vely executed. Since 
the “single body” governance structure is new for many CRPs, there is a need to monitor whether 
bringing together the voices of independent experts, partners and parti cipati ng Centers in one 
single governing body will actually work and benefi t the CRPs more than previous arrangements. 

8.3 MANAGEMENT 
STRUCTURE OF MANAGEMENT

With the excepti on of AAS,84  each CRP has two management bodies: (i) a management committ ee and 
(ii) a management unit in charge of day-to-day management. The names of these management bodies 
diff er across CRPs (see Table A 3 in Annex 1 for details). All CRPs are now led by a CRP Director.85  To manage 
the research components, CRPs have Flagship Leaders, and they may have regional coordinators. CRPs 
also have Focal Points in the parti cipati ng Centers. 

 As shown in Table A 3 in Annex 1, the compositi on of the management committ ees diff ers 
considerably. The management committ ees of Dryland Cereals, GRiSP, MAIZE, RTB and WHEAT include 
the DDGs of the Lead Center and the Parti cipati ng Centers. Other management committ ees include 
senior research managers from parti cipati ng Centers, next to fl agship leaders and, possibly, regional 
coordinators. RPGM treated management committ ees that had substanti al inclusion of Center manage-
ment representati ves as governance rather than as management bodies 86. These committ ees were seen 
as duplicati on and RPGM recommended to abolish such parallel governance structures with overlapping 
functi ons. With regard to future CRP management, it is important to note that the CRP evaluati ons came 
to a diff erent assessment regarding the management committ ees. None of CRP evaluati ons took issue 
either with the inclusion of DDGs or other senior Center research leaders in the management committ ees. 

83 The evaluati ons did not identi fy and discuss the share of CRP funding that is allocated to non-
CGIAR partners in target regions, such as NARS.

84 As shown in Table A 3 in Annex 1, AAS has three management bodies: A Leadership Group, a Man-
agement Team, and a Program Support Unit.

85 WHEAT and MAIZE were originally run by managers and not by Directors. During its evaluati on, 
WHEAT was sti ll run by a manager, and the evaluati on recommended to appoint a CRP Director. This 
recommendati on has meanwhile been implemented.

86 RPGM considered fi ve management committ ees of fi ve CRPs (WHEAT, MAIZE, RTB, L&F and A4NH) 
as governance bodies, “based on the substanti al inclusion of representati ves of centers and partners 
in additi on to managers of the CRP’s research program (i.e. theme leaders and regional leaders)” 
(Robinson et al., 2014: 35).
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Likewise, none of the evaluati on criti cized that these committ ees have strategic planning (i.e., governance) 
functi ons. To the contrary, the WHEAT, RTB, Grain Legumes and L&F evaluati ons all found the current 
compositi on and functi ons of the management committ ees to be very eff ecti ve to ensure collaborati on 
among Centers and to promote proper program implementati on by ensuring the buy-in of the parti cipati ng 
Centers 87. As further discussed below, the systems required for eff ecti ve CRP management, especially 
human resource and research management, remain under the control of the Centers. This is a major 
reason why the inclusion of senior Center managers in the management committ ees of CRPs was found 
to be benefi cial. This fi nding raises, however, the questi on whether senior Center managers should play 
a substanti al role in both the steering committ ees and the management committ ees (as is currently the 
case). If senior Center managers are key members in CRP management committ ees, it might be bett er to 
leave Center representati on in the steering committ ees to BoT members so as to ensure that an appropriate 
independent oversight functi on can be exercised.

ROLE OF THE CRP DIRECTORS, FLAGSHIP LEADERS AND MANAGEMENT UNITS

All CRP evaluati ons discuss the authority of the CRP Director, which is obviously an essenti al issue in a 
matrix management structure. RPGM highlighted that to ensure CRP performance, the CRP Director 
“should have the authority to manage for results, and the accountability for that performance should be 
to a CRP governance body designed to fulfi l that role, rather than through the lead center DG”88 . Some 
evaluati ons observed a move towards assigning more authority to the CRP leader. The appointment of 
CRP Directors for WHEAT and MAIZE is a case in point 89. Likewise, the GRiSP evaluati on noted that the 
CRP Director has appropriate management powers. In other cases (e.g., FTA, Grain Legumes, Dryland 
Cereals), the evaluati ons found that the authority of the CRP Director was limited, which was seen as an 
essenti al challenge90. As noted in the PIM evaluati on, the obstacles towards assigning more authority 
to the CRP Director are linked to the collecti ve acti on problem outlined above 91. In two management 
areas, the limited authority of the CRP Director was seen to be parti cularly problemati c: human resource 
management, and the management of bilaterally funded projects that are mapped into the CRPs. To 
overcome the limited authority of the CRP Director over the management of research staff , several 
evaluati ons (e.g., A4NH) recommended that the CRP Director should at least be involved in the performance 

87 The WHEAT evaluati on quotes from the recommendati ons of the Independent Steering Commit-
tee, which considered it “essenti al that CRP management decisions, which have ramifi cati ons across 
centers and their departments and for non-CGIAR partners, be consensus-based. Involving centers’ 
Program Directors is the best way to ensure that all those responsible for the delivery of large project 
portf olios are behind decisions and implement them.” Likewise, the RTB evaluati on concluded that 
“that having a group composed of research managers with high status from the partner Centers 
facilitates consensus building and implementati on of decisions at each Center.” In a similar vein, the 
Grain Legumes evaluati on noted that the “formati on of the Research Management Committ ee with 
representati ves from the four CGIAR Centres and one partner organisati on was a major step towards 
coordinated decision-making.”

88 IEA (2014), page 13    

89 As menti oned in footnote 8, they were earlier led by managers.    

90 In case of Grain Legumes and Dryland Cereals, the parallel structure identi fi ed above was a 
problem not only for governance, but also for management. There is one CRP Director for both CRPs, 
and at the same ti me, there is one Program Director at ICRISAT in charge of the Dryland Cereals pro-
gram of ICIRSAT, and one in charge of the Grain Legume program of ICRISAT.    

91 PIM evaluati on (p. 89) noted that the “PIM Director and the small Management Unit fi nd 
themselves in more of a collecti ve acti on situati on in which they play largely a coordinati ng role.”  
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appraisal of key research leaders, such as fl agship leaders 92. With regard to the mapping of bilaterally- 
funded projects into the CRPs, a range of evaluati ons (e.g., L&F, FTA, WLE and A4NH) proposed a stronger 
involvement of the CRP Director. WLE, for example, recommended that the CRP Director should have the 
authority to approve the mapping of funding into the CRP 93. 

 The reporti ng relati ons of the CRP Directors are not discussed in detail in the CRP evaluati ons. 
Apparently, no CRP moved to a situati on where the CRP Director only reports to the CRPs steering com-
mitt ee, as recommended by RPGM. There is rather a move towards double reporti ng lines for the CRP 
Director. For example, PIM envisages that the CRP Director will in the future report both to the Lead Center’s 
DG and to the Steering Committ ee. The evaluati on noted that this implies a “two masters” problem, but 
it was obviously too early to assess the arrangement.

 Some evaluati ons comment on the management of the diff erent components (fl agships) of the 
CRPs. The role of the fl agship leaders was generally identi fi ed as important, and it was acknowledged that 
some are internati onally recognized leaders in their fi elds. The GRiSP evaluati on found that delegati ng 
considerable management authority to the fl agship leaders was an eff ecti ve management approach, 
which reduced transacti on costs. Other evaluati ons also found that it is, in principle, a useful strategy to 
“decentralize” management and establish “distributed leadership” according to the subsidiarity principle by 
empowering fl agship leaders. However, the evaluati ons present evidence that, in practi ce, this strategy 
was hampered by the CRPs’ matrix structure, because fl agship leaders have no management authority 
outside their home Centers 94. What contributes to this problem is an element of insti tuti onal culture. 
As noted in several evaluati ons, researchers have a strong sense of belonging to their home Centers, 
whereas their identi fi cati on with the CRPs has remained limited 95. 

 The program management units, which are in charge of day-to-day management and administ-
rati on of CRPs, were not systemati cally assessed by the evaluati ons. Their size, compositi on and capacity 
diff er considerably across CRPs. CCAFS, for example, has a Program Management Unit of six members (in 
additi on to the CRP Director). On the other end of the spectrum are Grain Legumes and Dryland Cereals, 
which share the same program management unit that comprises three administrati ve staff  members. 
Some CRPs employ a senior manager as leader of the management unit 96. Overall, the evaluati ons 
imply that investi ng in the capacity of the program management units in areas such as M&E, and com- 
municati on enables CRPs to bett er overcome the management challenges inherent in the complex CRPs, 

92 GRiSP has already implemented this provision.

93 This provision would also address management problems that arise from the limited informati on 
available to CRP Directors on W3/bilaterally-funded project that was menti oned in several evaluati ons.

94 For example, the A4NH evaluati on found that fl agship leaders “have no responsibility or power, and 
litt le incenti ve, to manage, monitor or mobilize resources for research acti viti es which are mapped 
to their Flagship but carried out in other Centers. … Apart from HarvestPlus, the other three Flagship 
leaders were unable to describe to the evaluati on team the acti viti es being undertaken in ‘their’ 
Flagships outside their own Centers.” (Background papers of the A4NH evaluati on, p. 5). Likewise, the 
FTA evaluati on noted that some fl agship leaders struggled with applying their responsibiliti es beyond 
their home Center, and the WLE evaluati on points out that fl agship leaders have more a coordinati ng 
than a leadership role.

95 An example is the PIM evaluati on (p. 89), which noted that “indeed, some CGIAR scienti sts have 
told the evaluati on team that they regard PIM as litt le more than another donor.”

96 This functi on is referred to as Program Manager in WHEAT and MAIZE, and as Head of Operati ons 
in AAS.
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e.g. regarding gender mainstreaming and the development of Theories of Change. Considering that the 
evaluati ons included rather limited informati on on the program management units, it appears useful to 
assess the performance and cost-eff ecti veness of the diverse program management units in more detail 
in future evaluati ons with the aim to develop recommendati ons on the appropriate size and capacity of 
these units. 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION, M&E AND RESULTS-BASED MANAGEMENT

This secti on focuses on three aspects of managing CRPs: management informati on systems, M&E and 
Results-Based management. The management of research staff  has been dealt with in Secti on 4.1 above, 
and the management of funding is discussed in Secti on 8.3 below. 

 In view of their complexity and matrix structure, CRP managers need eff ecti ve systems that provide 
accurate and ti mely management informati on (e.g., about allocati on of human and fi nancial resources 
across program components). Moreover, CRPs need to establish systems for eff ecti ve M&E. In 2013, 
the Consorti um initi ated a System-wide eff ort among all the CRPs to put in place a collecti ve reporti ng 
framework. The Consorti um is also promoti ng RBM and several CRPs parti cipated in a pilot program of 
the Consorti um on RBM.

 It can be derived from the evaluati ons that the eff orts to establish systems for management 
informati on diff er widely across CRPs. Positi ve examples include the innovati ve eff orts of CCAFS, which 
is investi ng in a ‘FAIR’ – fi ndable, interpretable, accessible, and re-useable – informati on management 
system that sits in the public domain: The Planning and Reporti ng platf orm. In other cases, litt le progress 
was noted. For example, in case of Grain Legumes, Dryland Cereals and L&F, even basic management 
informati on comes from manually updated spreadsheets rather than real-ti me data bases. Due to the 
mapping of projects and staff  into the CRPs that is done by the Centers, many CRPs seem to have prob-
lems to provide up-to-date informati on even on rather basic indicators, such as the distributi on of CRP 
researchers by fl agship, region and type of funding, or publicati ons produced by fl agship. 

 One instrument to facilitate the complex management of CRPs is “One Corporate System” (OCS), 
a management system that was introduced by the Consorti um in 2013. OCS needs to be implemented 
by the Centers (a process that is sti ll going on), and it was designed to meet the informati on needs of 
both Centers and CRPs. The AAS evaluati on found that the quality and ti meliness of fi nancial informati on 
has improved in AAS since the introducti on of OCS, but the system was not yet used for program manage- 
ment 97. L&F registered high expectati ons regarding the introducti on of OCS, but also noted that it will 
take ti me unti l the system will be functi onal for L&F. 

 M&E, as an important aspect of CRP management, was addressed in all evaluati ons. Some 
CRPs have moved to the concept of Monitoring, Learning and Evaluati on (e.g., AAS, Dryland Systems, 
GRiSP, MAIZE and WHEAT). The evaluati ons overall document progress towards bett er M&E. While some 
evaluati ons criti cize that progress has been slow (e.g., Grain Legumes), there are many examples on the 
positi ve side. They include Dryland Systems, which was commended for implementi ng a forward-looking, 
innovati ve and functi onal Monitoring, Evaluati on and Learning system. In GRiSP, systems for Monitoring, 

97 The evaluati on noted that bett er use should be made of the BUS (“Basic Unit of Science”) codes of 
OCS.
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Learning and Evaluati on were found to be evolving quickly, though the evaluati on noted that they should 
be bett er integrated among the parti cipati ng Centers. The Dryland Cereals also commented positi vely 
on the evolving M&E framework and the A4NH evaluati on praised the program management unit for 
the substanti al investments made in M&E. The FTA evaluati on noted that the Monitoring, Evaluati on 
and Impact Assessment team had reinforced a culture shift  from focusing only on publicati ons towards 
tangible development outcomes. AAS evaluati on was parti cularly positi ve about the culture of learning 
that was promoted in this CRP.

 While noti ng substanti al progress, several evaluati ons (A4NH, CCAFS, FTA, PIM, WLE) express serious 
concerns regarding the realism of the emerging RMB System of CGIAR. Three types of concerns are 
expressed in the evaluati ons. One concern are unrealisti c assumpti ons about the att ributability of de-
velopment outcome indicators to CRP research, considering that IDOs, as currently formulated, are not 
achievable by CRP research alone and oft en involve ti me lags. 98 The second concern is that monitoring 
the development outcome indicators with adequate methodologies across the enti re portf olio would 
exceed the available resources by far. This requires a selecti ve approach, as pursued, e.g., in WLE99. The 
third – related - concern are the heavy reporti ng requirements for research staff , which is likely to reduce 
their producti vity and morale. The evaluati ons indicate that the Consorti um needs to address these 
concerns with a sense of urgency.

EMERGING LESSONS ON MANAGEMENT

The evaluati ons suggest that CRPs benefi t from having Management Committ ees in which senior 
managers of the Centers are included, and that have governance functi ons such as strategic plan-
ning in additi on to management functi ons. This fi nding raises, however, the questi on of whether 
senior Center managers should play a substanti al role in both the steering committ ees and the 
management committ ees, or whether Centers should be represented diff erently in the Steering 
Committ ees, such as by members of their BoT. 

The evaluati ons also indicate that in most cases, the challenges of matrix management inherent in 
the CRPs could be addressed more eff ecti vely by allocati ng more authority to the CRP Directors. 

98 This concern was expressed by several evaluati ons. The FTA evaluati on was most explicit and found 
that the emerging approach contradicts textbook knowledge in the evaluati on sciences. The evalua-
ti on (p. 142) found that “it was surprising to see that pronounced scepti cism about the system, as it 
appears to be currently envisaged, is wide-spread among evaluati on professional within and external 
to the CGIAR but that, anyhow, related work seems to be diligently implemented by some of the very 
same professionals.”

99 The WLE gives instructi ve examples of this concern, using the example of indicators such as 
“gender-equitable control of producti ve assets and resources,” “increased resilience of agro-eco-
systems and communiti es, especially those including smallholders,” and “land and water degrada-
ti on minimized and reversed.” The WLE evaluati on points out that “each of these would present 
a substanti al challenge for empirical measurement, even in a limited geographic area. Hence, the 
selecti ve approach adopted by the M&E Team to select a small number, so outcomes and targets on 
which measurement is being focused is going in the right directi on. The Evaluati on Team believes the 
program should pursue its eff orts to focus on a prioriti zed set of acti viti es that can make important 
contributi ons to assessing the eventual outcomes and possible impacts of WLE. This includes provid-
ing informati on to inform the iterati ve adaptati on and improvement of, for example, research outputs 
and change processes” (p. 76).
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Priority areas highlighted in the evaluati ons include the parti cipati on of CRP Directors in the per-
formance assessment of staff  members with management responsibiliti es in the CRP (such as 
fl agship leaders), and involvement of CRP Directors in decisions to map bilateral projects into a CRP. 
The evaluati ons indicate also that systems to provide adequate management informati on need to 
be improved in most CRPs. OCS is expected to play a positi ve role in this regard. 

8.4 FUNDING AND ITS MANAGEMENT

As the allocati on and management of funds is a crucial area of CRP management, it is discussed in a 
separate sub-secti on here. 

 The CGIAR reform introduced three funding windows for the CRPs100. W1/W2 funds are especially 
important to the success of the CGIAR reforms since they are the funds that the Fund Council can allocate 
among CRPs to infl uence the overall directi on of the research portf olio in accord with the strategic frame- 
work (W1 funds only). Likewise CRP managers can potenti ally allocate W1/W2 funds across Centers 
according to prioriti es and performance and to incenti vize collaborati on across Centers parti cipati ng in 
the CRP. W3 and most bilateral funds are under the control of the Centers 101. The evaluati ons indicate 
that there is variati on regarding the extent to which CRP directors can infl uence the mapping of W3 and 
bilateral funds to CRPs.

 At the System level, the Fund Council and the Consorti um Offi  ce have made limited use of W1 
funds to infl uence the overall allocati on among CRPs. Individual donors of course can infl uence the 
allocati on by contributi ng W2 funds to specifi c CRPs and some donors have done so. The Consorti um 
Offi  ce has then used W1 funds to fi ll shortf alls in W1/W2 funding of specifi c CRPs essenti ally eliminati ng 
incenti ves to CRPs to att ract W2 funds (as noted in the evaluati ons of L&F, PIM, RTB) 102. The Consorti um 
Offi  ce itself noted that the lack of an agreed set of prioriti es across the CRP portf olio in the SRF 2011 and 
subsequently throughout the implementati on of the SRF was an impediment to using W1 funds more 
strategically.103 

 Against this background, the rati onale for the fi nal allocati on of W1/W2 funds across was not 
clear and was questi oned by some evaluati ons (MAIZE, WHEAT). In some cases, such as CCAFS, CRPs 
started with less legacy research so a higher allocati on of W1/W2 funds was needed to fi nance the new 
research initi ated under the CRP. For the CRPs that were initi ally based on legacy research, the share of 
W1/W2 funds in total funding in 2014 was in several cases less than one third (Dryland Cereals, WHEAT, 
and MAIZE relati ve to a portf olio average of 41%). 

100 Window 1 funds that can be allocated across CRPs, Window 2 funds that are allocated to specifi c 
to CRPs, and Window 3 funds that are allocated to specifi c Centers.

101 In this regard it should be noted that many donors are now giving clear instructi ons about how 
W3 should be used (as opposed to the original idea of W3 being unrestricted funding to centers).

102 CGIAR Consorti um (2013): 2014-15 Financing Plan: Document presented for Agenda Item 12 of 
10th Fund Council Meeti ng,    

103 CGIAR Consorti um (2012): Interim 2013 CGIAR Financing Plan: Document presented for Agenda 
Item 5, 8th Fund Council Meeti ng.    
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The increased use of W3 funding is another disturbing trend. Over the period in which all CRPs were acti ve, 
the share of W3 funds received as a percentage of total CGIAR funds (W1/2/3 104) received, increased 
from 17% in 2012 to 29% in 2014 and to around 47% in 2015 105. By reallocati ng from W1/W2 funding to 
W3 funding, the donors appear to be indicati ng a loss of confi dence in the CRP process.

 Given the decline in W1 funds, the CRPs proposed in early 2016 that in the second round of CRP 
proposals, W1 funds would be distributed equally across the CRPs. This agreement also refl ects the fact 
that W1 were expected to fall to such an insignifi cant share (about 8%) of total CRP funding (W1/2/3/ 
and bilateral) for 2016 106 that they can no longer exert any real infl uence on the directi on of the CRP 
portf olio. Since W2 funds are allocated by individual donors, the System no longer has a mechanism to 
directly steer the CRP portf olio. Of course, a well conceived SRF and portf olio of CRPs is important for at-
tracti ng funds, even if the funders choose to fund specifi c acti viti es within the portf olio through W2 and 
other funding mechanisms. Even so, one of the original intenti ons of the CGIAR reform process for the 
Fund Council and/or CO to steer funds to high priority research and well-performing research programs 
is no longer relevant. 

 At the CRP level, the use of W1/W2 funds varies among CRPs and in some cases was not clear 
to the evaluati on teams. Aft er subtracti ng overall management and coordinati on costs, funds have been 
generally allocated into three groups.

1. Competi ti ve or commissioned funding of cross-Center research acti viti es of strategic relevance to 
the whole CRP. Some CRPs (CCAFS, PIM and WLE) have allocated most research funds through such 
grants although there were important diff erences among these CRPs in the openness of the competi ti on 
to researchers outside of CGIAR. Most others (A4NH, Dryland Cereals, FTA, Grain Legumes, GRiSP, 
L&F, RTB) have used a relati vely small part of their total research budget for such grants. MAIZE and 
WHEAT used such grants for external partners only. Evaluati ons generally found that these grants 
were parti cularly eff ecti ve in getti  ng beyond legacy research by initi ati ng new research acti viti es and 
providing incenti ves to parti cipati ng Centers and external partners to collaborate around a strategic 
research theme (e.g., GRiSP, MAIZE, MAIZE). 

2. Funds allocated by a formula based on ‘unrestricted funding’ received by the parti cipati ng Centers 
prior to the reforms. At least A4NH, FTA, GRiSP, L&F and RTB used this approach for the bulk of their 
W1/W2 funds throughout the fi rst phase. Most commonly the evaluati ons reported that Centers 
used these funds for fi lling gaps in priority research within the CRP portf olio. In several cases (FTA, 
Grain Legumes, PIM), evaluati ons reported use of funds, among other things, for paying overheads 
on bilateral projects that are mapped to the respecti ve CRPs.

3. Funding central services such as gender mainstreaming, networking, monitoring, evaluati on and 
learning systems, and capacity building. GRiSP and Dryland Cereals, for example, established com-
peti ti ve scholarships from such funds.  

104 This does not include bilateral funding.    

105 According to CGIAR Financial Reports 2012-2014 and Preliminary - CGIAR Financial Report 2015, 
issued 26 April 2016. In absolute terms this means USD 55 million in 2012, USD 182 million in 2014 
and USD 247 million predicted for 2015.   

106 CGIAR Consorti um (2015 c): 2016 CGIAR Research Program Financial Plan, issued 14 December 
2015.
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Although more costly to administer, use of competi ti ve or commissioned funds provided more power 
to CRP management since funds can be directly allocated in terms of overall prioriti es and quality of 
science. Grants can also be constructed to incenti vize collaborati on between Centers. Formula funds are 
more cost eff ecti ve and politi cally easier since they avoid potenti al confl icts among Centers in allocati ng 
funds. This was certainly a concern in the early years of the CRPs but several evaluati ons (FTA, GRiSP, 
RTB) recommended moving more funds to competi ti ve processes now that the CRPs have achieved a 
certain level of maturity. 

 W3 and bilateral projects are almost exclusively the province of the Centers, and since in 2015 
they made up 67% of CRP funding107, and even higher for some CRPs, they remain the major funder of 
the CRP research agenda. Of course, to the extent that the Centers and donors buy into the strategic 
framework, W3 and bilateral funds can and should be aligned to the CRP. Many evaluati ons noted a 
good congruence between the CRP strategic framework and W3 and bilateral funding. However, being 
Center specifi c they are, in view of the collecti ve acti on problems discussed above, less likely to foster 
collaborati ve research across Centers. Bilateral funds at the country level that are oft en managed by dif-
ferent arms of donor organizati ons to those who manage W1/W2 and W3 funds are also more focused 
on achieving short-term impacts (Secti on 5.2).

 As CRPs develop a more disti nct ‘brand name’, CRPs themselves might be able to raise more 
bilateral funds. The governance challenges involved in CRP branding have already been noted above, 
and some evaluati ons note the lack of CRP branding and even a reluctance to brand their acti viti es 
(A4NH). Excepti ons include AAS and GRiSP that have made substanti al eff orts to be recognized as enti -
ti es rather than programs of the Lead Center. The uncertain future of the individual CRPs as experienced 
in 2015 may be a major factor impeding such branding and CRP fund raising through bilateral projects. 
The evaluati ons rarely recorded a bilateral project that cut across Centers within a CRP - the large 
Stress Tolerant Rice for Africa and South Asia project and the Cereal Systems Initi ati ve for South Asia 
are excepti ons.

 Almost all the evaluati ons highlighted the uncertainty of W1/W2 funds from year to year, and 
even with year that undermined their value for funding long-term research. W1/W2 funds are allocated 
one year at a ti me and it has been hard for the CRPs to make long-term commitments based on these 
funds. Adding to this uncertainty, the evaluati ons took place as the Consorti um Offi  ce was advising CRPs 
of signifi cant budget cuts well into the fi scal year aft er funds had already been allocated and CRP commit-
ments made. This uncertainty along with failure of the CGIAR donors to transiti on from bilateral to W1/
W2 funding has undermined confi dence in W1/W2 funds as the ‘core funds’ of the system. In fact, 
evaluati ons noted that W3/bilateral funds are now not only the bulk of the funds but the more stable 
‘core’ of the CRPs.

 Going into the CRP 2 process, this analysis of evaluati ons indicates that the reform process based 
around CRPs is facing challenges due to declining W1/W2 funds both as a share of the total CRP budget 
and in absolute terms. The guidelines for the base budget for the CRP 2 portf olio provide USD 209 
million of W1/W2 funds or 23% of a total indicati ve budget of USD 900 million for 2017108. Although the 

107 According to CGIAR Consorti um (2016 b): Preliminary - CGIAR Financial Report 2015, issued 26 
April 2016.

108 CGIAR Consorti um (2015 a)
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base budget is a conservati ve guideline, indicati ve W1/W2 funding levels represent a decline from the 
2014 peak W1/W2 expenditure of USD 362 million or 42% of the total CRP expenditure. Both absolute W1/
W2 funding level and their share of all funds would be less than the unrestricted funds in the pre-reform 
period. This is a matt er of concern since one of the moti vati ons of the reform was to reverse the trend 
toward restricted funding. The 2008 Independent Review of the CGIAR, which informed the reform, 
had also identi fi ed the decline of unrestricted funding as a major challenge of CGIAR that needed to be 
addressed109. 

 The peaking of overall funding of the system in 2015 is understandable given the rapid rise 
in funding of CGIAR in recent years and recent fi scal stringencies in many of the key donor countries. 
However, the consistent and wholesale shift  away from W1/W2 funds toward W3 and bilateral funds 
threatens the fundamental objecti ve of the reform. There could be many reasons for such a shift , but 
one plausible reason is that donors have lost confi dence in the CRP superstructure as a way to allocate 
funds and have returned to exercising their prerogati ve to allocate funds to those Centers and research 
acti viti es that they perceive as meeti ng their prioriti es and quality standards for science.

 Under the CRP 2 guidelines, some CRPs would receive as low as 11% of their budget as W1/W2 
funds and several would be under 20%110. A decline in the W1/W2 funding share of this order undermines 
the power of CRP managers to incenti vize collaborati on around strategic prioriti es, even if more funds 
are moved toward competi ti ve grants. In absolute terms, seven of the 12 proposed CRPs would receive 
USD 15 million or less. W1/W2 annual budgets of USD 10-15 million distributed across several Centers, 
aft er subtracti ng management and coordinati on overheads risks creati ng disincenti ves for Centers 
to parti cipate in the CRP process at all. This is especially the case, since the reform has led to higher 
transacti ons costs.

 In assessing the role of W1/W2 funding, there is the need, of course, to take into account that 
the CRPs create an added value for the parti cipati ng Centers, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 9. 
Hence, the transacti on costs of collaborati on should partly be considered as an investment in a partner- 
ship that will deliver benefi ts later on. Moreover, the introducti on of the CRPs was designed to address 
a number of serious problems that had emerged within CGIAR, such as lack of coordinati on, duplicati on 
of eff orts and limited mission-orientati on 111. Hence, reverti ng to the pre-reform mode of operati on is 
not an opti on for CGIAR. Sti ll, considering the challenges of collecti ve acti on and matrix management 
analysed in Secti on 8.2 above, it seems unrealisti c to expect that the CRP structure to functi on without 
suffi  cient W1/W2 funding.  
 

109 CGIAR Independent Review Panel (2008), page 7.    

110 CGIAR Consorti um (2015 a)

111 See CGIAR Independent Review Panel (2008)
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FIGURE 5: CRP EXPENDITURE BY TYPE OF FUNDING, 2012 -2015 AND BASE GUIDELINE FOR 2017

 

Source: Preliminary - CGIAR Financial Report 2015, issued 26 April 2016 (page 5) and 2017-2022 CGIAR Research Program 

Portf olio (CRP 2) Final Guidance for Full Proposal.

EMERGING LESSON ON FUNDING

While there is no strong evidence base, the review of the CRPs that were evaluated as successful 
as well as logic suggest that a minimum share of W1/W2 funds in a CRP budget should be 30-35% 
if W1/W2 funds are to provide suffi  cient leverage to implement an integrati ve and collaborati ve 
research program across Centers. Successful implementati on of the CRP 2 process must revisit the 
compact between the donors and the Centers. On the one hand, the CRPs will have to arti culate 
a compelling case for their prioriti es and potenti al impacts on the IDOs and SLOs, and move way 
from formula funding to transparent mechanisms to allocated funds to the highest prioriti es and 
the best science, at the same ti me demonstrati ng a willingness to close off  legacy research that 
does not meet these criteria. On the other side, the donors have to reassert their commitment to 
providing funds in the most fl exible way possible to the CRPs to implement such a program.
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9. THE VALUE ADDED OF CRPS 
9.1 RATIONALE FOR THE CRPS

The added value of CRPs is best reviewed against the original rationale for their establishment. According 
to the SRF 2011, “the CRPs involve three core principles: a) a strategic approach to organizing research 
around impact on SLOs; b) integration of research across core competencies as fundamental to the 
strategic approach; and c) clarity on and differentiation of partnerships at the various stages of the R&D 
process” 112.

 For purposes of this review, these principles are unpacked into five potential areas of added 
value of the CRPs over the pre-reform process of research organized at the Center level. 

1. Clear impact orientation. The CRPs were to be designed with a strong emphasis on results. CRPs are 
expected to contribute to the SLOs by targeting outcomes on IDOs, which were introduced to make 
planning and targeting more realistic. As outlined in Chapter 5.1, CRPs were required to develop 
explicit ToC and Impact Pathways, which should also guide the development of partnerships with 
both research and development organizations and respective capacity development activities.

2. Integration around a strategic framework to address the System’s four SLOs.113 The reform process 
clearly argued that CRPs should be strategic in addressing high priority research based on its potential 

112 CGIAR Consortium (2011 a)   

113 As CGIAR Consortium (2011 a), SRF published in 2011.  
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to impact the four SLOs. CRPs were expected to prioriti ze research against the SLOs and integrate a 
coherent portf olio of research for development acti viti es from across the System.

3. Building synergies by exploiti ng complementary assets and comparati ve advantages. The com-
plementary assets and/or comparati ve advantages of the Centers that could be exploited through 
the CRPs might include locati on in terms of agro-climati c or socio-economic setti  ng, proximity and 
access through trusted relati onships to users of CGIAR outputs (farmers, policy makers and others), 
diff erent skill mixes in terms of disciplines or type of research (discovery, delivery), and other assets 
related to germplasm, data bases, models, and tools.

4. Sharing and learning. Scienti sts in diff erent Centers could gain through closer interacti on that speeds 
exchanges of knowledge, tools, and germplasm, if the CRP puts in place mechanisms to foster those 
exchanges. 

Scale through effi  ciencies. CRPs might also enhance effi  ciencies by allowing certain types of research or 
management protocols to be organized at scale at one of the parti cipati ng partners of the CRPs. 

 These potenti al added values of course have to be balanced against potenti ally increased 
transacti ons costs at both management and scienti fi c levels. Transacti ons costs may be direct costs 
(hiring additi onal managers or directors or travel costs) as well as unrecorded costs in terms of ti me for 
coordinati on meeti ngs, more complex interacti ons and additi onal reporti ng requirements. As indicated 
in the previous chapter, these transacti on costs can partly be considered as investment costs required to 
establish partnerships that yield benefi ts over ti me.

9.2 OVERALL FINDINGS ON VALUE ADDED

The evaluati on reports and the researcher surveys broadly concluded that the CRPs have added value. 
In the case of GRiSP and MAIZE the assessment on value added is strongly positi ve. The value added 
of the other commodity CRPs (C-CRPs) was assessed to be positi ve as were PIM, A4NH, and FTA. A4NH 
and FTA both concluded (in a qualitati ve assessment) that the added value outweighed the increased 
trans- acti ons costs. The evaluati ons of Dryland Cereals and Grain Legumes seem ambivalent about 
the added value, although both evaluati ons recognize their potenti al value added and note the very 
short ti me period of implementati on since these were the last CRPs to start (two years only). All three 
evaluati ons of the Systems CRPs (AAS, Humidtropics and Dryland Systems) stressed the high value of the 
systems approach for promoti ng integrated research within CGIAR.114 For various reasons, this value has 
not been fully exploited, as further discussed below.  

 The researcher surveys that included common questi ons about value added broadly support 
these fi ndings, with GRiSP scoring best for the commodity CRPs and WLE with the lowest overall score 
(Table 8). The high scores of AAS refl ect the strong commitment of staff  to the RinD approach promoted 
by this CRP as a tool for adding value. 

114 AAS stressed the high value of the system as an object of research, but questi oned the approach 
and tools used.   
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TABLE 8: SCORES FOR SPECIFIC QUESTIONS IN THE SCIENTIST SURVEY THAT WERE COMMON ACROSS CRPS115  

* Cells display average rati ng of responses on a scale from 6 (strongly agree) to 1 (strongly disagree).

Several CRPs have included non-CGIAR core partners - research insti tuti ons from high-income countries 
with an internati onal mandate - who play an important role in implementati on and are represented 
in the CRP’s governance/management bodies. FTA, GRiSP and RTB all included CIRAD, and in case of 
CCAFS, the University of Copenhagen is a core partner, which also hosts the CRP’s coordinati on unit. 
In general, the evaluati ons on the value added of including the non-CGIAR core partner(s) are positi ve, 
especially for discovery-type research and the applicati on of innovati ve research approaches. 

 The evaluati ons are uniformly in agreement that the potenti al value added of the CRPs is much 
higher than what has been realized to date. A common fi nding is that two to four years is only suffi  cient 
to lay the basis for strong CRP partnerships across Centers and that several more years are needed to 
conti nue to learn from experience and build trust in order to develop truly integrated programs. Also 
funding controlled at the CRP level from W1/W2 sources that is especially important for building value 
added is less than 25% of total funds in some CRPs. Bilateral funds are nearly all raised and controlled at 
the Center level (see Funding secti on). 

9.3 SPECIFIC FINDINGS BY AREAS OF POTENTIAL VALUE ADDED
IMPROVING ORIENTATION TOWARD IMPACTS

The evaluati ons all comment favourably on an emerging results culture in the CRPs with much greater 
awareness and att enti on to getti  ng beyond research outputs to outcomes. This has also sti mulated 

115 This survey analysis does not include the results of the FTA and PIM survey because of lack of 
comparability.
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hundreds of partnerships aimed at scaling out delivery. The introducti on of the ToC concept across all 
CRPs has improved orientati on towards impacts. Sti ll, this is a work in progress, especially in developing 
more disaggregated ToCs tailored for specifi c research acti viti es, products and sites, while assuring that 
the TOCs also facilitate the producti on of Internati onal Public Goods (see Secti on 5.1). 

 In principle, the systems approach introduced through the three Systems CRPs also has high 
potenti al to serve as a tool for improving impact orientati on towards impact across CRPs. An example 
from Humidtropics is the identi fi cati on of impact zones or domains, where innovati ons developed in a 
specifi c acti on site can be up-scaled, due to similariti es in the farming system. The evaluati ons indicate 
that the ti me frame was sti ll too short to realize the full potenti al of this systems approach.
 
 IDOs and specifi c targets have only been established for most CRPs as part of the 2015-2016 
extension. It is, therefore, too soon to expect the CRPs to have produced impacts in terms of the IDOs 
(except from legacy research), but most evaluati ons pointed to signifi cant achievements (see Secti on 5).

INTEGRATION AROUND STRATEGIC FRAMEWORKS FOR A RESULTS ORIENTATION

A pre-requisite for success with a CRP appears to be a strong and coherent strategic framework, as pre-
sented in the original proposal that has wide buy in from both managers and scienti sts in the parti cpati ng 
Centers. This was parti cularly the case for GRiSP and MAIZE that received strong endorsements from 
ISPC reviews. ISPC on the other hand was criti cal of the strategic framework for AAS and this was echoed 
by the evaluati ons. 

 Integrati on around the strategic framework has been greatly facilitated in several of the CRPs 
(A4NH, GRiSP, MAIZE, PIM, RTB, WHEAT) by allocati ng some W1/W2 funds competi ti vely or semi-com-
peti ti vely to support research projects designed from the bott om up that support high priority global 
initi ati ves such as phenomics or the global IMPACT model. However, for GRiSP, L&F, RTB and WHEAT, 
the bulk of the funds have been allocated through formula funding that puts the onus on the Centers 
to allocate funds according to the strategic framework for the CRP. AAS used most W1/W2 funding to 
develop and promote the RinD approach, which facilitated collaborati on. In contrast, W1/W2 funding in 
Dryland Systems was so limited that it was mostly spent for program management and coordinati on. 

 Many CRPs used formula funding to allocate a fi xed share of W1/W2 funds to each Center. Most 
evaluati ons of these CRPs (e.g., GRiSP, L&F and RTB) argue that these CRPs should move more funds to 
competi ti ve grants to incenti vize collaborati on and synergies. However, the evaluati ons of A4NH, PIM 
and CCAFS that most extensively use competi ti ve grants cauti on that the processes need to be much 
more transparent.

 Another mechanism to move to full integrati on is to integrate management of the CRP across 
the parti cipati ng Centers. WHEAT and MAIZE have endorsed this concept of full integrati on and appointed 
a CRP Director for each CRP, presumably with budgetary powers over the two Centers parti cipati ng in 
each CRP. The RTB evaluati on recommended fully integrati ng the IITA and CIAT cassava breeding programs 
and identi fi ed a clear potenti al for integrati on and consolidati on of all RTB research on banana and 
plantain by IITA and Bioversity. Note however, that in each case, the integrati on is being implemented 
or recommended for a single commodity across only two centers. It will be diffi  cult to replicate this 
management model for more complex CRPs. As noted in the evaluati ons, the Directors in the other CRPs 
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have, so far, limited authority over key management areas (such as human resources and W3/bilateral 
projects mapped into the CRPs) and play, therefore, more of a coordinati ng role.

COMPLEMENTARY ASSETS

Many evaluati ons pointed to the role of the CRPs in generati ng synergies by exploiti ng complementary 
assets. In GRiSP, for example, most of the gene discovery work is done at IRRI, and Africa Rice is quickly 
able to use these products. Likewise CIAT has the comparati ve advantage in transgenic work due to a 
blanket biosafety approval for its work in Colombia. In PIM, IFPRI has strong disciplinary skills in economics, 
while the partner Centers have strong skills in the natural sciences. PIM has allowed IFPRI’s impact 
model to involve 12 centers and tap biophysical experti se on crop, livestock and fi sh systems to improve 
esti mates of model parameters, while economists working at the commodity Centers have benefi ted 
from interacti on with the strong disciplinary skills in economics at IFPRI. WLE has facilitated interacti on 
between IWMI and World Fish on water management. Humidtropics has promoted the use of Innovati on 
Platf orms and R4D platf orms as a tool to promote parti cipatory integrated research among the parti ci- 
pati ng insti tuti ons. AAS, in contrast, could have benefi tt ed more from leverage the experti se of the 
Commodity Centers for the agricultural component of aquati c agricultural systems. 116

 There is also interest in expanding the use of complementary assets in the future. For example, 
several CRPs have identi fi ed a role for A4NH in their extension proposals to provide experti se in specifi c 
methods for research on nutriti on (e.g., nutriti onal effi  cacy and bioavailability trials or high throughput 
diagnosti cs for micronutrients). 
 
SHARING AND LEARNING

Interacti on, learning and sharing between scienti sts in diff erent Centers has increased under many of 
the CRPs (GRiSP, L&F, MAIZE, RTB) relati ve to the pre-reform situati on. CIAT’s and Lati n American experti se 
more generally in direct seeded rice is now much more widely appreciated in IRRI and Asia, while ILRI is 
gaining from CIAT’s forage experti se for applicati on in Africa. Aft er GRiSP was formed there was a sharp 
increase in the number of IRRI and CIAT advanced lines tested in the Africa Rice Breeding Task Force. The 
evaluati on of A4NH also highlights the increased cross learning between parti cipati ng Centers working 
on nutriti on. However, there is litt le evidence of increased co-authorship of publicati ons across Centers 
in any of the CRPs, although it is probably too early to expect this.  

 The three Systems CRPs also placed emphasis on sharing and learning. In AAS, “knowledge 
sharing and learning” was established as a research theme, under which tools such as “aft er acti on 
reviews” were consistently applied throughout the program. As a consequence, the CRP was able to 
establish a culture of self-refl ecti on and learning. AAS also made eff orts to foster exchange between the 
lead Center (WorldFish) and the other parti cipati ng Centers (Bioversity and IMWI) through the joint 
leadership of the research themes by staff  from diff erent Centers and the posti ng of focal staff  from 
other Centers at WorldFish Headquarters. 

 Groups of scienti sts within the CRPs are also interacti ng and learning from each other. The work 
on value chains is a good example. PIM has facilitated skill development in value chain analysis through 

116 In this case, the allocati on of more than 90% of CRP funding to one Center (WorldFish) turned out 
to be a constraint.   
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leading a working group on value chains and developing a website including tools for value chains 
analysis117. A similar learning environment is being created among the teams working on value chains 
and nutriti on in A4NH. Among the Systems CRPs, Humidtropics created a “Tools for Systems Analysis” 
(TOSA) toolbox although it was too early to assess its eff ecti veness.

EFFICIENCIES THROUGH SCALE

Effi  ciencies can be realized at the scienti fi c level or management level. In science, the CRPs by involving 
diverse Centers and locati ons, as well as external partners, provide a unique opportunity for synthesis of 
results into globally relevant conclusions or toolkits. However, this is as yet an unexploited opportunity 
and the evaluati ons of WLE and L&F strongly recommend priority to this acti vity. 

 Effi  ciencies are also being realized through common protocols and tools. This is being achieved 
by designing and employing common data recording protocols for phenotyping, as in GRiSP. AAS developed 
a “Roll-Out Handbook”, which serves as a protocol on implementi ng the “Research in Development” 
approach, a parti cipatory acti on research approach promoted by the CRP. Most CRPs have also promo-
ted a strong gender dimension in the CRPs by withholding funds for centrally organizing gender capacity 
building and tool kits to promote a gender-transformati ve approach throughout the CRP. Most CRPs 
have registered signifi cant progress on gender relati ve to the pre-reform situati on (see Secti on 6).  
On the management side, all CRPs are struggling with management informati on systems and with M&E, 
largely because of the complexity of the CRPs and the diff erent systems used across Centers. Eff orts are 
being made to introduce OCS for management, and common M&E systems that envisages a ti ght link 
with the ToC and contributes to Results-Based Management (see Secti on 8).

9.4 OVERALL FINDINGS ON CONSTRAINTS TO VALUE ADDED

The main negati ves of the CRPs are well known. First, all evaluati ons commented on the increased 
transacti ons costs for CRP managers to coordinate and comply with CRP requirements for reporti ng, 
and for scienti sts in terms of additi onal planning and reporti ng. The most negati ve aspect of the CRPs 
revealed in the researcher surveys was that staff  did not believe that the CRP had ‘good potenti al to 
streamline administrati ve procedures’ (Table 8: Scores for specifi c questi ons in the scienti st survey that 
were common across CRPs).  Relati ons between CRPs and the Consorti um Offi  ce have oft en been under-
mined by poor communicati on, frequently shift ing guidelines and lack of trust, which has increased 
transacti ons costs.

 Second, W1/W2 funding has been low for some CRPs and uncertain for all CRPs. As reviewed in 
Secti on 8.3, W1/W2 funds are especially important for achieving CRP objecti ves since they are the only 
funds that are or potenti ally can be used at the CRP level to infl uence prioriti es and reward science quality. 
Signifi cant year to year variability in W1/W2 funds funding and mid-year withdrawal of W1/W2 funds in 
2014 and 2015 have undermined the ability to use W1/W2 funds strategically for long term research.

117  www.tools4valuechains.org    
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EMERGING LESSONS ON VALUE ADDED

To fully realize the potenti al value added, system stability is essenti al. The CRPs were meant to 
run for ten years, subject to a mid-term evaluati on. The CRPs that are making progress need to be 
assured of their conti nuity and the funds to implement their agreed research portf olio. Likewise, 
administrati ve procedures need to be harmonized and agreed on for the next several years.
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10. CONCLUSIONS 
10.1 CONTEXT

Any effort to draw conclusions from this synthesis of 15 evaluations needs to take into account that 
the creation of CRPs was probably the most far-reaching and ambitious reform effort undertaken since 
CGIAR was established. As noted (Chapter 1), CGIAR was not designed from scratch, but became in- 
creasingly complex as it evolved over time, which led to the challenges that the reform aimed to address. 
These included the lack of a clear mission-oriented research focus, the proliferation of uncoordinated 
CGIAR entities and programs, and the growing dependence on bilateral funding often with a strong 
focus on development at the expense of science. The CRPs were designed to address these problems by 
integrating the entire research portfolio of all Centers around one strategic framework that articulated 
the CGIAR’s overarching goals of reduced rural poverty, improved food security, improved nutrition and 
health, and sustainably managed natural resources. 

 The CRPs were not the first CGIAR programs that were jointly implemented across Centers - the 
previous System-Wide Programs and Challenge Programs, some of which were large scale had operated 
for a decade. What makes the CRPs much more ambitious than previous multi-center programs is that 
they covered virtually the entire research portfolio of all Centers. Such a far-reaching reform approach 
obviously has a much greater potential to reach the CGIAR’s goals than earlier efforts (Section 9.1). 
However, the introduction of a matrix management structure across the entire CGIAR system introduced 
a major challenge. As is well documented in the business management literature, successfully imple-
menting a matrix management structure is a challenge in a single organization, but in CGIAR - a group of 
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legally autonomous individual Centers - the challenge is far bigger. The matrix structure could only parti -
ally be imposed in a hierarchical manner from above and has to rely to a large extent on the collecti ve 
acti on and good will of the fi ft een Centers. 

 The reform started at a ti me, when incenti ves to overcome the challenges inherent in such a 
far-reaching organizati onal reform were very strong. Aft er decades of neglect, the food price crisis of 
2008 brought food security and agriculture to center stage in the internati onal development agenda, 
and with it, a new sense of urgency to reinvest in agricultural research. Given CGIAR’s unique role and 
strong track record in contributi ng to global food security, the increase in resources to CGIAR was un-
precedented. By 2014, CGIAR had more than double the budget than it had in the pre-reform period118. 

 Against this backdrop, what does this Synthesis of the 15 CRP evaluati ons tell us about the 
extent to which the CRPs have succeeded in realizing the substanti al potenti al benefi ts of the reform on 
the one hand, and to manage its many challenges on the other? 

 As every evaluati on noted – the ti ming of the evaluati ons was rather early to answer these 
questi ons. The reform was in full fl ux during the enti re evaluati on period, associated with an evoluti on 
of organizati onal structures and procedures. Moreover, research, especially in agriculture, is a long-term 
endeavour, and the full benefi ts of the reform cannot be expected to be visible within the short period 
evaluated. However, the ti ming of the evaluati ons provides the opportunity to get early insights on what 
is – and is not – working well, so as to inform the ongoing reform eff orts as the CRPs enter into their 
second phase. 

10.2 AREAS OF ACHIEVEMENT

The evaluati ons provide strong evidence that many of the reform elements are indeed steering the 
system in the intended directi on. Interacti on, learning and sharing between scienti sts in diff erent 
Centers, has clearly increased (Secti on 9.2-9.3), thus realizing an important objecti ve of a matrix system. 
Horizontal linkages between Centers have been created or strengthened at all levels - researchers from 
diff erent Centers are working together in the themati c fl agships and in joint research locati ons, managers 
from diff erent Centers share responsibility in the management committ ees at CRP level, and the 
Centers are also jointly represented in the CRPs’ governing bodies (Secti on 8.2–8.3). These new horizontal 
linkages have allowed the Centers to create synergies, especially by combining experti se and research 
approaches from diff erent fi elds and regions and by creati ng new platf orms for knowledge sharing and 
learning (Secti on 9.2-9.3). 

 As for quality of science, the picture that emerges from the evaluati ons is that, overall, CRPs 
have been able to engage research leaders of adequate qualifi cati on and scienti fi c standing to lead the 
wide ranging CRP research acti viti es on a par with global standards. The analysis of the publicati on record 
showed that CRPs are home to highly producti ve world-class researchers in a range of disciplines (Secti on 
4.1). Likewise, the analysis of publicati ons indicated that CRPs are, overall, able to produce quality of 
science at a level that can be expected from internati onal agricultural research organizati ons, although 
there is considerable variati on within and across CRPs (Secti on 4.2).

118 Rijsberman, Frank (2014): CGIAR Consorti um 2013 Refl ecti ons and 2014 Outlook: A Mid-Term 
Review for the New Billion $ CGIAR.
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Another achievement is the greater orientati on of CGIAR through the CRPs towards results and impact, 
an important goal of the CGIAR reform. Eff orts to foster an impact culture in CGIAR have been under-
way prior to the reform, but the evaluati ons suggest that the request for each CRP to develop Impact 
Pathways and ToC has forced CRPs to consider more systemati cally the processes for achieving impacts 
and led to a stronger results orientati on throughout CGIAR (Secti on 5.1). 

 The evaluati ons also document progress towards gender mainstreaming (Chapter 6). At the ti me 
when the CRPs were created, the CGIAR had undertaken a number of strategic gender initi ati ves, but a 
robust, properly resourced and supported eff ort to embed gender analysis across the CGIAR portf olio 
had not yet been att empted (Secti on 6.1). The evaluati ons suggest that important steps in this directi on 
were made by developing a Consorti um Gender Strategy and requesti ng all CRPs to develop their own 
gender strategies, allocate a dedicate budget to gender, and report on progress (Secti on 6.2). Substanti al 
eff orts have been made to create an enabling environment for gender research (Secti on 6.3) and to 
mainstream gender throughout the research portf olio (Secti on 6.4). However, gender in the workplace, 
the second pillar of the CGIAR Gender strategy received relati vely litt le att enti on (Secti on 6.5).

 “Making the most out of partnerships” was also one of the goals of the reform laid out in the 
SRF of 2011. Partnerships and capacity development are essenti al for achieving impact at scale, and the 
evaluati ons were largely positi ve in this regard, even though a more strategic approach was generally 
recommended (Secti on 7.3). Important achievements were identi fi ed in engaging a wider range of de-
velopment partners to achieve impact, using new approaches to partnership, e.g., in form of innovati on 
platf orms, and expanding partnerships with the private sector, thus potenti ally opening new impact 
pathways (Secti on 7.1). Strong partnerships with advanced research insti tuti ons have conti nued to grow 
and nourish the quality of science in the system. Challenges, however, remain in engaging research 
partners from nati onal systems in the enti re research process (Secti on 7.1), and in providing adequate 
opportunity for them to be represented in the CRP governing bodies to provide greater legiti macy 
(Secti on 8.3).

 There is, of course, variati on across CRPs in all these areas of achievement as detailed in 
Chapters 3-9. This is not surprising considering that the parti cipati ng Centers had their specifi c strengths 
and weaknesses prior to the reform, which are partly refl ected in CRP performance, and that some CRPs 
began much later in the evaluati on period. With more ti me, the opportunity for maturing, collaborati on, 
sharing and learning created by the CRPs is, however, expected to reduce these diff erences.

10.3 UNEXPLOITED POTENTIALS AND AREAS OF CONCERN

Notwithstanding the important achievements highlighted above, the evaluati ons also indicate that there 
is sti ll a long way to go on the way to realize the full potenti al of organizing CGIAR research across CRPs. 
The vision of the SRF 2011 was that the “CGIAR will functi on as a single insti tuti on, with its centers 
collaborati ng in pursuit of shared goals and objecti ves”119. Achieving this goal requires the development 
of joint guidelines and systems for the management of CRPs. In several important areas of management, 
comprehensive guidelines and management systems were not yet available at the ti me the CRPs were 
created, but were developed piece meal over ti me. These areas include guidance on the organizati onal 
structure of CRP governance and management, the implementati on of a joint management system (e.g. 

119 CGIAR Consorti um (2011 a), page 5.
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OCS), the use of ToCs as a planning tool, the strategy for gender mainstreaming, the framework for 
M&E and the framework for capacity development. Several evaluati ons expressed concerns regarding 
the high transacti ons costs caused by the evolving nature of these guidelines and tools (Secti on 9.3). To 
some extent this can be expected--organizing the enti re CGIAR research portf olio in the form of CRPs 
was a massive eff ort that required learning processes, someti mes involving trial and error. Hence, the 
transacti on costs can partly be considered as investment into the new CGIAR structure.

 Sti ll, the evaluati ons refl ect concerns regarding some of the management instruments that have 
been created. Several evaluati ons were parti cularly criti cal regarding the emerging RMB System, which 
was found to lack realism regarding the assumpti ons of att ributability of outcomes to CRPs, and regarding 
the feasibility of measuring and monitoring the required indicators with appropriate methodologies 
across the enti re CRP portf olio (Secti on 8.2). Similarly, the evaluati ons suggest that the ToC concept 
needs considerable adjustments, including links to the relevant literature, to become a management 
instrument suited to large and complex research programs (Secti on 5.1). In the area of gender main- 
streaming, the evaluati ons noted a trend towards collecti ng gender-disaggregated data, but a lack of 
investment in the analysis of such data and their use in high-quality publicati ons that could infl uence 
mainstream research, an important impact pathway (Secti on 6.4). All three cases indicate a problemati c 
trend of forcing the CRPs to apply management instruments that have been designed for development 
projects without suffi  ciently adjusti ng them to the specifi c needs of large-scale complex research-for-
development programs. This may be viewed as a missed opportunity since CGIAR could well become a 
leader in this fi eld by using the opportunity to draw more intensively on the experti se of its researchers 
when developing guidelines and management instruments. Positi ve examples of this include the CGIAR 
Network of Gender Exports and the Community of Practi ce on Capacity Development. Involvement of 
researchers may also be useful to develop guidelines for other important areas of CRP management, 
such state-of-the-art methods for priority setti  ng and impact assessment - areas where many evaluati ons 
identi fi ed weaknesses.

 The evaluati ons draw att enti on to another criti cal issue: the appropriate positi on of CGIAR in 
research-development conti nuum. Several CRPs engage in large-scale extension acti viti es involving the 
training of tens of thousands of farmers, oft en under large bilaterally funded projects. The evaluati ons 
questi oned the comparati ve advantage of CGIAR for such activities vis-à-vis national systems and 
development organizati ons. This questi on has long been debated in CGIAR, but the evaluati on fi ndings 
indicate that the topic remains unresolved and requires further att enti on (Secti on 7.2).

 Another area that requires att enti on is the buy-in of research staff  into the CRPs. On the positi ve 
side, researcher surveys indicate that a large share of staff  recognizes the potenti al of the CRPs to add 
value (Secti on 9.1). However, the evaluati ons also found a rather low identi fi cati on of research staff  in 
some CRPs with the CRP concept to the extent that some staff  consider them to be litt le more than 
another donor (Secti on 8.3). The impression that emerges is that researchers oft en feel overwhelmed 
by reporti ng and compliance requirements that are burdensome and imposed “from above.” The fi nding 
that researchers implement M&E systems that are against their professional judgment is symptomati c 
(Secti on 8.3). Researchers are the CGIAR’s main asset – and maintaining a moti vati ng environment for 
them to be producti ve, and for the CRPs to remain att racti ve to the best talent, are criti cal to long term 
success of the reform process and to CGIAR more generally.
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The evaluati ons also reveal some concerns and unexploited potenti als regarding quality of science. 
The variati on in quality of science within and across CRPs indicates that the CRPs have only been partly 
successful to date in using the potenti al of the new matrix management structure for combining the 
strengths of the parti cipati ng Centers to boost the overall quality of science. Encouraging co-authorship 
across Centers could be useful as would stronger individual incenti ves for performance. These strategies 
could also help to address one area of concern that was noted in several evaluati ons: a comparati vely 
large share of publicati ons in journals without impact factor or with low impact factors, which was seen 
as a problem since peer review and acceptance within the research community remains an important 
instrument to ensure quality of science. The evaluati ons also indicate that several CRPs would benefi t 
from a bett er integrati on of social science research, and the CRPs overall would benefi t from integrati ng 
a wider range of social sciences beyond economics in their disciplinary portf olio. The CRPs also created 
the opportunity to share data across Centers and make comprehensive data sets publicly available - an 
important internati onal public good, and a disti nct comparati ve advantage of CGIAR. The evaluati ons 
indicate that more eff orts are required to bett er uti lize this potenti al.  

 An area that is of parti cular concern is the instability and the declining share of W1/W2 funding. 
This concern was strongly expressed in every single evaluati on. The shift  back to W3 and bilateral 
funding has reversed one of the fundamental tenets of the CGIAR reform and risks undermining the 
potenti al of CRP matrix management. Moreover, the evaluati ons pointed to the problems the Centers 
face in sustaining their research infrastructures and other research support under the CGIAR Reform. 
This topic requires urgent considerati on, since W1/W2 funds provide the criti cal leverage to implement 
an integrati ve and collaborati ve research program across Centers (Secti on 8.3). 

10.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In view of these fi ndings, one may ask what to conclude overall from these evaluati ons. Was the 
creati on of CRPs a valuable reform approach for CGIAR? There are good reasons to consider the CRP 
approach to be valuable, especially if funding fl exibility can be regained. The evaluati ons provide 
evidence of a substanti al willingness to collaborate at all levels, and across all CRPs. This increased 
collaborati on was achieved in spite of the challenges inherent in the CRPs’ governance structure: 
potenti al confl icts of interest, the potenti al of organizati onal capture, and the challenges of dual 
accountability (Secti on 8.2). The evaluati ons indicate that this would not have been possible without 
the leadership qualiti es of CRP Directors and managers, which are well documented in the evalua-
ti ons, and without the willingness to cooperate among the leadership of the Centers, and among 
scienti sts themselves. As outlined above, the incenti ves to collaborate in a major reform eff ort of 
CGIAR were strong at the beginning of the reform–and to maintain the reform momentum it is 
important to maintain strong incenti ves, especially CRP funding, for collaborati on if the goal of the 
“CGIAR functi oning as one insti tuti on” is to be achieved.
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ANNEX 1: OVERVIEW OF THE 15 CRPS
TABLE A 1: CRP PARTICIPATION BY CENTER

 

Source: IEA 2014, p.33, with amendments by Ufer and Birner (2015) 
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ANNEX 1: OVERVIEW OF THE 15 CRPS

TABLE A 2: GOALS AND COMPONENTS OF CRPS
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TABLE A 3: GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE OF THE CRPS
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 * Compositi on in March 2016, according to the websites of the CRPs. Changes made during the evaluati on period are 
discussed in the text. The appointment of a WHEAT CRP Director is not refl ected in the table since it was not indicated 
on the CRPs website yet.
** Staff  in this column refers to staff  members who are specifi cally hired for CRP management (in most cases, 3-4 staff  
members). They may include staff  in charge of administrati on and fi nance of the CRP, coordinati on, 
communicati on, and monitoring and evaluati on. 
** Grain Legumes and DrylandCereals have the same CRP Director and same Program Management Unit 
(comprising 3 staff  members). 
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ANNEX 2: OVERVIEW OF CRP EVALUATIONS
TABLE A 4: OVERVIEW OF THE CRP EVALUATIONS 

*indicates whether evaluati on was commissioned by IEA or the respecti ve CRP
Source: IEA.
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